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INTRODUCTION
Category theory is an organizing framework for compositional thinking in terms of mathe-matical objects and structure-preserving arrows between them. In the particular contextof theoretical computer science, category theory is a powerful tool used in the study of the
meaning of programs, logics and type systems: such line of work is often referred to as categorical
semantics.
Categorical quantum foundations is the subset of categorical semantics which aims to find
a categorical formulation for the quantum phenomena, opening the doors to the interaction
between the laws of quantum mechanics and other mathematical formalisms.
The state-of-the-art of the research on quantum technologies suggest that there is already a
need for verification tools for quantum devices. Beyond that, it is our belief that the mathematical
tools developed in the context of quantum computer science are of some use in the study of other
paradigms of computation. In fact, as part of the elaboration of this thesis, while heavily focused
on quantum programming languages, we investigated probabilistic computing. The present work
intends to be a case study of some of the ways by which the peculiarities of the quantum paradigm
offer interesting challenges to theoretical computer scientists, whose mathematical tools are
reused and re-evaluated to fit to the needs of quantum computing.
For the sake of coherence, this thesis has been organised around two themes:
A The first theme is the use of operator algebras in the categorical study of quantum founda-
tions. This approach is heavily inspired by domain theory and enriched category theory.
B The second theme focuses on functional (quantum) programming languages and their
categorical models, with the development of a quantum domain theory as common ground.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Part A: Operator algebras in categorical quantum foundations
In the past few years, the Oxford school in quantum foundations, which was built on the work
of Samson Abramsky and Bob Coecke [1], has been a strong advocate for categorical (and dia-
grammatic) languages for quantum mechanics. Similarly, various lines of work have attempted to
introduce elements of domain theory in the study of quantum computing (see e.g. [125]). However,
little has been done to exploit the intersection between the category-theoretic and domain-
theoretic toolboxes in the study of quantum foundations, nor integrate infinite-dimensional
operator algebras. This is the topic tackled in the first part of this thesis.
Chapter 3 establishes a connection between operator theory and domain theory, which are
respectively milestones in the study of quantum mechanics and the study of the semantics of
programming languages. Here, we are interested in defining the meaning of quantum programs
as morphisms between operator algebras (in this case, W*-algebras which are algebras of physical
observables). This line of work originated in our first work [111], and is the starting point of
a series of fruitful collaborations with Robert Furber and Sam Staton, as detailed in the other
chapters of this part of the thesis.
Technical Result The category W§AlgNPSU of W*-algebras and positive sub-unital maps is
enriched over the category of pointed dcpos and strict Scott-continuous maps (see Theorem 3.2.8).
Moreover, there is a class of endofunctors on the category W§AlgNPSU which admit canonical
fixpoints (see Theorem 3.3.6).
Chapter 4 corresponds to our first collaboration with Sam Staton, published in the proceedings
of MFPS XXXI [114]. Tapping into Kelly’s Australian school of (enriched) category theory [83], we
put the emphasis on enriched presheaves, that is, functors onto some suitable category V, which
isn’t necessarily the category of sets and functions. In essence, we start from the observation
that completely positive maps are morphisms between operator algebras, and can be used to
represent quantum programs mathematically. Such completely positive maps are in one-to-one
correspondence with (natural) families of positive maps, that is, families of morphisms which
preserve observable entities of quantum systems. We define a representation theorem to be a
result which classifies the models of mathematical structures in terms of more concrete models,
allowing the study of the general through the study of the particular [79]. We then proceed to
present several representation theorems for completely positive maps: this allows us to represent
completely positive maps as morphisms in categories studied in Bart Jacobs’ categorical logic
[71]. We later discuss similar results on topological vector spaces, seen here as a generalization of
operator algebras.
Technical result Completely positive maps are in one-to-one correspondence with natural
families of positive maps (see Theorem 4.1.1), in such a way that every representation theorem
on positive maps can be turned into a representation theorem on completely positive maps (as a
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consequence of Theorem 4.1.4). This view extends to topological vector spaces, formalized as a
generalization of operator algebras (see Theorem 4.3.2).
Chapter 5 finalizes the line of thought started in Chapter 4 and features a proof that matrix
algebras are dense in W*-algebras, which previously appeared in the proceedings of QPL 2016
[115]. Informally, this means that the structures that we use to interpret finite-dimensional
quantum systems offer some approximation of the structures that we use to interpret infinite-
dimensional structures. The chapter closes with a discussion of the consequences of this result.
Technical result Matrix algebras are dense in W*-algebras, i.e. every W*-algebra is a colimit
of matrix algebras and completely positive maps (see Theorem 5.2.1).
Part B: Towards quantum domain theory
Category theory and domain theory have informed the design of functional programming
languages. We follow this line of work through the course of this thesis, by developing some
tools for the mathematical study of quantum computer science, with the clear intention to in-
sert our work in the burgeoning research community on quantum programming languages (see
e.g. [24, 33, 59, 63, 90, 100, 101, 103, 110, 116, 117, 131, 142]). In essence, starting from the
observation that domain theory constitutes a milestone in the mathematical study of classical
programming languages, the second part of this thesis explores the development of a quantum
domain theory, as a basis for the study of quantum computing.
The first chapter of this part of the thesis can be seen as a step towards the study of the
semantics of quantum computing. Indeed, Chapter 6 focuses on Kegelspitzen, a mathematical
structure introduced by Klaus Keimel and Gordon Plotkin in [82], with as an end goal the study
of probabilistic non-determinism. In this chapter, we ask ourselves what are Kegelspitzen the
model of. We adopt a categorical viewpoint and show that Kegelspitzen model stochastic matrices
onto a category of domains. Consequently, Kegelspitzen form a denotational model of pPCF, an
abstract functional programming language for probabilistic computing (see e.g. [34, 44, 46, 47]).
We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the interpretation of (probabilistic) recursive types,
which are types for entities which might contain other entities of the same type, such as lists and
trees.
Technical result Kegelspitzen and strict Scott-continuous maps form a category equivalent
to the category of models of the Lawvere theory of subconvex sets into the category of pointed
dcpos (see Theorem 6.2.3), which is an ideal setting for the definition of the categorical semantics
of recursive types (see Section 6.5.3). Kegelspitzen and Scott-continuous maps form a cartesian
closed categorical model of pPCF (see Proposition 6.2.5 Theorem 6.4.4).
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Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 are the outcomes of our attempt to use our categorical constructions
in the study of a concrete quantum programming language (see our joint paper with Sam Staton,
presented at MFPS XXXIII [113]). We have chosen the embedded language QWire (pronounced
‘choir’) for quantum circuits [103] because it has a semantics in the language of enriched category
theory. We consider an abstraction of QWire, called EWire (for Embedded Wire), which retains
the essence of QWire: a (first-order linear) circuit language, in which computations of circuits
occur, is embedded into a (richer) host functional programming language, such as Haskell or Coq
[110].
In Chapter 7, we show that the embedding of the circuit language in the host language is
an instance of enriched category theory: the circuits (morphisms) between wire types (objects)
form a type (object) of the host language. In this context, the host composition term is precisely
composition in the sense of enriched categories.
Technical result We describe EWire models, enriched category theoretic denotational models
for the language EWire, and prove that such models are sound (see Theorem 7.2.2). Finite-
dimensional C*-algebras form an example of such models (see Proposition 7.2.3). Moreover, we
describe a class of (Benton-style) linear-non-linear models which induce EWire models, and show
that every EWire model induces a linear-non-linear model (see Section 7.3).
Chapter 8 outlines the first steps towards a quantum domain theory, that is the quantum
counterpart of domain theory, which therefore focuses on the study of infinitesimality in quantum
computing. After defining a presheaf-theoretic notion of quantum domains, with several examples
taken from the literature on (categorical) quantum foundations, we proceed to explain how such
quantum domains can be used to provide a semantics of quantum recursive types, which allows
us to give a mathematical representation of the Quantum Fourier Transform.
Technical result EWire can be extended with sum types and recursive types, allowing us
to program the Quantum Fourier Transform (see Section 8.2). W*-algebras and categories of
functors from a category of first-order quantum computations to the category of pointed dcpos and
strict Scott-continuous maps constitute models of this extended language (see Proposition 8.1.1
and Proposition 8.4.1 respectively).
External contributions Chapters 3, 6 and 8 have been elaborated by the author of this
thesis, under the supervision of Bart Jacobs & Sam Staton. In Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3 was mostly
elaborated by Sam Staton, and Theorem 4.3.2 arose from a suggestion by Robert Furber. Moreover,
Robert Furber and the author independently proved that the normal positive linear functional
functor is full and faithful; Theorem 5.1.1 in Chapter 5 is a blend of the two proofs. In Chapter 7,
Sam Staton suggested the use of relative monads and co-wrote the proofs of Section 7.3.
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PRE-REQUISITES AND NOTATION
In this section, we define the concepts and notations which have been used during theelaboration of this thesis. In particular, we start with a concise introduction to the threemathematical pillars of our work: category theory in Section 2.1 and in particular enriched
category theory in Section 2.2, domain theory in Section 2.3, and operator theory in Section 2.5.
The reader unfamiliar with the (denotational) semantics of programming languages or the
foundations of quantum computing will find an introduction to those themes in Section 2.4 and
Section 2.6 respectively.
2.1 Notation in category theory
Category theory is an organizing framework for compositional thinking in terms of mathematical
objects and structure-preserving arrows between them. We refer the interested reader to [86] for
an introduction to the general theory of categories, and to [83] for an introduction to enriched
category theory.
At this point, it is important to state that we assume some familiarity with basic category
theory, including adjunctions, monoidal and enriched categories. In what follows, we define
common mathematical notions in category theory as a means to introduce the notations used
through the course of this thesis.
Informally, a category is a collection of things and arrows between them. In technical terms, a
category C can be defined as a triplet formed by:
• A class of objects, denoted by Obj(C).
5
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• A class of morphisms X !Y , for every pair (X ,Y ) of objects. We use Eilenberg’s notation
C(X ,Y ), denoting the class of maps in the category C from an object X 2Obj(C) to an object
Y 2Obj(C), called homclass (or homset when it is a set). Each object X is associated with
an identity map idX which must exist in the homclass C(X ,X ).
• A composition of morphisms, defined as an associative and identity-preserving binary
operation
± :C(Y ,Z)£C(X ,Y )!C(X ,Z)
for any triplet (X ,Y ,Z) of objects. The composition of two morphisms is denoted with an
infix notation: the composition of f 2C(X ,Y ) by g 2C(Y ,Z) is written g ± f .
Definition 2.1.1. The opposite category Cop of a category C is defined by Obj(Cop)=Obj(C) and
Cop(A,B)=C(B,A) for every pair (A,B) of objects in the category C.
Equations in category theory are often represented as diagrams. Consider some morphisms
f : A! B, g : B! D, h : A! C, k : C! D, where A, B, C and D are four objects in the same
category. Then, the equation g ± f = k ±h has the following diagrammatical representation:
A
f
//
h
✏✏
B
g
✏✏
C k // D
In which case, we express the fact that the equation g± f = k±h holds by saying that the diagram
commutes.
More fundamentally for this thesis, we need the notion of functor category, and in particular
the notion of presheaf category.
Definition 2.1.2. A functor is a mapping F : C!D between two categories C and D, which
maps the objects and morphisms of the category C to the objects and morphisms of the category
D respectively, in such a way that it preserves identity morphisms and any composition of
morphisms. Such a functor F is an endofunctor when C=D.
We often write FX instead of F(X ), to denote the application of the functor F to an object
X . A F-algebra (resp. F-coalgebra) in the category C is a pair of an object X and a morphism
FX ! X (resp. X ! FX ).
Category theorists have come up with a certain number of properties to explain how categories
and functors relate. Here are some of them.
Definition 2.1.3. Every functor F :C!D between categories C and D induces morphisms
FX ,Y :C(X ,Y )!D(FX ,FY )
6
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(where X and Y are objects in the category C). Then, the functor F is said to be faithful when all
FX ,Y are injective, full when all FX ,Y are surjective and therefore, full and faithful when each
FX ,Y is bijective.
Categories can be related via an adjunction.
Definition 2.1.4. Two functors F :C!D and G :D!C between categories C and D are adjoint
(or form an adjunction) when there is a family of bijections (between hom-classes)
D(F(C),D)ª=C(C,G(D))
which is natural for all objects C in the category C and D in the category D. The functor F is
called the left adjoint of the functor G, which is turn is called the right adjoint of the functor F.
One writes F aG.
A central notion, adjacent to the notion of functor, is the notion of mapping between functors:
natural transformations.
Definition 2.1.5. A natural transformation is a mapping Æ : F ) G between two functors
F,G :C!D, defined as a family of maps ÆX : FX !GX (for every object X in the category C) in
the category D such that the following diagram commutes:
X
Y
FX
FY
GX
GY
f F( f )
ÆX
ÆY
G( f )
A functor category is a category whose objects are functors and whose morphisms are natural
transformations. Consequently, the functor category DC, also denoted [C,D], is the category of
functors from the category C to the category D, with natural transformations between them. In
particular, the functor category [Cop,Set] (where Set is the category of sets and functions) is
written SetCop and is called a presheaf category.
For every locally small category C, the Yoneda embedding is the full and faithful functor
y :C!SetCop which takes every object C in the category C to the homset C(°,C). More generally,
for every functor F : C!D between two locally small categories C and D, there is a functor
yF :D!SetC
op
which takes every object D in the category D to the homset D(F(°),D).
An object 1 is initial (resp. terminal or final) in a category C when there is a unique map
1! X (resp. X ! 1) for every object C in the category C. A zero object in a category C is an object
which is both initial and terminal.
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Definition 2.1.6 ([87]). A Lawvere theory is a small category T with (finite) products such that
every object is identified with a natural number n 2 N. The category Lawv is the category of
Lawvere theories and product-preserving (up to isomorphisms) functors between them. A model
of a Lawvere theory T is a product-preserving (up to isomorphisms) functor T!Set.
A tautological example of Lawvere theory is the theory of equality, whose morphisms are
generated by projections ºi : n! 1 for n 2N. It is the initial object of the category Lawv, and its
opposite category is the category of finite sets. The notion of Lawvere theory is relevant in the
categorical study of algebraic structures because a lot of the standards structures considered in
algebra (e.g. groups) are models of Lawvere theories.
Definition 2.1.7. For categories C and D with finite products, we will denote by [C,D]£ the
category of finite-product preserving functors from C to D. Therefore, when the category C is a
Lawvere theory, this will be the denotation of the category of models of the category C in the
category D, and more simply the category of models of the category C when the category D is the
category Set of sets.
2.2 Enriched category theory in a nutshell
Our development in this thesis is heavily based on the theory of enriched categories, whose
basics are recalled in this section. We refer the interested reader to [83] for more details on this
formalism.
A recurring notion in the context of enriched category theory is the notion of (symmetric)
monoidal enriched category. Recall that a symmetric monoidal category (C,≠, I) is a category
C together with a distinguished object I (called the unit) and a functor ≠ :C£C!C together
with coherent (symmetry,) associativity and identity natural isomorphisms. Any category with
products is an example of this, but more generally symmetric monoidal categories model linear
type theories where weakening and contraction might not hold.
If H is a monoidal category with finite tensor products (≠,1), then a category C enriched in H
is given by a collection of objects together with
• for each pair of objects A and B in C, an object C(A,B) of H;
• for each object A of C, a morphism 1!C(A,A) in H;
• for objects A, B, C of C, a morphism ± :C(B,C)≠C(A,B)!C(A,C) in H
such that composition satisfies the identity and unit laws.
If C andD are enriched inH, an enriched functor F is a mapping from the collection of objects
of C to the collection of objects of D together with, for objects A and B of C, a morphism of H
C(A,B)!D(F(A),F(B))
8
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respecting composition and identities in a suitable way.
For a first example, a locally small category is a category for which each collection of mor-
phisms C(A,B) is a set; this is a category enriched in the category Set of sets and functions.
As a first illustration of the importance of enriched categories in computer science, recall that
a model of the typed lambda calculus is a cartesian closed category, which is a category H with
finite products that is enriched in itself.
AnH-enriched symmetric monoidal category is defined in a similar way except that the functor
≠ must be an enriched functor and the monoidal isomorphisms must also be enriched natural
transformations. Finally, for H-enriched functors F,G :C!D between H-enriched categories C
and D, an enriched natural transformation ¥ : F)G is a family of morphisms©
¥C : 1!D(F(C),G(C))
™
C2Obj(C)
in the category H which satisfy a straightforward naturality condition.
2.2.1 Day convolution
Through the course of this thesis, we intend to make extensive use of the notion of Day convolution
[35], which provides monoidal structure for presheaf categories. We give here a short introduction
to this notion, and refer the interested reader to the literature for a complete account of the
notion of coend (and coequalizer).
In what follows, a Bénabou cosmos is a closed symmetric monoidal category which is complete
and cocomplete, i.e. it has all small limits and colimits. Such Bénabou cosmos is enriched over
itself. By abuse of notation, we write [C,V] for the V-enriched functor category from a V-enriched
category C to a Bénabou cosmos V: natural transformations between two V-enriched functors
from an object in V so that the functor category is itself V-enriched.
Definition 2.2.1. Consider a Bénabou cosmos V, whose monoidal product will be denoted in
what follows by ≠V.
For every small V-enriched monoidal category (C,≠,1), the Day convolution on the functor
category [C,V] is a monoidal product defined to be the coend
F≠DayG : Z 7!
(X ,Y )2Obj(C£C)Z
C(X ≠Y ,Z)≠V F(X )≠VG(Y )
Incidentally, every V-enriched functor F :C!V is representable as the coend
F ª=
XZ
F(X ) ≠V C(°,X )
For every Bénabou cosmos V and for every small V-enriched monoidal category C , this monoidal
structure on [C,V] turns out to be closed, and compatible with the monoidal structure of the
category C in the sense that the Yoneda embedding between the two monoidal categories is strong
monoidal.
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Theorem 2.2.2 ([35]). For every small monoidal category (C,≠,1) enriched over a Bénabou cosmos
(V,≠V), the Day convolution ≠Day turns the V-enriched functor category [C,V] into monoidal closed
category
([C,V],≠Day, I, [°,°]Day)
whose tensor unit I is given by I
def= y(1) and whose internal hom [°,°]Day is given by the end
[F,G]Day(Z)
def=
Z
X ,Y
V (C(Z≠C X ,Y ),V(F(X ),G(Y )))
Moreover, the Yoneda embedding y : (C,≠,1)! ([C,V],≠Day, I) is a strong monoidal functor.
2.3 Domain theory
Domain theory has originally been developed as a mathematical framework for the order-theoretic
study of the (denotational) semantics of programming languages – in particular the lambda
calculus. In practice, domain theorists focus on the study of domains, that is, mathematical
structures equipped with an ordering relation and on which one can define various notions of
fixpoint, a crucial concept in the study of recursion.
A set P together with a partial order ∑ is called a partially ordered set (or poset). A bottom (or
lower bound) of P is an element ?2 P such that ?∑ x for every x 2 P. In which case one says that
the poset P is pointed. A top (or upper bound) of P is an element >2 P such that x∑> for every
x 2 P. A bounded set is a set with an upper bound.
A non-empty subset ¢ of a poset P is called directed if every pair of elements of ¢ has an
upper bound in ¢. We denote it by ¢µdir P. A net in a topological space X is a mapping (xa)a2A of
the elements of a directed set A into the topological space X . Such a net is increasing when it a
monotone mapping, assuming that X is ordered.
The least upper bound (or supremum) of a subset ¢ of a poset P is, when it exists, the least
element
W
¢ in P that is greater than or equal to all the other elements of the set ¢. When ¢ is a
increasing net (xa)a2A, this least upper bound is denoted by
W
a2A xa (when it exists).
A poset P is a (bounded) directed-complete partial order ((b)dcpo) if each (bounded) directed
subset has a least upper bound. A function ¡ : P ! Q between two posets P and Q is strict
if ¡(?P ) =?Q , is monotonic (or monotone) if it preserves the order, and Scott-continuous if it
preserves directed joins. We denote by Dcpo the category of dcpos and Scott-continuous maps
between them. Additionally, we denote by Dcpo? (resp. Dcpo?!) the category with pointed dcpos
as objects and Scott-continuous maps (resp. strict Scott-continuous maps) as morphisms1. The
category Dcpo? is cartesian closed, whereas Dcpo?! is monoidal closed, see [3]. Similarly, we
denote by BDcpo the category of bdcpos and Scott-continuous maps between them.
1In this thesis, we adopt the notations of Abramsky & Jung in [3]. In another common convention of notation (such
as [7]), pointed dcpos are called cpos, and the categories Dcpo? and Dcpo?! are written Cpo and sCpo respectively.
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A convenient way to represent very simple posets is to consider the trees generated by the
partial order: x∑ y induces a vertex, often represented vertically with a node labelled y above a
node labelled x. Trivial examples of dcpos are discrete dcpos, for which the order coincides with
the equality (i.e. x∑ y () x= y), and flat dcpos, which are pointed dcpos with a bottom element
? such that x∑ y () (x= y_ x=?). The most well-known examples of such flat dcpos are the
flat domain N? of natural numbers and the flat domain B? of booleans, respectively pictured as
follows:
0 1 2 · · ·
?
true false
?
The notion of Scott-continuity is central in domain theory. The collection D!E :=Dcpo(D,E)
of all Scott-continuous maps between two dcpos D and E forms a dcpo with the pointwise order:
f ∑D!E g () 8d 2D. f (d)∑E g(d)
Then, the dcpo D!E is pointed when the dcpo E is, with the Scott-continuous map d 7!?E as
bottom element. Moreover, least upper bounds in D!E are calculated componentwise via the
least upper bounds in E. For example:
(
_
n2N
fn)(d)=
_
n2N
( fn(d))
There is a canonical topological account of the notion of Scott continuity, through the notion
of Scott topology. A subset O of a poset P is Scott-open whenever it is an upper set and all
the directed subsets D µ O with supremum in O have a non-empty intersection with O. The
Scott-open subsets of a poset P form a topology on P, called the Scott topology. It is well-known
that a function between posets is Scott-continuous if and only if it is continuous with respect to
the Scott topology [3].
The lifting of a dcpo D to a pointed dcpo denoted D? is constructed by adding a new bottom
to a dcpo, in such a way that:
x∑D? y () (x=? or (x, y 2D and x∑D y))
From a categorical perspective, this mapping gives rise to a functor (°)? : Dcpo! Dcpo?!
which sends dcpos D to pointed dcpos D?, and Scott continuous maps f :D!E to strict Scott-
continuous maps f? :D? !E? such that f?(?D)=?E and f?(x)= f (x) when x 2D. This lifting
functor (°)? is left adjoint to the forgeftful functor U :Dcpo?! ,!Dcpo [3, Section 3.2.5].
The categories Dcpo and Dcpo? are known to be cartesian closed categories, while the
category Dcpo?! is monoidal closed when equipped with the smash product ≠? [3, 7], i.e. the
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quotient of the cartesian product X £Y (of two pointed dcpos X and Y ) by the relation generated
by the relation ª such that (x,?)ª (?, y)ª (?,?) for x 2 X and y 2Y .
Moreover, the coproduct of the category Dcpo is the disjoint union ], while the coproduct of
the category Dcpo?! is the coalesced sum ©, defined on pointed dcpos X and Y by
X ©Y def= (X \{?X }) ] (Y \{?Y }) [ {?}
ª= {(1,x) | x 2 X \{?X }}[ {(1, y) | y 2Y \{?Y }}[ {?}
equipped with the order
z∑ z0 () (z=? _ (z= (1,x)^ z0 = (1,x0)^ x∑X x0) _ (z= (2, y)^ z0 = (2, y0)^ y∑Y y0))
Finally, let us denote by O (X ) the Scott open sets of the dcpo X . A continuous sub-valuation on
a dcpo X is a Scott-continuous map ' :O (X )! [0,1] which satisfies the following three properties:
Strictness '(;)= 0
Monotonicity '(U)∑'(V ) when U µV
Modularity '(U)+'(V )='(U [V )+'(U \V )
A continuous valuation is a continuous sub-valuation ' : O (X )! [0,1] (on a dcpo X ) which is
normalized, i.e. '(X )= 1.
Definition 2.3.1 ([76, 77]). The (sub-)probabilistic powerdomain of a dcpo X is the pointwise-
ordered dcpo V(∑1) of (sub-)valuations on X . The mapping X 7! V(∑1)(X ) yields an endofunctor V(∑1)
on Dcpo, which maps every Scott-continuous map f : X !Y to the Scott-continuous map
V(∑1)( f ) : V(∑1)(X )! V(∑1)(Y ) : ' 7! (U 7!'( f °1(U)))
Moreover, V(∑1) is a monad on Dcpo whose unit ¥ : X ! V(∑1)(X ) is defined for every x 2 X by
¥(x) :U 7! ¬(U)(x), where ¬(U) : X ! {0,1} is the characteristic function of the set U .
2.3.1 PCF
PCF (“Programming Computable Functions”) is a very simple Turing-complete typed functional
programming language first defined by Dana Scott at the end of the sixties, and studied notably
by Gordon Plotkin [106]. We refer the interested reader to [2, 49, 67] for a more complete account
of the language PCF, and its denotational semantics and operational semantics.
PCF involves natural numbers as base type, function types, and terms which allows to
manipulate natural numbers (addition, substraction), perform a conditional branching (with an
if-then-else instruction), currify expressions into functions and apply functions to a term, and
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calculate the fixpoint of functions. In other words, the syntax of PCF is defined by the following
two grammars corresponding respectively to the types and terms that we have just described:
Types: t,u, . . . ::= nat | t( u
Terms: M,N, . . . ::= n | x | succ(M) | if(M,P,Q) |∏xt.M | (M)N | fix(M)
One of the reasons behind the introduction of dcpos and Scott-continuous maps was to find a
mathematical model to describe the behaviour of PCF functions, and in particular the calculation
of their fixpoint. A fixpoint (or fixed point) of a function f :D!D is an element d 2D preserved
by f , i.e. f (d)= d.
Theorem 2.3.2 (Tarski’s fixed point theorem). Let f :D!D be a Scott-continuous function on a
pointed dcpo D. Then the element fix( f )=Wn2N f n(?) (where f 0 = id and f n+1 = f ± f n for n 2N)
exists in D and is the least fixpoint of the function f , i.e.
f (fix( f ))= fix( f )
An important consequence of Theorem 2.3.2 is that for every pointed dcpo D, the mapping
f 7! fix( f ) is a Scott-continuous function fix : (D!D)!D, i.e.
fix(
_
n2N
fn)=
_
n2N
fix( fn)
This observation has been pivotal in the establishment of dcpos as a model for PCF, making
domain theory relevant in the study of any PCF-like language.
When one consider the intersection between category theory and domain theory, the notion of
Scott-continuity leads to the notion of order-enrichment, that is, the enrichment over some cate-
gory of posets. In particular in this thesis, we are interested in the notion of Dcpo?!-enrichment,
which allows us to construct fixpoint not only on maps, but also on endofunctors.
Definition 2.3.3. An endofunctor F on a Dcpo?!-enriched category C is locally (strict) contin-
uous (resp. locally monotone) if FX ,Y : C(X ,Y )! C(FX ,FY ) is (strict) Scott-continuous (resp.
monotone).
2.4 Denotational semantics
In the second part of this thesis, much of the focus is on categorical models of (probabilistic/quan-
tum) recursive types. In this section, we introduce the functional programming language FPC
[50], on which we have based our study of recursive types within the paradigms of probabilistic
computing and quantum computing. To be able to dedicate more space to the categorical models
that we have built, we give here an introduction to some common challenges in the study of the de-
notational semantics of programming languages, that is: obtaining soundness and computational
adequacy.
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2.4.1 FPC
The functional programming language FPC can be seen as a “PCF with recursive types”, and has
been heavily used in the denotational study of recursive types. A recursive type is an inductively
defined data type for terms which may contain type variables that are used in fixed points. It
is an important concept for high-level programming languages, which allows the definition of
data types such as the types for lists and trees, whose size can dynamically grow. An example of
recursive type in a ML-style functional programming language is
type nat = zero | succ nat
which corresponds to the natural numbers.
In recursive type theory, recursive types are written µX .t, where X is a type variable which
may appear in the type t. For example, the type nat is written µX .1+X . Indeed, the constructor
zero is a type without arguments and therefore corresponds to the unit type 1, and succ takes as
argument another term of type nat.
The syntax of FPC relies on two grammars, one for types and one for terms:
Types t,u ::= X | t+u | t£u | t! u |µX .t
Terms M,N,P ::= x | inlt,u(M) | inrt,u(M) | case(M,x ·N, y ·P)
| (M,N) |∏xæ.M | fst(M) | snd(M) | introµX .t(M) | elim(M)
where X is taken in the sort of type variables, and x is taken in the sort of variables. In detail,
we have sum types t+u, product types t£u, function types t! u, and recursive types µX .t, and
corresponding primitives to manipulate instances of such types. In particular, instructions such
as introµX .t(M) and elim(M) allow respectively the introduction and the elimination of recursive
types, through a process that we now proceed to describe.
Firstly, we need to define the rules which describe well-formed types and expressions. For that
purpose, we introduce typing judgements £` t, which indicate that the type t is a well-formed
type with respect to the typing context £. This means that the free variables of the type t are in
the list £ of distinct type variables. Recall that a variable is called free when it is not bound. In
this setting, a type variable is free when it is not used as a parameter of a recursive type. For
example, the variable X is bound in µX .t for every type t. A closed type is a well-formed type
with no typing context, that is a type t such that the typing judgement ` t holds. The substitution
in a type t of every occurence of a type variable X by a type t0 is written t[X 7! t0]. Well-formed
types of FPC are defined inductively by the following rules:
£,X ` X
£,X ` t
£`µX .t
£` t £` u
? 2 {+,£,!}
£` t?u
Similarly, one can define well-formed expressions inductively, using judgements £ |°`M : t
which entails that the term M of well-formed type t (associated with the typing judgement
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£` t) is well-formed under the context °, defined as a list of distinct variables having specified
types, written as x : t. What follows is a set of rules which allows to determine inductively which
expressions are well-formed:
£ |°`M : t[X 7!µX .t]
£ |°` introµX .t(M) :µX .t
£ |°`M :µX .t
£ |°` elim(M) : t[X 7!µX .t]
£ |°,x : t` x : t
£ |°,x : t`M : u
£ |°`∏xt.M : t! u
£ |°`M : t! u £ |°0 `N : t
£ |°,°0 ` (M)N : u
£ |°`M : t £` u
£ |°` inlt,u(M) : t+u
£ |°`M : t £` u
£ |°` inrt,u(M) : u+ t
£ |°`M : t+u £ |°0,x : t`N : v £ |°0, y : u` P : v
£ |°,°0 ` case(M,x ·N, y ·P) : v
Now, we can define a program in FPC to be an expression M such that the judgement `M : t holds
for some type ` t, that is: M is a closed term of closed type. A context with a hole is an expression
C[°] with holes such that for every term M, C[M] is the expression obtained by replacing every
hole by the term M. When the context C[°] is of type t, we write C[°] : t.
Secondly, the grammars of FPC are associated with the following operational semantics,
which describes how programs are executed. But first, let’s recall what a reduction system is.
Definition 2.4.1. A reduction system is a pair (§,!) of a collection § of terms and a binary
relation!µ§£§ on terms, which is called a reduction relation. The transitive reflexive closure
of a reduction relation! is denoted by!§. And therefore, if the relation M!N means that the
term M reduces to the term N in one step, then the relation M!§ N 0 means that the term M
reduces to the term N in finitely many steps. A term M 2§ is a normal form (or value) if there is
no term N 2§ such that M!N. One says that the term M has a normal form if it reduces to a
normal form in finitely many steps.
A reduction relation is confluent when for every triplet (M,N1,N2) of terms, the following
implication holds:
M!§ N1^M!§ N2 =) 9M0.N1!§ M0 ^N2!§ M0
Additionally, a reduction relation is said to be strongly normalizingwhen every reduction sequence
M0!M1! · · · eventually terminates.
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What follows is the operational semantics of the language FPC.
(∏xÆ.M)N!M[N/x]
M!M0
∏x.M!∏x.M0
M!M0,M not abstract
(M)N! (M0)N
(where an abstract term is a term of the form ∏x.M for some variable x and some term M)
M!N
inl(M)! inl(N)
M!N
inr(M)! inr(N)
M! inl(L) N[x 7! L]!N 0
case(M,x ·N, y ·P)!N 0
M! introµX .ø(N)
elim(M)!N
M! inr(R) P[y 7!R]! P 0
case(M,x ·N, y ·P)! P 0
2.4.2 Soundness, computational adequacy and full abstraction
The standard domain-theoretic model of the language PCF interprets types t as dcpos [[t]] and
closed terms `M : t as elements [[`M : t]] of [[t]]. More specifically, the type [[nat]] is interpreted
as the flat domain N? of natural numbers, and every function type t( u is interpreted as the
dcpo Dcpo([[t]], [[u]]) formed by the Scott-continuous functions from the interpretation [[t]] of
the type t to the interpretation [[u]] of the type u (see [140] for a complete overview of this
denotational model).
Compositionality is defined as the property that the following implication holds for every pair
(M,M0) of terms:
[[M]]= [[M0]] =) [[C[M]]]= [[C[M0]]]
It can be argued that in compositional denotational semantics, computational adequacy is a
mere product of soundness, using standard methods of the literature to derive the former property
from the later. However, for the sake of consistency of this thesis, we formalize the notions of
soundness and computational adequacy, then proceed to explain how such a computational
adequacy proof can be established. We leave aside the more tricky “full abstraction problem”,
which goes beyond the scope of this thesis. For a more complete introduction to the study of the
semantics of programming languages, we refer the interested reader to the standard literature,
e.g. [60, 140].
Soundness is the property that for every pair (M,N) of terms of closed type t the implication
M!§ N =) [[M]]= [[N]] holds, and computational adequacy (often shortened to adequacy) is
the property that for every closed term M of base type t, if there is a value V : t such that the
equality [[M]]= [[V ]] holds, then there is a reduction path from the term M to the value V .
While operational semantics describes how terms reduce, denotational semantics describe
how terms are interpreted. Therefore, soundness and adequacy can be described informally as
properties which relate operational semantics and denotational semantics.
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For the language PCF, and by extension for most PCF-like languages, adequacy is a mere
product of soundness and compositionality [140]. For the language FPC, obtaining adequacy is
more involved and requires constructing limits, due to the introduction of recursive types. The
subtleties surrounding the introduction of recursive types are detailed in Section 6.5, in which
we introduce an interpretation of probabilistic recursive types.
The challenge in denotational semantics resides not in the theorems but in the definitions
which sustain the model considered. In other words, in works on categorical semantics, the reader
is invited to focus on the subtleties of the categorical setting in which a particular language and
paradigm is interpreted.
Beside the appealing mathematical difficulty of finding the adequate categorical setting
to model computations, one can justify this line of work by acknowledging its contribution to
theoretical computer science as a discipline. In particular, the study of PCF led to a prolific
research program in game semantics (see e.g. [2]) and the particular focus on its stable model led
Girard on the path to the development of his linear logic [58].
2.5 Operator theory
In this section, we introduce three structures, known respectively as Hilbert spaces, C*-algebras
and W*-algebras. We refer the interested reader to [122, 134] for more details.
2.5.1 C*-algebras
A Banach space is a complete normed vector space, i.e. a normed vector space in which every
Cauchy sequence converges. A linear map is a mapping from a vector space to another, which
preserves addition and scalar multiplication. A (complex) Banach algebra is a linear associative
algebra A over the complex numbers C with a norm k·k such that its norm k·k is submultiplicative
(i.e. 8x, y 2 A,kxyk ∑ kxkkyk) and turns A into a Banach space. A Banach algebra A is unital if it
has a unit, i.e. if it has an element 1 such that a1= 1a= a holds for every a 2 A and k1k= 1.
A Hilbert space is a real or complex vector space H with an inner product < h,h0 > for every
pair (h,h0) 2H2, such that the norm k·k : h 7!p< h,h> turns H into a Banach space. A Hilbert
space is always a Banach space, although the converse isn’t true.
A *-algebra is a linear associative algebra A over C with an operation (°)§: A ! A such
that for all x, y 2 A, the following equations holds: (x§)§ = x, (x+ y)§ = (x§+ y§), (xy)§ = y§x§ and
(∏x)§ =∏x§ (∏ 2C).
A C*-algebra is a Banach *-algebra A such that kx§xk= kxk2 for all x 2 A. This identity is
sometimes called the C*-identity, and it implies that every element x of a C*-algebra is such that
kxk= kx§k.
An element x 2 A of a C*-algebra A is self-adjoint if x= x§. An element x 2 A is positive if it
can be written in the form x= y§y, where y 2 A.
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We write Asa ,! A (resp. A+ ,! A) for the subset of self-adjoint (resp. positive) elements of A.
For every C*-algebra, the subset of positive elements is a convex cone and thus induces a
partial order structure on self-adjoint elements, see [134, Definition 6.12]. That is to say, one
can define a partial order on self-adjoint elements of a C*-algebra A as follows: x∑ y if and only
if y° x 2 A+. For every unital C*-algebra A, we write [0,1]A for the subset of positive elements
below the unit.
From now on, we will consider the following kind of maps of C*-algebras. Let f : A!B be a
linear map of C*-algebras:
P The map f is positive if it preserves positive elements and therefore restricts to a function
A+!B+. A positive map A!C will be called a state on A. It should be noted that positive
maps of C*-algebras preserve the order on self-adjoint elements.
M The map f is multiplicative if 8x, y 2 A, f (xy)= f (x) f (y);
I The map f is involutive if 8x 2 A, f (x§)= f (x)§;
U The map f is unital if it preserves the unit;
SU The map f is sub-unital if the inequality 0∑ f (1)∑ 1 holds;
CP For every C*-algebra A, one can easily define pointwise the matrix algebra of A, i.e. the
C*-algebraMn(A) from the set of n-by-n matrices whose entries are elements of A. The map
f is completely positive if for every n 2N,Mn( f ) :Mn(A)!Mn(B) defined for every matrix
[xi, j]i, j∑n 2Mn(A) byMn( f )([xi, j]i, j∑n)= [ f (xi, j)]i, j∑n is positive.
Let us pause for a moment and reflect on the notions that we have just defined.
As a matter of convenience, we will denote throughout this thesis different classes of maps
by the first letters of the names of the properties they follow. In particular, the term (C)P((S)U)-
map will refer respectively to a (completely) positive (sub-)unital map. For example, we write
C§AlgCPSU for the category of C*-algebras and completely positive sub-unital maps, and so on.
With this notation, one can diagrammatically represent the hierarchy between categories of
C*-algebras. Indeed, categories of C*-algebras maps are organized in the following diagram,
where all the functors involved are inclusions.
C§AlgPU // C§AlgPSU // C§AlgP
C§AlgCPU //
OO
C§AlgCPSU //
OO
C§AlgCP
OO
C§AlgMIU //
OO
C§AlgMISU //
OO
C§AlgMI
OO
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A positive map f : A! B of C*-algebras, for which A or B is commutative, is completely
positive [133, Thm 1.2.4-5]. Hence, every (sub-)state on a C*-algebra A is completely positive.
And when the time will come to focus solely on commutative C*-algebras, we will use the notion
of positivity and complete positivity indistinguishably.
The notion of MIU-map is more commonly known in operator theory as *-homomorphism. In
this thesis, we have chosen to use both terminologies. While the notion of MIU-map is often used
here to stress the different properties of such maps, the use of the notion of *-homomorphism is
meant to emphasise the operator-theoretic roots of the present work.
For every Hilbert space H, the Banach space B(H) of bounded linear maps on H is a C*-
algebra. The space C0(X ) of complex-valued continuous functions, that vanish at infinity, on a
locally compact Hausdorff space X is a common example of a commutative C*-algebra.
Self-adjoint and positive elements of B(H) can be defined alternatively through the inner
product of H, as in the following standard theorem (see [32, II.2.12,VIII.3.8]):
Theorem 2.5.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and T 2B(H). Then:
1. T is self-adjoint if and only if 8x 2H,hTx|xi 2R.
2. T is positive if and only if T is self-adjoint and 8x 2H,hTx|xi ∏ 0.
Moreover, it is important to note that projections on a C*-algebra A, i.e. elements p 2 A
such that p§ = p= p2, are in one-to-one correspondence with MIU-maps C2! A, and similarly,
positive elements below the unit of an unital C*-algebra A, i.e. elements x 2 A such that x∑ 1,
are in one-to-one correspondence with PU-maps C2! A [71].
Finally, since positive elements are self-adjoint, one can define the following order on positive
maps of C*-algebras.
Definition 2.5.2 (Löwner partial order). For positive maps f , g : A! B between C*-algebras
A and B, we define pointwise the following partial order v, which turns out to be an infinite-
dimensional generalization of the Löwner partial order [91] for positive maps: f v g if and only if
8x 2 A+, f (x)∑ g(x) if and only if 8x 2 A+, (g° f )(x) 2B+ (i.e. g° f is positive).
2.5.2 W*-algebras
We will denote by B(H) (resp. Ef(H)) the collection of all bounded operators (resp. positive
bounded operators below the unit) on a Hilbert space H. There are several standard topologies
that one can define on a collectionB(H) (see [134] for an overview).
Definition 2.5.3. The operator norm kTk is defined for every bounded operator T in B(H) by:
kTk = sup{kT(x)k | x 2H,kxk ∑ 1}. The norm topology is the topology induced by the operator
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norm onB(H). A sequence of bounded operators (Tn) converges to a bounded operator T in this
norm topology if and only if kTn°Tk °!n!1 0.
The strong operator topology onB(H) is the topology of pointwise convergence in the norm of
H: a net of bounded operators (T∏)∏2§ converges to a bounded operator T in this strong topology
if and only if k(T∏°T)xk °! 0 for each x 2H.
The weak operator topology on B(H) is the topology of pointwise weak convergence in the
norm of H: a net of bounded operators (T∏)∏2§ converges to a bounded operator T in this weak
topology if and only if h(T∏°T)x|yi °! 0 for x, y 2H.
Proposition 2.5.4. Let H be a Hilbert space. The weak operator topology onB(H) is weaker than
the strong operator topology onB(H).
Proof. Let (T∏)∏2§ be a net of bounded operators in B(H). Suppose that (T∏)∏2§ converges
strongly to a bounded operator T 2B(H). Then, k(T∏°T)xk °! 0 for every x 2H.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we observe that |h(T∏°T)x|yi|∑ k(T∏°T)xkkyk for every
x, y 2H. Thus, h(T∏°T)x|yi °! 0 for every x, y 2H and therefore, (T∏)∏2§ converges weakly to T.
⌅
Proposition 2.5.5. Let H be a Hilbert space. The strong operator topology on B(H) is weaker
than the norm topology onB(H).
Proof. Let (T∏)∏2§ be a net of bounded operators in B(H). Suppose that (T∏)∏2§ converges in
the norm topology to a bounded operator T 2B(H).
Then, kT∏°Tk= sup{k(T∏°T)(x)k | x 2H,kxk ∑ 1}°! 0 and therefore, for every x 2H,
k(T∏°T)xk °! 0.
Thus, (T∏)∏2§ converges strongly to T. ⌅
When H is finite-dimensional, the weak topology, the strong topology and the norm topology
coincide. Consider for example the Hilbert space H = `2(N) and the sequence {Tn}n2N of unilateral
shifts, given by the operator T : `2(N)! `2(N) which maps ±k to ±k+1, where ±k(k0)= ±k,k0 is the
Kronecker delta, i.e. ±k,k0 = 1 if k = k0 and 0 otherwise. Then it follows from Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality that the sequence {Tn}n2N converges to 0 in the weak operator topology, but it doesn’t
converge to 0 in the strong operator topology.
Moreover, for the strong and the weak operator topologies, the use of nets instead of sequences
should not be considered trivial: it is known that, for an arbitrary Hilbert space H, the norm
topology is first-countable whereas the other topologies are not necessarily first-countable, see
[134, Chapter II.2].
The commutant of a subalgebra A ΩB(H) is the set A0 of all bounded operators that commutes
with those of A: A0 = {T 2B(H) |8S 2 A,TS = ST} . The bicommutant of A is the commutant of
A0 and will be denoted by A00.
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The following theorem is a fundamental result in operator theory as it remarkably relates a
topological property (being closed in two operator topologies) to an algebraic property (being its
own bicommutant).
Theorem 2.5.6 (von Neumann bicommutant theorem). Let A be a unital *-subalgebra ofB(H)
for some Hilbert space H. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. A = A00.
2. A is closed in the weak topology ofB(H).
3. A is closed in the strong topology ofB(H).
A W*-algebra (or von Neumann algebra) is a C*-algebra which satifies one (hence all) of the
conditions of the von Neumann bicommutant theorem. The collections of all bounded operators on
Hilbert spaces are the most trivial examples of W*-algebras. The function space L1(X ) for some
standard measure space X and the space `1(N) of bounded sequences are common examples of
commutative W*-algebras.
For every Banach space A, we denote by A§ the dual space of A, i.e. the set of all linear maps
¡ : A!C. It is known that a C*-algebra A is a W*-algebra if and only if there is a Banach space
A§, called pre-dual of A, such that (A§)§ = A, see [122, Definition 1.1.2].
Definition 2.5.7. A positive map ¡ : A!B between two C*-algebras is normal if every increasing
net (x∏)∏2§ in A+ with least upper bound
W
x∏2 A+ is such that the net (¡(x∏))∏2§ is an (increasing)
net in B+ with least upper bound
W
¡(x∏)=¡(Wx∏).
The direct sum of a family of C*-algebras {Ai}i2I is defined as the C*-algebra
M
i2I
Ai =
(
(ai)i 2
Y
i2I
Ai
ØØØØØ supi2I kaik<1
)
where the operations are defined component-wise and with a norm defined by
k(ai)i2Ik1 = supkaik
The direct sum of a family of W*-algebras {Ai}i2I is the W*-algebra
L
i2I Ai defined as the
dual of the C*-algebras
L
i2I Ai§, such that Ai is the dual of Ai§, seen as a C*-algebra.
The spatial tensor product A≠B of two W*-algebras A with universal normal representations
ºA : A!B(H) and ºB :B!B(K) can be defined as the subalgebra ofB(H≠K) generated by the
operators m≠n 2B(H≠K) where (m,n) 2 A£B.
It is worth noting that categories of W*-algebras together with *-homomorphisms are dis-
tributive symmetric monoidal when equipped with the spatial tensor product as tensor product
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and the direct sum as coproduct, with the W*-algebra C as unit [85]. A similar observation can
be done for the category of W*-algebras together with normal (completely) positive ((sub-)unital)
maps [24, Proposition 2.11,Section 3.1].
We adopt the convention that N(C)P((S)U)-maps between W*-algebras will refer to normal
(completely) positive (sub-) unital map between W*-algebras, and assume that such maps are nor-
mal. For example, we writeW§AlgNCPSU for the category of W*-algebras and (normal) completely
positive sub-unital maps, and so on. Categories of W*-algebra are organized in the following
diagram, where all the functors involved are inclusions.
W§AlgNPU // W§AlgNPSU // W§AlgNP
W§AlgNCPU //
OO
W§AlgNCPSU //
OO
W§AlgNCP
OO
2.6 Quantum foundations
In the second part of this thesis, when it comes to the study of quantum programming languages,
we follow the “quantum data, classical control” paradigm: although the data may involve some
quantum superposition, this cannot happen in conditional branching. Concretely, this means
that a quantum superposition cannot determine the branching in an if-then-else or in a case
statement.
Quantum systems are given types for qubits, with operations allowing for the allocation
of a new qubit, the application of an unitary transformation and the measurement of qubits.
Entangled pairs of two systems of respective type t and u are given the product type t≠u. This
intuition is expressed as follows in the theory of C*-algebras.
In detail, if bits are usually taken in the set {0,1}, qubits are a superposition of two basis
states |0i and |1i. Therefore, a qubit q is canonically considered to be a linear combination
Æ · |0i+Ø · |1i where Æ and Ø are complex numbers such that the equation |Æ|2+ ØØØØØ2 = 1 holds.
Therefore, bits are taken in the C*-algebra C©C, while qubits are taken in the matrix algebra
M2, following a fairly simple presentation introduced by John von Neumann but popularized by
Peter Selinger in the quantum programming community:
Recall that a matrix M 2Mn is considered to be pure when there is a column matrix v 2Cn
such that the equality M = vv§ holds. Let us focus on the qubit case, that is on the n= 2 case. A
qubit q 2C2 is represented by the density matrix qq§. For example,
|+i= 1p
2
· |0i° 1p
2
· |1i gives |+i |+i§ =
"
1
2 °12
°12 12
#
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More generally,
q=Æ · |0i+Ø · |1i gives qq§ =
"
ÆÆ§ ÆØ§
ØÆ§ ØØ§
#
The two notations are equivalent (up to a scalar) since the qubit q is uniquely determined by qq§.
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OPERATOR ALGEBRAS AS DOMAINS
Wediscuss how the theory of operator algebras, also called operator theory, can be appliedin quantum computer science. From a computer scientist’s point of view, we explainsome fundamental results of operator theory and their relevance in the context of
domain theory. To our knowledge, the deep connection between the theory of operator algebras
and domain theory was not fully exploited before. This might be due to the fact that the theory of
operator algebras, mostly unknown to computer scientists, was developed during the first half of
the 20th century (in particular in the 1930s by von Neumann, Gelfand, Murray and Riesz, among
others) way before the theory of domains which was developed in the 1960s, notably by Dana
Scott.
Our main (social) contribution is a connection between two different communities: computer
scientists who use domain theory to study programming language semantics (and logic), and
mathematicians who use W*-algebras to study quantum mechanics. It constitutes a defining
moment of the elaboration of this thesis, as it lead us to a categorical study of complete positivity
in operator algebras (see Chapter 4), as a prelude to a characterization of categorical models of
quantum computing formed from operator algebras (see Chapter 7).
3.1 A correspondance between operator algebras and domains
In this section, we provide the following correspondence table between operator theory and
domain theory, where A and B are C*-algebras and f : A!B is a linear map.
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Operator Theory Domain theory Reference
A monotone-closed [0,1]A directed-complete Prop. 3.1.2
A monotone-closed A+ bounded directed-complete Prop. 3.1.2
f : A!B NSU-map f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B Scott-continuous PSU-map Prop. 3.1.3
A W*-algebra [0,1]A dcpo with a separating set of normal states Th. 3.1.4
In the standard litterature [16, 134], monotone-closed C*-algebras and normal maps are
defined as follows.
Definition 3.1.1. A C*-algebra A is monotone-closed (or monotone-complete) if every bounded
increasing net of positive elements of A has a join in A+.
A positive map ¡ : A!B between C*-algebras is normal (or a N-map) if every increasing net
(x∏)∏2§ in A+ with a join
W
x∏ 2 A+ is such that the net (¡(x∏))∏2§ is (an increasing net) in B+
with join
W
¡(x∏)=¡(Wx∏).
In the standard definition of the notion of monotone-closedness, the increasing nets are not
required to be bounded by the unit, like in the definitions we use in this thesis. We now show
that we can assume that the upper bound is the unit, without loss of generality.
Proposition 3.1.2. A C*-algebra A is monotone-closed if and only if the poset A+ is bounded
directed-complete if and only if the poset [0,1]A is directed-complete.
Proof. Let A be a C*-algebra.
Suppose that A is monotone-closed. By definition, every bounded increasing net in A+ has a
join and therefore every increasing net of positive elements bounded by 1 has a join in [0,1]A,
making the poset [0,1]A directed-complete.
Now, suppose that the poset [0,1]A is directed-complete. We now consider an increasing net of
positive elements (a∏)∏2§ in A+, bounded by a nonzero positive element b 2 A+. Then, it restricts
to an increasing net ( a∏kbk )∏2§ in [0,1]A since b∑ kbk·1. By assumption, the increasing net ( a∏kbk )∏2§
has a join
W
∏
a∏
kbk 2 [0,1]A and thus kbk
W
∏
a∏
kbk is an upper bound for (a∏)∏2§.
Let c 2 A+ be an upper bound for the increasing net (a∏)∏2§ such that c∑ b. For every ∏0 2§,
a∏0 ∑ c ∑ b ∑ kbk ·1 and thus ckbk is an upper bound for the increasing net ( a∏kbk )∏2§. It follows
that
W
∏
a∏
kbk ∑ ckbk and therefore, kbk
W
∏
a∏
kbk ∑ c. Thus, kbk
W
∏
a∏
kbk is the join of the increasing net
(a∏)∏2§ bounded by b and we can conclude that A is monotone-closed. ⌅
In this thesis, we have chosen to use the standard definition of normal maps. However, one
can say that a PSU-map is normal if its restriction f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B is Scott-continuous.
Proposition 3.1.3. A PSU-map f : A ! B between C*-algebras is normal if and only if its
restriction f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B is Scott-continuous.
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Proof. Let f : A!B be a positive map between two C*-algebras A and B.
If f is normal, then by definition every increasing net (x∏)∏2§ in [0,1]A µ A+ with joinW
∏ x∏ 2 [0,1]A is such that the net ( f (x∏))∏2§ is an increasing net in [0,1]B µ B+ with joinW
∏ f (x∏)= f (W∏ x∏) 2 [0,1]B. That is to say, the restriction f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B is Scott-continuous.
Conversely, suppose that the restriction f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B is Scott-continuous. Let (x∏)∏2§ be
an increasing net in A+ with a nonzero join y 2 A+. Since y∑ kyk ·1, it restricts to an increasing
net ( x∏kyk )∏2§ in [0,1]A with a join
y
kyk . From the Scott-continuity of f : [0,1]A! [0,1]B, we deduce
that the net ( f ( x∏kyk ))∏2§ is an increasing net in [0,1]B with join
W
∏ f (
x∏
kyk ) = f ( ykyk ) 2 [0,1]B. It
follows that the net ( f (x∏))∏2§, which is equal to (kyk f ( x∏kyk ))∏2§ by linearity, is an increasing net
in B+ with an upper bound kykW f ( x∏kyk )= f (kyk ykyk )= f (y) 2B+.
Suppose that z 2B+ is an upper bound for the increasing net ( f (x∏))∏2§. From the fact that
f (x∏0)∑ z and therefore f ( x∏0kyk )=
f (x∏0 )
kyk ∑ zkyk for every ∏0 2§, we obtain that f ( ykyk )∑ zkyk and thus
f (y)∑ z. It follows that f (y) is the join of the increasing net ( f (x∏))∏2§. Hence, we can conclude
that the map f is normal. ⌅
It is known that a C*-algebra A is a W*-algebra if and only if it is monotone-complete and
admits sufficiently many normal states, i.e. the set of normal states of A separates the points
of A, see [134, Theorem 3.16]. By combining this fact and Proposition 3.1.2, one can provide an
order-theoretic characterization of W*-algebras, as in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.4. Let A be a C*-algebra.
Then A is a W*-algebra if and only if its set of effects [0,1]A is directed-complete with a
separating set of normal sub-states, i.e. for every x 2 A, there is a sub-state
f 2NS∑1(A)=W§AlgNPSU(A,C)
such that the inequality f (x) 6= 0 holds.
The proof is postponed until after the following theorem, which can be found in [134], and the
following lemma.
Theorem 3.1.5. Every C*-algebra A admits a faithful (i.e. injective) representation, i.e. an
injective *-homomorphism º : A!B(H) for some Hilbert space H. A C*-algebra A is a W*-algebra
if and only if there is a faithful representation º : A!B(H), for some Hilbert space H, such that
º(A) is a strongly-closed subalgebra ofB(H).
Lemma 3.1.6. For each W*-algebra A, there is an isomorphism A ' span(NS∑1(A))§, where
NS∑1(A)
def= W§AlgNPSU(A,C) is the collection of normal sub-states of A.
Proof. We now consider the map ≥X : X ! X§§ defined by ≥X (x)(¡)=¡(x) for x 2 X and ¡ 2 X§.
Let A be a W*-algebra. We observe that ≥A§ : A§ ! A§ is a “canonical embedding" of A§ into
A§ and it can be proved that A§ is a linear subspace of A§ generated by the normal sub-states
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of A, i.e. ≥A§(A§) = span(NS∑1(A)), see the proof of [122, Theorem 1.13.2]. Then, we can now
consider the induced surjection ≥A§ : A§ ! span(NS∑1(A)), which turns out to be injective (and
thus bijective): for every pair (x, y) 2 A§ £ A§ such that x 6= y, there is a f 2NS∑1(A) such that
≥A§(x)( f )= f (x) 6= f (y)= ≥A§(y)( f ), which implies that ≥A§(x) 6= ≥A§(y).
Then for every W*-algebra, from A§ ' span(NS∑1(A)) for every W*-algebra A, we obtain that
A = (A§)§ ' span(NS∑1(A))§ . ⌅
Proof of Theorem 3.1.4 Let A be a C*-algebra.
Suppose that A is a W*-algebra. Then, by Corollary 3.2.4, [0,1]A is a dcpo and thus A is
monotone-complete by Proposition 3.1.2. Moreover, we know by Lemma 3.1.6 that there is an
isomorphism ≥A : A! span(NS∑1(A))§ defined by ≥A(a)(')='(a) for a 2 A and ' 2 A§. Therefore,
≥A is injective and thus for every pair (x, y) of distinct elements of A, ≥A(x) 6= ≥A(y), which means
that there is a sub-state ' 2NS∑1(A) such that '(x)= ≥A(x)(') 6= ≥A(y)(')='(y). It follows that
the set NS∑1(A) is a separating set for A.
Conversely, suppose that A is monotone-closed and admits its normal sub-states as a separat-
ing set.
There is a representation º : A!B(H), for some Hilbert space H, induced by the normal sub-
states on A, by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction [134, Theorem I.9.14, Definition
I.9.15]:
• Every normal sub-state ! on A induces a representation º! : A!B(H!) such that there is
a vector ª! such that !(x)= hº!(x)ª!|ª!i for every x 2 A.
• We define a Hilbert space H, which is the direct sum of the Hilbert spaces H!, where ! is a
normal sub-state on A.
• The representation º : A!B(H) is defined pointwise for every x 2 A: º(x) is the bounded
operator on H defined as the direct sum of the bounded operators º!(x) on H!, where ! is
a normal sub-state on A.
By assumption, the set of normal sub-states of A is a separating set for A and thus, for every
pair of distincts elements x, y in A, there is a normal sub-state Ω on A such that≠
ºΩ(x)ªΩ|ªΩ
Æ= Ω(x) 6= Ω(y)= ≠ºΩ(y)ªΩ|ªΩÆ
and thus ºΩ(x) 6= ºΩ(y) for some normal sub-state Ω on A. It follows that º(x) 6= º(y) and hence,
the representation º is faithful.
Let Ω be a normal sub-state on A. Since the C*-algebra A is monotone-closed, every directed
set (Ω(x∏))∏2§ inB(H) has a join
W
∏Ω(x∏)= Ω(W∏ x∏). According to the definition we gave earlier
of ºΩ, this implies that ºΩ(x∏) converges weakly to the join
W
∏ºΩ(x∏). Since a bounded net of
positive operators converges strongly whenever it converges weakly (see [16, I.3.2.8]), it turns out
that the join
W
∏ºΩ(x∏) is the strong limit of the net (ºΩ(x∏))∏2§ inB(HΩ). Hence, the strong limit
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of the net (º(x∏))∏2§ inB(H) exists inB(H) and is defined as the direct sum of the strong limit
of the nets (º!(x∏))∏2§ where ! is a normal state on A. Thus, º(A) is strongly closed inB(H) and
thus A is a W*-algebra (by Theorem 3.1.5). ⌅
It is interesting to note that, in one of the very first articles about W*-algebras [81], Kadison
defined W*-algebras as monotone-closed C*-algebras with a set of normal states which separates
the points. However, to our knowledge, this definition never became standard.
3.2 The order-enrichment of W*-algebras
This section discusses the domain-theoretic structure of W*-algebras. In particular, we give the
domain-theoretic properties of the opposite category of the category of W*-algebras and positive
sub-unital maps.
One might ask if, for arbitrary C*-algebras A and B, the poset (C§AlgPSU(A,B),v) is directed-
complete. The answer turns out to be no, as shown by our following counter-example:
Let us consider the C*-algebra C([0,1]) def= { f : [0,1]!C | f continuous}.
The hom-set C§AlgPSU(C,C([0,1])) is isomorphic to the set E of effects of C([0,1]), i.e. E
def=
{ f 2C([0,1]) |8x 2 [0,1]. f (x)∑ 1}, if one considers the functions F :C§AlgPSU(C,C([0,1]))!E and
G :E!C§AlgPSU(C,C([0,1])) respectively defined by F( f )= f (1) and G(g)=∏Æ 2C.Æ · g.
We define an increasing chain ( fn)n∏0 of C([0,1]) define for every n 2N by
fn(x)=
8>><>>:
0 if 0∑ x< 12
(x° 12 )2n+1 if 12 ∑ x∑ 12 +2°(n+1)
1 if 12 +2°(n+1) < x∑ 1
Suppose that there is a least upper bound ¡ in C([0,1]) for this chain. Then, ¡(x)= 0 if x< 12 .
Moreover, limn!1
°1
2 +2°(n+1)
¢ = 12 implies that ¡(x) = 1 if x > 12 . It follows that ¡(x) 2 {0,1} if
x 6= 12 .
By the Intermediate Value Theorem, the continuity of the function ¡ on the interval [0,1]
implies that there is a c 2 [0,1] such that ¡(c)= 12 . From ¡(c) › {0,1}, we obtain that c= 12 . That is
to say ¡( 12 )= 12 , which is absurd since fn( 12 )= 0 for every n 2N.
It follows that there is no least upper bound for this chain in C([0,1]) and therefore C([0,1]) is
not chain-complete. However, for W*-algebras, one can show the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1. For W*-algebras A and B, the poset (W§AlgNPSU(A,B),v) is directed-complete,
where f v g if and only if g° f is a positive map for positive (sub-unital) maps f , g : A!B.
This theorem generalizes the fact that the effects of a W*-algebra A (i.e. the positive unital
maps from C2 to A) form a directed-complete poset [134, III.3.13-16]. The proof of Theorem 3.2.1
is postponed until after the following lemmas.
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Lemma 3.2.2 ([119], Corollary 1). Let f 2C§AlgPSU(A,B) and x 2 A+.
Then, f (x)∑ kxk ·1 and therefore, k f (x)k ∑ kxk.
The following result is known in physics as Vigier’s theorem [138]. A weaker version of this
statement can be found in [125]. It is important in this context because it establishes the link
between limits in topology and joins in domain theory.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let (T∏)∏2§ be an increasing net of Ef(H).
Then the least upper bound
W
T∏ exists in Ef(H) and is the limit of the net (T∏)∏2§ in the strong
topology.
Proof. For any operatorU 2B(H), the inner product hUx|xi is real if and only ifU is self-adjoint
(by Theorem 2.5.1). Thus, for each x 2 H, the net (hT∏x|xi)∏2§ of real numbers is increasing,
bounded by kxk2 and thus convergent to a limit lim∏ hT∏x|xi since R is bounded-complete.
By polarization on norms, hT∏x|yi = 12 (hT∏(x+ y)|(x+ y)i° hT∏x|xi° hT∏y|yi) for any ∏ 2 §.
Then, for all x, y 2H, the limit lim∏ hT∏x|yi exists and thus we can define pointwise an operator
T 2Ef(H) by hTx|yi= lim∏ hT∏x|yi for x, y 2H.
Indeed, T is the limit of the net (T∏)∏2§ in the weak topology, and therefore in the strong
topology since a bounded net of positive operators converges strongly whenever it converges
weakly (see [16, I.3.2.8]).
Moreover, T is an upper bound for the net (T∏)∏2§ since T∏ ∑T for every ∏ 2§. By Theorem
2.5.1, if there is a self-adjoint operator S 2B(H) such that T∏ ∑ S for every ∏ 2§, then hT∏x|xi ∑
hSx|xi for every ∏ 2§. Thus, hTx|xi= lim∏ hT∏x|xi ∑ hSx|xi. Then, h(S°T)x|xi ∏ 0 for every x 2H.
By Theorem 2.5.1, S°T positive and thus T ∑ S. It follows that T is the least upper bound of
(T∏)∏2§. ⌅
From Lemma 3.2.3, one can obtain a simple proof for the following corollary, which was
already used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.4.
Corollary 3.2.4. For every W*-algebra A, the poset [0,1]A is directed-complete.
Proof. Let A be a W*-algebra. By definition, A is a strongly closed subalgebra of B(H), for
some Hilbert space H. Then, let (T∏)∏2§ be an increasing net in [0,1]A µEf(H). By Lemma 3.2.3,
(T∏)∏2§ converges strongly to
W
T∏ 2Ef(H). It follows that WT∏ 2 [0,1]A because the unit interval
[0,1]A is strongly closed. Thus, the poset [0,1]A is directed-complete. ⌅
This corollary constitutes a crucial step in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, as it reveals a link
between the topological properties and the order-theoretic properties of W*-algebras.
Lemma 3.2.5. Any positive map f : A! B between C*-algebras is completely determined and
defined by its action on [0,1]A.
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Proof. A positive map of C*-algebras f : A! B restricts by definition to a map f : A+ ! B+.
Since f preserves the order ∑ on positive elements, it restricts to [0,1]A! [0,1]B:
Let x 2 A+ \ {0}. From x ∑ kxk1, we can see that 1kxk x 2 [0,1]A and thus f ( 1kxk x) 2 [0,1]B.
Moreover, f (x)= kxk f ( 1kxk x). This statement can be extended to every element in A since each
y 2 A is a linear combination of four positive elements (see [16, II.3.1.2]), determining f (y) 2B. ⌅
We can now show that the poset (W§AlgNPSU(A,B),v) is directed-complete for every pair
(A,B) of W*-algebras.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 Let A and B be two W*-algebras.
By Corollary 3.2.4, the posets [0,1]A and [0,1]B are directed-complete.
Consider an increasing net ( f∏)∏2§ of NSU-maps from A to B, increasing in the Löwner order.
Then, for every x 2 A+, there is an increasing net ( f∏(x))∏2§ bounded by kxk ·1 (by Lemma 3.2.2).
Moreover, for every non-zero element x 2 A+, from the fact that [0,1]B is directed-complete,
we obtain that the increasing net ( f∏( xkxk ))∏2§ has a join
W
f∏( xkxk ) in [0,1]B and thus we can
define pointwise the following upper bound f : [0,1]A ! [0,1]B for the increasing net ( f 0∏)∏2§
of NSU-maps from [0,1]A to [0,1]B such that, for every ∏ 2 §, f 0∏(x) = f∏( xkxk )(x 6= 0): f ( xkxk ) =W
f∏( xkxk ) (x 2 A+ \{0})
This upper bound f is a positive sub-unital map by construction and can be extended to an
upper bound f : A!B for the increasing net ( f∏)∏2§: for every nonzero x 2 A+, the increasing
sequence ( f∏(x))∏2§ = (kxk f∏( xkxk ))∏2§ has a join
W
f∏(x) = kxkW f∏( xkxk ) in B+ and thus one can
define pointwise an upper bound f : A!B for ( f∏)∏2§ by f (x)=W f∏(x) for every x 2 A+.
We now need to prove that the map f is normal, by exchange of joins.
Let (x∞)∞2° be an increasing bounded net in A+ with join
W
∞ x∞. For every ∞0 2 °, we observe
that x∞0 ∑W∞ x∞ and thus, f (x∞0) ∑ f (W∞ x∞) (recall that f preserves the order). As seen earlier,
since [0,1]B is directed-complete, the increasing net ( f (x∞))∞2°, which is equal by definition to the
increasing net (
W
∏( f∏(x∞)))∞2°, has a join in B+ defined by
W
∞ f (x∞)=W∞2°,x∞ 6=0∞∞x∞∞∞ f ( 1kx∞k x∞) if
there is a ∞00 2° such that x∞00 6= 0 and by W∞ f (x∞)= 0 otherwise. It follows that W∞ f (x∞)∑ f (W∞ x∞).
We have to prove now that f (
W
∞ x∞) ∑ W∞ f (x∞). Since each map f∏ (∏ 2 §) is normal, we
obtain that f (
W
∞ x∞) = W∏( f∏(W∞ x∞)) = W∏(W∞( f∏(x∞)). Moreover, for ∞0 2 ° and ∏0 2 §, f∏0(x∞0) ∑W
∏ f∏(x∞0 )∑W∞(W∏ f∏(x∞)). Then, W∞ f∏0 (x∞)∑W∞(W∏ f∏(x∞)) and thus W∏(W∞ f∏(x∞))∑W∞(W∏ f∏(x∞)).
It follows that f (
W
∞ x∞)=W∏(W∞ f∏(x∞))∑W∞(W∏ f∏(x∞))=W∞ f (x∞).
Let g 2W§AlgNPSU(A,B) be an upper bound for the increasing net ( f∏)∏2§. For ∏0 2§ and
x 2 A+, f∏0(x)∑ g(x). Then, 8x 2 A+, f (x)=W f∏(x)∑ g(x), i.e. f v g. It follows that f is the join of
( f∏)∏2§. ⌅
Looking back now at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, one can observe that it is
solely the directed completeness of [0,1]B which allows us to show that the poset
(W§AlgNPSU(A,B),v)
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is directed-complete. In particular, we do not use the assumption that the poset [0,1]A is directed-
complete.
In other words, if one relaxes the requirement that A and B are W*-algebras, and if we just
consider that A and B are C*-algebras such that the poset [0,1]B is directed-complete, then the
very same proof can be used to show that the poset (C§AlgPSU(A,B),v) is directed-complete.
From [71, Ex. 3.2(4)], we know that the effects (or predicates) of a W*-algebra are the PU-maps
from C2 to A, that is the PSU-maps from C to A, which leads us to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.6. Let A be a C*-algebra.
The poset [0,1]A is directed-complete if and only if the poset (C§AlgPSU(C,A),v) is directed-
complete.
Then, we provide a Dcpo?!-enrichment for the categoryW§AlgNPSU and discuss the domain-
theoretic properties of C*-algebras.
Definition 3.2.7. Let C be a category for which every hom-set is equipped with the structure of a
poset. C is said to beDcpo?!-enriched if its hom-sets are dcpos with bottom and if the composition
of homomorphisms is strict and Scott-continuous, i.e. the pre-composition (°) ± f : C(B,C)!
C(A,C) and the post-composition h± (°) :C(A,B)!C(A,C) are strict and Scott-continuous for
homomorphisms f : A!B and h :B!C.
Theorem 3.2.8. The categoryW§AlgNPSU of W*-algebras and normal positive sub-unital maps
is a Dcpo?!-enriched category.
Proof. For every pair (A,B) of W*-algebras, the homset W§AlgNPSU(A,B) together with the
Löwner order is a dcpo with zero map as bottom, and therefore the homsetW§AlgNPSU(A,B) is a
pointed dcpo.
In particular, for every W*-algebra A, the homset W§AlgNPSU(A,A) is a pointed dcpo. We
consider now for every W*-algebra A a map IA : 1A = {?A}!W§AlgNPSU(A,A) such that IA(?) 2
W§AlgNPSU(A,A) is the identity map on A. Therefore, the map IA is strict Scott-continuous for
every W*-algebra A.
Then, what need to be proved is that, given three W*-algebras A,B,C, the composition ±A,B,C :
W§AlgNPSU(B,C)£W§AlgNPSU(A,B)!W§AlgNPSU(A,C) is Scott-continuous. The strictness of
the composition can be easily verified: constant maps are left zeroes and linear maps preserve 0.
We now consider a NSU-map f : A ! B and the increasing net (g∏)∏2§ in the homset
W§AlgNPSU(B,C), with join
W
∏ g∏ 2W§AlgNPSU(B,C). One can define an upper bound point-
wise by u(x)= ((W∏ g∏)± f )(x) for the increasing net (g∏ ± f )∏2§ in the homsetW§AlgNPSU(A,C).
It is easy to check that u is a join for the increasing net (g∏ ± f )∏2§: for every upper bound
v 2 W§AlgNPSU(A,C) of the increasing net (g∏ ± f )∏2§, we have that 8∏ 2 §, g∏ ± f v v, i.e.
8∏ 2 §,8x 2 A+, g∏( f (x)) ∑ v(x) and thus 8x 2 A+,u(x) = ((W∏ g∏) ± f )(x) = (W∏ g∏)( f (x)) ∑ v(x),
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which implies that uv v. It follows that the pre-composition is Scott-continuous and, similarly,
the post-composition is Scott-continuous. ⌅
At this point, the interested reader might wonder whether all monotone-complete C*-algebras
are W*-algebras, i.e. whether all monotone-complete C*-algebras have a separating set of normal
states. Dixmier proved that every W*-algebra is a monotone-complete C*-algebra and that the
converse is not true [38]. For an example of a subclass of monotone-complete C*-algebras which
are not W*-algebras, we refer the reader to a recent work by Saitô and Wright [121].
3.3 Constructing fixpoints
This section discusses the construction of fixpoints of endofunctors defined on the opposite
category of the category of W*-algebras and completely positive sub-unital maps. See [111, Sec. 3]
For this purpose, we first observe that the one-element W*-algebra 0= {0} is the zero object,
i.e. initial and terminal object, of the categoryW§AlgNPSU: a NSU-map f : A! 0 must be defined
by f (x)= 0; a NSU-map g : 0! A is linear and thus g(0)= 0A must hold.
We now consider the following class of functors and then show that they admit a canonical
fixpoint.
Definition 3.3.1. A von Neumann functor is a locally continuous endofunctor on W§AlgNPSU
which preserves linear multiplicative maps.
Example 3.3.2. The identity functor and the constant functors on W§AlgNPSU are locally con-
tinuous and so does any (co)product of locally continuous functors. It is also clear that all these
functors preserve multiplicative maps.
Some of our proofs and structures will use the notion of embedding-projection pairs, that we
will define as follows.
Definition 3.3.3. An embedding-projection pair is a pair of arrows he, pi 2C(X ,Y )£C(Y ,X ) in a
Dcpo?-enriched category C such that p ± e= idX and e ± p∑ idY .
For two pairs he1, p1i, he2, p2i, it can be shown that e1 ∑ e2 iff p2 ∑ p1, which means that one
component of the pair can uniquely determine the other one. We denote by eP the projection
corresponding to a given embedding e and pE the embedding corresponding to a given projection
p. It should be noted that (e ± f )P = f P ± eP , (p ± q)E = qE ± pE and idP = idE = id.
The category CE of embeddings of a Dcpo?!-enriched category C is the subcategory of C
that has the objects of C as its objects and embeddings as arrows. It should be noted that this
category is itself a Dcpo?!-enriched category. Dually, one can define the category CP = (CE)op of
projections of a Dcpo?!-enriched category C.
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We can now consider the following setting. Let F : W§AlgNPSU ! W§AlgNPSU be a von
Neumann functor. Consider the !-chain ¢= (Dn,Æn)n for which D0 = 0, the embedding Æ0 :D0!
FD0 is the unique NSU-map from D0 to FD0, and the equalities Æn+1 = FÆn and Dn+1 = FDn
and therefore Dn+1 = Fn0 hold for every n∏ 0.
Since the endofunctor F is locally monotone and since functors preserve embedding-projection
pairs, if for some n 2N there is an embedding-projection pair ≠ÆEn ,ÆPn Æ, the pair ≠ÆEn+1,ÆPn+1Æ=≠
FÆEn ,FÆPn
Æ
is also an embedding-projection pair. It follows that the !-chain ¢ is well-defined.
Definition 3.3.4. Consider the collection D = {(xn)n 2LnDn |8n∏ 0,Æpn(xn+1)= xn}. It forms a
poset together with the order ∑D defined by (xn)n ∑D (yn)n ¥ 8n ∏ 0,xn ∑Dn yn. Moreover, the
collection D can be seen as a *-algebra:
From the fact that the projection ÆP0 :D1!D0 = 0 is trivially a multiplicative map (which
maps everything to the unique element of 0) and that the functor F preserves multiplicative maps,
we can conclude that for every n∏ 0, the projection ÆPn+1 = FÆPn = ·· · = Fn+1ÆP0 is a NMISU-map.
In fact, it can be shown that the embeddings Æn :Dn!Dn+1 are NMISU-maps as well, by the
same reasoning. Moreover, it should also be noted that embeddings and projections are strict, i.e.
preserve 0.
Considering these facts, one can verify that the collection D forms a *-algebra with operations
defined component-wise on the family of W*-algebras {Dn}n∏0, and equipped with the k(xn)nk1 =
supn kxnk<1 as a subspace of
L
nDn.
• The unit is defined by (1n)n = (1Dn )n. From the fact that the embeddings ÆEn are NSU-maps,
i.e. ÆEn (1)∑ 1 for every n 2N, we deduce that 1= (ÆPn ±ÆEn )(1)∑ÆPn (1) for every n 2N (recall
that the projection ÆPn is an order-preserving map). Hence, every projection ÆPn is a unital
map and thus ÆPn (1n+1)= 1n holds for every n 2N.
• The addition is defined by (xn)n+D (yn)n = (xn+Dn yn)n for all (xn)n, (yn)n 2D.
This operation is well-defined: since the projections ÆPn are linear maps, one can observe that
ÆPn (0n+1)= 0n and ÆPn (xn+1+ yn+1)=ÆPn (xn+1)+ÆPn (yn+1)= xn+ yn for every n 2N. Moreover,
by the triangle inequality, supn kxn+ ynk ∑ supn kxnk+supn kynk<1.
• The scalar multiplication is defined by ∏(xn)n = (∏xn)n for every ∏ 2C and and every (xn)n 2
D. It is easy to verify that this operation is well-defined: ÆPn (∏xn+1)=∏ÆPn (xn+1)=∏xn for
every n 2N (by linearity of ÆPn ) and k(∏xn)nk1 =∏k(xn)nk1 <1.
• The multiplication is defined by (xn)n ·D (yn)n = (xn ·Dn yn)n for all (xn)n, (yn)n 2 D. This
operation is well-defined since the projections ÆPn are multiplicative: ÆPn (xn+1 · yn+1) =
ÆPn (xn+1) ·ÆPn (yn+1)= xn · yn.
Moreover, the Banach spaces Dn have submultiplicative1 norms and thus the following
inequality holds: supn kxn · ynk ∑ (supn kxnk)(supn kynk)<1.
1Recall that a norm is submultiplicative when 8x, y.kxyk ∑ kxkkyk
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• The involution is defined by ((xn)n)§ = (x§n)n for every (xn)n 2D.
This operation is well-defined since the projections ÆPn are involutive: ÆPn (x§n+1)=ÆPn (xn+1)§ =
x§n. Moreover, as a direct consequence of the C*-identity of the C*-algebras Dn, the following
equality holds: supn
∞∞x§n∞∞= supn kxnk<1.
Proposition 3.3.5. The *-algebra D forms a C*-algebra.
Proof. Since every Dn is a C*-algebra, the C*-identity holds for D as well:∞∞(xn)§n(xn)n∞∞1 = ∞∞(x§nxn)n∞∞1 = supn ∞∞x§nxn∞∞= (supn kxnk)2 = (k(xn)nk1)2
Consider a Cauchy sequence ((xm,n)n)m 2 D. It follows that for every n0 2 N, the following
proposition holds: 8"> 0,9M 2N,8m,m0 ∏M,∞∞xm,n0 ° xm0,n0∞∞∑ supn∞∞xm,n° xm0,n∞∞< ".
We are required to prove that the Cauchy sequence ((xm,n)n)m 2D converges, by constructing
its limit that we denote by (ln)n. We can first deduce that, for every n 2N, the sequence (xm,n)m
in Dn is a Cauchy sequence, which converges to a limit ln 2Dn since Dn is a W*-algebra (and
therefore a Banach space). Then, we obtain a sequence (ln)n 2 Qn2NDn. Since NPSU-maps
(and therefore NMISU-maps) are contractive, we can conclude that (ln)n 2D by the following
arguments.
Let n 2N and "> 0. From the fact that the inequality ∞∞xm,n+1° ln+1∞∞< " holds, we deduce
that
∞∞ÆPn (xm,n+1)°ÆPn (ln+1)∞∞= ∞∞ÆPn (xm,n+1° ln+1)∞∞∑ ∞∞xm,n+1° ln+1∞∞< " and thus,
ln = limm!1xm,n = limm!1Æ
P
n (xm,n+1)=ÆPn (ln+1).
Moreover, k(ln)nk1 = supn klnk<1 since ln is the limit of a Cauchy sequence (recall that every
Cauchy sequence is bounded). ⌅
This leads us to the following new result, which previously appeared in [111]. It is worth
noting that the category of complete metric spaces and non-expansive (non-distance-increasing)
functions between them, and the category of pointed dcpos and strict Scott-continuous functions
between them, are both algebraically compact, respectively for locally contracting endofunctors
and for locally continuous endofunctors (see e.g. [120] for a complete overview). Theorem 3.3.6
relates to those two algebraic compactness results in the sense that every W*-algebra has both a
complete metric structure and a dcpo structure.
Theorem 3.3.6. The categoryW§AlgNPSU of W*-algebras and normal positive sub-unital maps
is algebraically compact for the class of von Neumann functors, i.e. every von Neumann functor F
admits a canonical fixpoint which is at the same time the initial F-algebra and the inverse of the
final F-coalgebra.
The proof of this theorem involves the following notions.
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Definition 3.3.7. An !-chain in a category C is a sequence of the form ¢=D0 Æ0°!D1 Æ1°! · · ·
Given an object D in a category C, a cocone µ :¢!D for the !-chain ¢ is a sequence of arrows
µn :Dn!D such that the equality µn =µn+1 ±Æn holds for every n∏ 0.
A colimit (or colimiting cocone) of the !-chain ¢ is an initial cocone from ¢ to D, i.e. it has the
following universal property: for every cocone µ0 :¢!D0, there exists a unique map f :D!D0
such that the equality f ±µn =µ0n holds for every n∏ 0.
Dually, we consider !op-chains ¢op = D0 Ø0√° D1 √ · · · in a category, cones ∞ : ¢op √ D and
limits (or limiting cones) for an !op-chain ¢op.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.6 Recall that the C*-algebra D defined in Definition 3.3.4 is a poset with
the order ∑D defined by
(xn)n ∑D (yn)n ¥8n∏ 0,xn ∑Dn yn ¥8n∏ 0,(yn° xn) 2 (Dn)+
Now, consider (xn)n, (yn)n 2D. We have that (xn)n ∑D (yn)n implies that (yn)n°(xn)n = (yn°xn)n 2
(©nDn)+ and therefore (yn)n° (xn)n 2D+ because the fact that the projections are linear maps
implies that
ÆPn (yn+1° xn+1)=ÆPn (yn+1)°ÆPn (xn+1)= yn° xn
Conversely, if (yn)n° (xn)n 2D+, then (yn° xn)n 2 (©nDn)+, and therefore (xn)n ∑D (yn)n.
Thus, the C*-algebra D is monotone-complete, since all the W*-algebras Dn are monotone-
complete. Moreover, a separating set of normal states can be defined for D, on the separating set
of normal states of the W*-algebras Dn. We can then conclude by Theorem 3.1.4 that D forms a
W*-algebra and we are now required to prove that it can be turn into a colimit for the diagram ¢.
We now define a cocone ¢!D which arrows are embeddings µn :Dn!D (n∏ 0) defined by:
• µn(x)= ((ÆP0 ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)(x), (ÆP1 ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)(x), . . . ,ÆPn°1(x),x,ÆEn (x), (ÆEn+1 ±ÆEn )(x), . . .) for every
x 2 Dn. It is easy to check that for every m 2 N if we define a sequence (yn)n = µm(x),
then the equation ÆPn (yn+1) = yn holds for every n 2 N. Moreover, as a positive map, the
embedding µn is contractive and thus
∞∞µn(x)∞∞1 ∑ supn kxk= kxk1 <1.
• µPn ((xn)n)= xn for every (xn)n 2D.
Indeed, it is easy to check that these projections µPn are NMIU-maps by construction and that
the corresponding embeddings µEn are NMISU-maps by construction.
Then, one can see that µPn (µEn (x))= x for every x 2Dn and that µEn (µPn ((xn)n))∑ (xn)n for every
(xn)n 2D since:
1. For every m 2N such that for 0∑m< n,
(ÆPm ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)E(xm)= (ÆEn°1 ± · · ·±ÆEm)(xm)= xn,
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which implies that
xm = (ÆPm ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)((ÆPm ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)E(xm))= (ÆPm ± · · ·±ÆPn°1)(xn)
and thus ((µEn ±µPn )((xn)n))m = xm for every m∑ n;
2. From the fact that ÆEn ±ÆPn ∑ idDn+1 for every n 2N, we obtain that
ÆEn (xn)=ÆEn (ÆPn (xn+1))∑ xn+1
for every n 2N and thus by induction,
ÆEm ± · · ·±ÆEn+1 ±ÆEn (xn)∑ÆEm ± · · ·±ÆEn+1(xn+1)∑ · · ·∑ xm
for every m∏ n. Thus, ((µEn ±µPn )((xn)n))m ∑ xm for every m∏ n.
Moreover, for every n∏ 0, we observe that µn =µn+1 ±Æn since
ÆPn (µ
P
n+1((xn)n))=ÆPn (xn+1)= xn =µPn ((xn)n)
and thus µPn =ÆPn ±µPn+1 = (µn+1 ±Æn)P .
As stated in [120], the fact that F is locally continuous implies that
W
n(µn ±µPn )= idD [128,
Theorem 2, Proposition D], and thus µ : ¢! D is a colimiting cocone for ¢ by [128, Theorem
2, Proposition A]. Dually, one can show that µP :D!¢P is a limiting cone for ¢P , the cone of
projections D0
ÆP0√°°D1
ÆP1√°° · · · .
Since F is locally continuous, it is therefore locally monotone. It follows that :
• For every n 2N, ≠Fµn,FµPn Æ is an embedding-projection pair;
• The chain {Fµn ±FµPn }n is increasing with join
W
n(Fµn ±FµPn )= idFD .
From [128, Theorem 2] again, we conclude that Fµ : F¢! FD is a colimiting cocone (and dually
FµP : FD! F¢P is a limiting cone). Then, we observe that F¢ is obtained by removing the first
arrow from ¢ (recall that FÆn =Æn+1). Finally, the fact that two colimiting cocones with the same
vertices are isomorphic implies that D and FD share the same limit and the same colimit and
that there is an isomorphism ¡ :D! FD, i.e. the functor F admits a fixpoint. ⌅
When it comes to the application of our fixpoint construction, it turns out that it gives a
denotational model for natural numbers in W*-algebras. This construction can be done as follows.
The functor defined by FX = X ©C gives the chain of embeddings 0! C! C2 ! C3 ! · · · ,
where Cn is the direct sum of n copies of C. The relation ÆEn+1 =ÆEn © idC holds for every n 2N and
thus by induction, ÆEn = ÆE0 © idCn . Hence, for every n 2N, ÆEn : Cn = 0©Cn! Cn+1 is defined by
ÆEn (c1, . . . , cn)= (0, c1, . . . , cn).
Similarly, for every n 2N, ÆPn =ÆP0 ©idCn :Cn+1!Cn is defined by ÆPn (c1, c2, . . . , cn)= (c2, . . . , cn)
and thus the property ÆPn (xn+1)= xn holds for every (xn)n 2
L
i∏1Ci =
L
i∏0C.
It follows that D =Li∏0C= `1(N) for this functor. More generally, if one considers a functor
FX = X ©A where A is a W*-algebra, then D =Li∏0 A.
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OPERATOR ALGEBRAS AS PRESHEAVES
Completely positive maps between finite-dimensional C*-algebras are widely accepted asa model of first-order1 quantum computation (see Chapter 7). We begin by establishinga categorical characterization of completely positive maps as natural families of positive
maps. We explore this categorical characterization by building various representations of quan-
tum computation based on different structures: affine maps between cones of positive elements,
homomorphisms between effect algebras of predicates, and affine maps between convex sets of
states.
In common with other approaches to programming language semantics (see e.g. [37]), the
general idea is to interpret a type A as a space JAK of predicates about A. One interprets a
computation x : A ` t :B, that produces a term t of type B but depends on a variable x of type A,
as a predicate transformer JBK! JAK, which maps a predicate on B to its weakest precondition.
(See e.g. [37, 112].)
In more detail, one interprets a type A as a C*-algebra of operators JAK, and the computations
describe completely positive maps, introducing compositionality in the semantics. Informally
this means that it makes sense to run the computation on a subsystem of a bigger system; for
example, we could adjoin an extra qubit to the system and still run the computation. More
formally it means that not only does the map JtK : JBK! JAK preserve positive elements, but also
idJqubitK≠JtK : JqubitK≠ JBK! JqubitK≠ JAK preserves positive elements.
Our contribution is a technique for building representations of quantum computation in terms
of completely positive maps. Here, a representation is a full and faithful functor F :C!R, that
is, a functor for which each function FA,B :C(A,B)!R(F(A),F(B)) is a bijection.
1A higher-order computation is understood to be a function which takes at least one function as argument or
returns a function as its result. Computations which are not higher-order are called first-order computations.
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From a programming language perspective, where objects interpret types and morphisms
interpret programs, a representation result gives two things. Firstly, it gives a way of interpret-
ing types as different mathematical structures, while retaining essentially the same range of
interpretable programs. Secondly, since R may be a richer universe than C, it gives the chance to
interpret more types without altering the interpretation of programs at existing types.
There are several existing representation results which allow us to understand and analyze
quantum computations in terms of different structures, such as convex sets (e.g. [74]), domains
(e.g. [112]), partial monoids and effect algebras (e.g. [71]). However, many of these representation
results are only valid for positive maps, and so they do not fully capture quantum computation.
Our contribution is a general method for extending these results to completely positive maps.
Roughly, the method allows us to convert a full and faithful functor
(positive maps)°!R
(where R is an arbitrary category) into a full and faithful functor
(completely positive maps)°! [N,R]
into a functor category, where N is a category whose objects are natural numbers.
4.1 Naturality and representation of completely positivity
This section introduces a categorical view on the notion of complete positivity, previously seen in
[114, Sec. 2].
4.1.1 Quantum systems as operator algebras
Let us recall some basic ideas for the semantics of quantum programming languages in C*-
algebras. A type A is interpreted as a C*-algebra JAK. A terminating computation-in-context
x1 : A1, . . . ,xn : An ` t : B is interpreted as a CPU-map B!Ni Ai, transforming observations
about the result type to requisite observations about the free variables. The type of qubits is
the C*-algebra JqubitK=M2 of 2-by-2 complex matrices, the empty tensor (i.e. the unit) is the
C*-algebra C of complex numbers, and so a computation ` t : qubit that generates a qubit with no
free variables is interpreted as a state on the matrix algebra M2, that is a CPU-map M2!C. It
is really natural to ask for compositionality: that way, the computation of a big composite system
can be decomposed into parallel composition of its subsystems.
While the C*-algebra B(H) of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is the archetypal
quantum type (with Mn equivalent toB(Cn)), the archetypal classical type is the commutative
C*-algebra C(X ) of complex-valued continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X
which vanish at infinity. Therefore in the theory of operator algebras, exploiting the existence
of the tensor product ≠ of C*-algebras, one can define hybrid typesB(H)≠C(X ) which combine
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a quantum type with a classical one. In this setting, an entangled system A is such that there
is no pair (B,C) of C*-algebras such that A =B≠C, and a separable type is a type which is not
entangled.
At this stage, it is important to recall that an important class of completely positive maps
comes from multiplication by matrices. Let A be a C*-algebra. Any m£ n complex matrix F
induces a completely positive map F§_F :Mm(A)!Mn(A) given by (F§_F)(x)= F§xF, where F§
is the conjugate transpose of F. Additionally, this completely positive map F§_F is unital if F is
an isometry, i.e. F§F = I. In particular, putting n= 1 and A =C, any vector v 2C2 with v§v= 1
induces a state v§_v :M2!C, called a ‘pure state’.
In what follows we consider vectors which are canonically referred to as the stabilizer states
in C2
|0i=
√
1
0
!
|1i=
√
0
1
!
|+i= 1p
2
√
1
1
! ØØΩÆ= 1p
2
√
1
°i
!
They all induce CPU-maps M2!C. One often writes hv| for the conjugate transpose |vi§, so the
induced CPU-map can be written hv|_ |vi :M2(A)! A. In particular:
h0| a bc d |0i= a h+| a bc d |+i= 12 (a+b+ c+d)
h1| a bc d |1i= d
≠
Ω
ØØ a b
c d
ØØΩÆ= 12 (a° ib+ ic+d)
4.1.2 Complete positivity as naturality
In Section 4.1.1 we considered how a matrix F 2Cm£n induces a completely positive map F§_F :
Mm!Mn. This construction is functorial. To make this precise, we introduce the category NMat
of complex matrices: the objects are natural numbers seen as dimensions, and the morphisms
m! n are m£n complex matrices. Composition is matrix multiplication.
We remark that the category NMat is equivalent to the opposite category of the category of
finite-dimensional complex vector spaces and linear maps, itself equivalent to the category of
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps, since every finite-dimensional vector space of
dimension n is isomorphic to the finite-dimensional Hilbert space Cn, yielding an equivalence
of categories which maps every natural number n to the finite-dimensional Hilbert space Cn
and every m£ n complex matrix M to the linear map M : Cn ! Cm defined by M(x1, . . . ,xn) =
(
P
k M1,kxk, . . . ,
P
k Mm,kxk) [118].
Alternatively, and in connection with Chapter 6, the category NMat is the Kleisli category of
the multiset monad over C (defined on the semiring of nonnegative reals in Section 6.2) restricted
on objects to natural numbers. This is a Lawvere theory.
The construction of matrices of elements of a C*-algebra can be made into a functor C§AlgCP£
NMat!C§AlgP. It takes a pair (A,m) to Mm(A) and a pair of morphisms ( f ,F) : (A,m)! (B,n)
to the positive map F§( f_)F :Mm(A)!Mn(B).
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We will consider this functor in curried form, M :C§AlgCP! [NMat,C§AlgP]. It takes a C*-
algebra A to a functor, i.e. an indexed family of C*-algebras, M(A) = {Mn(A)}n. A completely
positive map f : A!B is taken to the corresponding family of positive maps
M( f )= { fn def= Mn( f ) :Mn(A)!Mn(B)}n.
This gives the main result of this chapter: the completely positive maps are in natural bijection
with families of positive maps.
Theorem 4.1.1. The functor M :C§AlgCP! [NMat,C§AlgP] is full and faithful.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Faithfulness is obvious,
since for any CP-map f : A!B we have M( f )1 = f . To show fullness we begin with the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.1.2. Consider two positive maps f2 :M2(B)!M2(A) and f1 : B! A of C*-algebras.
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. 8y 2M2(B),v 2C2. v§( f2(y))v= f1(v§yv)
2. f2 =M2( f1).
Proof. We can show that the statement 2 implies the statement 1 with the following argument:
For every 2-by-2 matrix
"
a b
c d
#
2M2(B):
v§(M2( f1)
"
a b
c d
#
)v= v§
"
f1(a) f1(b)
f1(c) f1(d)
#
v= f1(v§
"
a b
c d
#
v)
since v§_v maps a 2-by-2 matrix to a linear combination of its entries, which will be preserved by
the linear map f1.
We will now focus on the proof that the statement 1 implies the statement 2.
Consider
"
a b
c d
#
2M2(B), let
"
a0 b0
c0 d0
#
= f2
"
a b
c d
#
and suppose that the statement 1 holds.
We use the assumption 1 with the vectors |0i, |1i, |+i and ØØΩÆ, to obtain a0 = f1(a), d0 = f1(d),
a0+b0+ c0+d0 = f1(a)+ f1(b)+ f1(c)+ f1(d) and a0 ° ib0+ ic0+d = f1(a)° i f1(b)+ i f1(c)+ f1(d). We
can combine these four facts to also deduce that b0 = f1(b) and c0 = f1(c).
And thus finally, we observe that f2
"
a b
c d
#
=
"
f1(a) f1(b)
f1(c) f1(d)
#
= M2( f1)
"
a b
c d
#
for every"
a b
c d
#
2M2(B) and therefore, we obtain that f2 =M2( f1). This concludes our proof of Lemma 4.1.2.
⌅
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We use Lemma 4.1.2 to establish fullness in our proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Consider a natural
transformation f :M(A))M(B), described by the following commuting diagram:
n
g
✏✏
Mn(A)
M(A)(g)
✏✏
fn // Mn(B)
M(B)(g)
✏✏
m Mm(A) fm
// Mm(B)
where g is a n-by-m complex matrix in NMat.
As the map g can correspond to any pure state v§_v :M2!C, the condition (i) of Lemma 4.1.2
holds and therefore f2 =M2( f1). By induction, if f2k+1 =M2( f2k ) :M2k+1 (A)!M2k+1 (B) for some
natural number k, then f2k+2 =M2( f2k+1 ) :M2k+2 (A) =M2(M2k+1 (A))!M2(M2k+1 (B)) =M2k+2 (B)
since the condition (i) holds when one considers M2k+1 (A) as A and M2k+1 (B) as B. Then M2k ( f1)=
f2k for every natural number k. It follows that the map f1 is 2k-positive for every k 2N. Finally,
since n-positive maps are (n°1)-positive (see Mn°1(B) as the left upper block of Mn(B) for n∏ 1),
one can conclude that f1 is a completely positive map, with Mn( f1)= fn for every natural number
n.
So M :C§AlgCP! [NMat,C§AlgP] is a full functor. This concludes our proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
4.1.3 Variations on the characterization theorem
The proof of our characterization theorem (Theorem 4.1.1) is quite flexible and can accommodate
some variation in the index category and the base category.
For a first variation, we change the index category so that we can focus on unit-preserving
completely positive maps. We consider the subcategory NIsom of NMat with the same objects but
where the morphisms are isometries (F§F = I).
We will be quite general about the base category. Consider a subcategory V of C§AlgP that is
closed under matrix algebras, i.e.
(4.1) C 2V and A 2V =) Mn(A) 2V.
Then define VC to be the closure of V under matrices of morphisms: the objects of VC are the
same as the objects of V, and a function f : A!B is in VC if Mn( f ) :Mn(A)!Mn(B) is in V for
all n. For instance, (C§AlgP)C =C§AlgCP.
Theorem 4.1.3. Consider a subcategory V of C§AlgP satisfying (4.1) and such that the matrices
functor
VC£NIsom!C§AlgP
factors through V. It induces a full and faithful functor VC! [NIsom,V].
There are other variations on the result, by changing the index category to a different
subcategory of C§AlgCP. We focus on two examples which are particularly relavant in the
enriched setting:
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• Let NCP be the category whose objects are natural numbers and where a morphism m! n
is a completely positive map Mm!Mn. In the literature, this category is also called CPMs
[92],W [125] or CPM[FdHilb] [126].
• Let NCPU be the category whose objects are natural numbers and where a morphism m! n
is a completely positive unital map Mm!Mn. The dual of this category can be thought of
as comprising the trace-preserving completely positive maps between density matrices (e.g.
Q0s in [92, Def. 2.9]).
The matrices functors
C§AlgCP£NMat!C§AlgP C§AlgCPU£NIsom!C§AlgPU
extend to functors
C§AlgCP£NCP!C§AlgP C§AlgCPU£NCPU!C§AlgPU
using the idea that Mn(A) =Mn≠A, and if f :Mm !Mn is completely positive then so too is
f≠A :Mm(A)!Mn(A).
Theorem 4.1.4. Consider a subcategory V of C§AlgP that is closed under matrix algebras (4.1)
and such that the matrices functor
VC£NCP(U)!C§AlgP
factors through V. It induces a full and faithful functor VC! [NCP(U),V].
4.2 Representations of quantum computations...
Our intention in this section is to use Theorem 4.1.1 to build representation results for completely
positive maps out of representation results for positive maps. As defined by Marcelo Fiore [79], a
representation theorem is a result that classifies the models of mathematical structures in terms
of more concrete models, allowing the study of the general through the study of the particular.
For instance, the following corollary is immediate:
Corollary 4.2.1. Every full and faithful functor F : C§AlgP ! R induces a full and faithful
functor C§AlgCP! [NMat,C§AlgP]! [NMat,R].
For the remainder of this section we illustrate our technique by building representation
theorems for completely positive maps.
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4.2.1 ... as linear maps between cones
We show how to build a representation for CP-maps out of linear maps between cones. We begin
by recalling basic definitions.
Definition 4.2.2. A cone is a set X together with an m-ary function (°!r )X : Xm! X for each
vector °!r = (r1 . . . rm) of non-negative real numbers, often written infix as Pi r i.xi, and for each
m£n matrix (si, j)i, j of non-negative real numbers, Pi r i.(P j(si, j.xj))=P j((Pi(ri.si, j)).xj).
A homomorphism of cones is a function that preserves the algebraic structure. Homomor-
phisms are often called linear maps. The category Cone is the category of cones together with
linear maps, and corresponds to the Eilenberg-Moore category of the multiset monad on the
semiring R+, defined in Section 6.2.
A subset of a real vector space forms a cone if it is closed under addition and multiplication
by positive real scalars, and conversely every cone with cancellation arises in this way. This
motivates the terminology ‘linear map’.
Alternatively, the abstract definition of cones can be reformulated in terms of scalar multipli-
cation and binary addition, and all the m-ary operations can be built from these operations.
Observe that for any C*-algebra the positive elements form a cone. This leads us to the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3. Taking the cone of positive elements yields a full and faithful functor
(°)+ :C§AlgP!Cone
Proof. Any positive map f : X ! Y is completely defined by its action on X+: an arbitrary
element x 2 X can be written as a linear sum of four positive elements x= x1+ ix2°x3° ix4, for xi
all positive [55, Lemma 2.2], determining the value f (x), which does not depend on a particular
decomposition of x. ⌅
Example 4.2.4. The functor C§AlgCP ! [NMat,Cone] taking A to n 7! (Mn(A))+ is full and
faithful.
Example 4.2.4 appears to be a new categorical way to formulate the theory of matrix ordered
spaces (e.g. [42], [102, Ch. 13]).
Example 4.2.5. The functor C§AlgCP ! [NCP,Cone] taking A to n 7! (Mn(A))+ is full and
faithful.
The category NCP is enriched in Cone: one can scale completely positive maps and add them
too. This leads us to focus on locally linear functors F :NCP!Cone, i.e., functors that preserve
the cone structure of the hom-sets, i.e., enriched presheaves [35].
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The category of locally linear functors NCP!Cone is the free colimit completion of NCP as
a Cone-enriched category. This draws a comparison with other models of quantum computa-
tion, which partly inspired the current work. Firstly there are models based around biproduct
completions of NCP (e.g. [125] and [100]); this is relevant since a biproduct completion is a free
coproduct completion of NCP as a Cone-enriched category. Secondly there are models based
around (non-enriched) colimit completions of categories such as NCPU [92].
Now, recall that a directed complete partial order is a partial order in which every directed
set has a least upper bound. A bounded dcpo (bdcpo) is a partial order in which every directed set
that has an upper bound has a least upper bound.
Definition 4.2.6. A conic bdcpo (or d-cone, see e.g. [135]) is a cone X (Def. 4.2.2) equipped with a
bdcpo structure such that the operations (°!r )X : Xm! X are all Scott-continuous functions from
the product bdcpo. This yields a category dCone of conic bdcpos and linear Scott-continuous
maps between them.
Recall that a C*-algebra A is called monotone complete if the cone A+ of positive elements
is a conic bdcpo, and a positive map between monotone complete C*-algebras A! B is called
normal if its restriction to the positive cone preserves joins of bounded directed sets.
Essentially by definition we have a full and faithful functor (°)+ :W§AlgNP ! dCone. In
consequence:
Example 4.2.7. The functor W§AlgNCP! [NMat,dCone] taking A to n 7! (Mn(A))+ is full and
faithful.
4.2.2 ... as effect homomorphisms
We briefly discuss examples based on the theory of effects of C*-algebras, although we will not
elaborate on this any further in this thesis. We refer the interested reader to [71] for a categorical
view on the theory of effects of C*-algebras.
An effect of a C*-algebra is a positive element that is less than or equal to 1. Informally, an
effect is a kind of ‘unsharp’ predicate. The effects [0,1]A of a C*-algebra A form an algebraic
structure called an ‘effect module’: they have a partial monoid structure given by addition, a
top element, and they admit multiplication by scalars in the unit interval [0,1]. Let us take a
moment to give a detailed definition of this mathematical notion.
Definition 4.2.8. A partial commutative monoid (PCM) is a set M equipped with a zero element
0 2M and a partial binary operation > :M£M!M satisfying the following properties (where
x? y is a notation for "x> y is defined")
Commutativity x? y implies y? x and x> y= y> x.
Associativity y? z and x? (y>z) imply x? y and (x> y)? z and also x>(y>z)= (x> y)>z.
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Zero 0? x and 0> x= x.
When writing x> y, we shall now implicitly assume that x? y.
Definition 4.2.9. An effect algebra (E,0,>, (°)?) is a PCM (E,0,>) together with an unary
operation (°)? :E!E satisfying
1. x? 2E is the unique element in E such that x? x? and x> x? = 1, where 1= 0?;
2. x? 1 =) x= 0.
A homomorphism of effect algebras is a function f : E ! F between the underlying sets
satisfying f (1)= 1, and if x? x0 in E, then f (x)? f (x0) in F and f (x> x0)= f (x)> f (x0).
The singleton set forms an example of degenerate effect algebra, with 0= 1. The unit interval
[0,1]R and the set of effects Ef(H) on a Hilbert space H are non-trivial examples of effect algebras.
Definition 4.2.10. A generalized effect algebra is a PCM (E,0,>) satisfying the following proper-
ties:
Cancellation law If x> y= x> z then y= z.
Positivity law If x> y= 0 then x= y= 0.
A homomorphism of generalized effect algebras is a function f :E! F between the underlying
sets satisfying f (0)= 0, and if x? x0 in E, then f (x)? f (x0) in F and f (x> x0)= f (x)> f (x0).
Consider the set E = {0,º1,º2}, where º1
° x
y
¢= ° x0¢ and º2° xy¢= °0y¢ for ° xy¢ 2C2, equipped with
the commutative partial operation > given by the equations 0= 0>0, 0>º1 and 0>º2 =º2. This
is a generalized effect algebra.
Definition 4.2.11. Let (E,0,>, (°)?) be an effect algebra.
The dual operation ? of the partial sum > is defined by x? y= (x?> y?)? (x, y 2E).
The difference operation ™ is defined by y™ x= (y?> x)? (x, y, z 2E).
Furthermore, for every effect algebra E, one can define a partial order with 1 as top and 0 as
bottom: x∑ y if and only if 9z.x> z= y.
At this point, one can notice that for every generalized effect algebra E, one can define the
same partial order ∑ with 0 as bottom, and a top 1 if and only if E is an effect algebra. In other
words, an effect algebra is a generalized effect algebra with a top [41] .
Also, it should be noted that homomorphisms of generalized effect algebras do not necessarily
preserve the orthocomplement. For example, for the map f : [0,1]R! [0,1]R defined by f (x)= 12 x,
it turns out that f (x> y)= 12 (x> y)= 12 x> 12 y= f (x)> f (y) and f (0)= 0 but f (1)? = 1™ f (1)= 12 6=
0= f (0)= f (1?).
We can now introduce effect modules, which are the effect-theoretic counterpart of vector
spaces.
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Definition 4.2.12. A (generalized) effect module is a (generalized) effect algebra E together with
a scalar multiplication r • x 2E, where x 2E and r 2 [0,1], satisfying :
1• x= x (r+ s)• x= r • x_ s• x if r+ s∑ 1
(rs)• x= r • (s• x) r • (x> y)= (r • x)> (r • y) if x? y
A homomorphism of (generalized) effect modules is a map of (generalized) effect algebras
f :E! F which preserves scalar multiplication, i.e. f (r • x)= r • f (x) with x 2E and r 2 [0,1].
We write EMod for the category of effect modules with homomorphisms of effect modules.
Similarly, we write GEMod for the category of generalized effect modules with homomorphisms
of generalized effect modules. Moreover we write dEMod (resp. dGEMod) for the category of
effect modules (resp. generalized effect modules) which are directed-complete with respect to
their canonical order, and Scott-continuous homomorphisms of effect modules between them.
Let us come back to our categorical setting. Taking effects actually yields a full and faithful
functor C§AlgPU!EMod (see e.g. [55]), giving us another illustration of our framework:
Example 4.2.13. The functor C§AlgCPU! [NIsom,EMod], taking A to n 7! [0,1]Mn(A), is full and
faithful.
Example 4.2.14. A ‘generalized effect module’ is an effect module without a top element. By
ignoring the top effects we obtain a full and faithful functor C§AlgPSU!GEMod [55] and hence
a full and faithful functor C§AlgCPSU! [NIsom,GEMod].
In a W*-algebra, the effects form a directed complete effect module, i.e. an effect module which
is directed-complete with respect to its canonical order; this gives a full and faithful functor
W§AlgNPU!dEMod [112] and hence we obtain a new full and faithful functorW§AlgNCPU!
[NIsom,dEMod], where dEMod is the category of directed-complete effect modules and Scott-
continuous homomorphisms of effect modules.
Similarly, from a full and faithful functorW§AlgNPSU!dGEMod [112] we obtain a full and
faithful functorW§AlgNCPSU! [NIsom,dGEMod], where dGEMod is the category of generalized
directed-complete effect modules and Scott-continuous homomorphisms of generalized effect
modules.
4.2.3 ... as affine maps between convex sets
In this section, we discuss the notion of convex set.
Definition 4.2.15. A convex set (resp. subconvex set) is a set X together with an m-ary function
(°!r )X : Xm! X for each vector °!r = (r1 . . . rm) of non-negative real numbers with Pi r i = 1 (resp.P
i r i ∑ 1), such that for each m£ n matrix (si, j)i, j of non-negative real numbers such thatP
j si, j = 1, we have
P
i r i.(
P
j(si, j.xj))=
P
j((
P
i(ri.si, j)).xj).
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A homomorphism of (sub)convex sets is a function that preserves the algebraic structure.
Homomorphisms are often called affine maps. We write Conv (resp. Conv∑1) for the category of
convex sets (resp. subconvex sets) and affine maps between them.
The definition of convex sets can be formulated in terms of a weighted binary addition
(e.g. [82]). For example, a subset of a real vector space is convex if it is closed under convex sums.
For a W*-algebra A, consider the normal state space NS(A)=W§AlgNPU(A,C). The hom-sets
of the categoryW§AlgNPU can be given a convex structure, considered as a subset of the vector
space of all linear maps. The mapping NS(°) can thus be turned into a contravariant functor to
the category of convex sets, which acts as follows on positive unital maps:
NS( A
f
// B )= (°)± f : NS(B)!NS(A)
Theorem 4.2.16 ([5, 54, 122]). The functor NS(°) :W§AlgopNPU!Conv is full and faithful.
The normal states functor is not faithful when restricted to completely positive maps (that is,
when restricted to the categoryW§AlgopNCPU): the transpose map is positive but not completely
positive, and it yields an isomorphism of convex sets.
Example 4.2.17. The functorW§AlgopNCPU! [N
op
Isom,Conv], taking A to n 7!NS(Mn(A)), is full
and faithful.
Example 4.2.18. The functorW§AlgopNCPU! [N
op
CPU,Conv], taking A to n 7!NS(Mn(A)), is full
and faithful.
Similarly, for aW*-algebra A, we consider the normal substate space NS∑1 =W§AlgNPSU(A,C),
which has the structure of a subconvex set. The mapping NS∑1(°) can be turned into a contravari-
ant functor to the category Conv∑1, which acts as precomposition on positive sub-unital maps.
Theorem 4.2.19 ([112]). The functor NS∑1(°) :W§AlgopNPSU!Conv∑1 is full and faithful.
Incidentally, we obtain the following the following representation of completely positive
sub-unital maps as affine maps between subconvex sets.
Example 4.2.20. The functorW§AlgopNCPSU! [N
op
Isom,Conv∑1], taking A to n 7!NS∑1(Mn(A)), is
full and faithful.
4.3 Some remarks about topological vector spaces
This section discusses the generalization of our representation theorem for C*-algebras to the
more general framework of topological vector spaces, as described in [115, Sec. 4].
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Recall that a topological vector space X over a topological field K is a vector space equipped
with a topology such that addition X2! X and scalar multiplication K£X ! X are continuous.
All Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces are examples of such topological vector spaces. And, for
every natural number k and every topological vector space X , the k£k matrices whose entries
are in X also form a topological vector space, Mk(X ), where the topology is the product topology
on Xk
2
.
A continuous K-linear map f : X ! Y between topological vector spaces over the field K
therefore always extends to a continuous map Mn( f ) :Mn(X )!Mn(Y ) for every natural number
n 2N, essentially by viewing Mn( f ) as f £ · · ·£ f , with n2 factors.
The category of topological vector spaces over a given topological field K is commonly denoted
by TVectK, taking topological vector spaces over K as objects and continuous K-linear maps as
arrows. We will additionally restrict to topological vector spaces over K whose bornology (i.e. ideal
of bounded sets [123, §I.5]) is definable by a norm, a property which is true for C*-algebras and
W*-algebras.
Consider a subcategoryV of TVectC closed under matrix algebras, i.e. satisfying equation (4.1)
C 2V and A 2V =) Mn(A) 2V.
We will call VC the closure of the category V under matrices of morphisms. Then, one obtains the
following theorem analogous to Theorem 4.1.1, in line with [114].
Theorem 4.3.1. Consider a subcategory V of TVectC satisfying (4.1) and such that the ma-
trices functor VC £NMat ! TVectC factors through V. It induces a full and faithful functor
VC! [NMat,V].
From there we can build representations for some of the categories of topological vector spaces
introduced in the literature [5, 54, 123]. First, we will recall some definitions and then state the
representation theorem associated to them.
Recall that a Banach space is a complete normed vector space. A (concrete) operator space is a
closed subspace of a C*-algebra, or alternatively a Banach space given together with an isometric
embedding into the space of all bounded operators on some Hilbert space H [105]. We define
Banach to be the category of Banach spaces and bounded maps, i.e. linear maps ' such that
9k.k'(x)k ∑ k ·kxk, and OpSpace to be the category of operator spaces and completely bounded
maps [102]. Completely bounded maps are linear maps ' such that the norm
k'kcb def= sup
n
kMn(')k
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is finite, i.e. kMn(')k is bounded by a constant which does not depend on n. Alternatively, one
could consider contractive maps, i.e. linear maps ' such that k'k ∑ 1, and completely contractive
maps, i.e. linear maps ' such that kMn(')k ∑ 1 for every natural number n. Then, the category
OpSpace of operator spaces is a full subcategory of the category BanachCB of Banach spaces
and completely bounded maps.
With those definitions in mind, we can simply explain our choice to restrict the category
TVectK to the topological vector spaces over some topological field K whose bornology is definable
by a norm. In short, complete boundedness is not formalizable in terms of topology. In detail,
an abstract operator space is a compatible choice of norms on E, M2(E), M3(E), . . . for a Banach
space E. No matter which norm we choose, the topology is always the same, so it is always the
case that Mn( f ) is continuous, and therefore bounded. Then, an operator space structure is a
choice of norm generating the bornology for each n, and completely bounded maps are those for
which the norm of the maps Mn( f ) is bounded by some constant not depending on n. In the case
where E is equipped with a C§-algebra structure, we take the norms to be the C§-norms of each
Mn(E), and this defines what the norms are uniquely in the case of a concrete operator space. In
the case of completely contractive maps the norm bound is automatically independent of n (it is
1) but one still needs a choice of norm on each Mn(E) and therefore cannot stick to topology alone.
An order-unit space (E,E+,u) is an ordered vector space (E,E+) equipped with a strong
Archimedian unit u 2E+ [5, Def. 1.12]. An operator system is an involutive vector space V such
that the vector space Mn(V ) of n-by-n matrices whose entries are in V is an order-unit space, or
alternatively a closed subspace of a unital C*-algebra which contains 1. We define OUS to be the
category of order-unit spaces and unit-preserving positive maps between them, and OpSystem
to be the category of operator systems and unit-preserving completely positive maps between
them. Then the category OpSystem of operator systems is a full subcategory of the category
OUSUCP of order-unit spaces and unit-preserving completely positive maps.
Theorem 4.3.2. The following matrix functors M, taking a topological vector space X to a functor
M(X ) : n 7!Mn(X ), are full and faithful
M :OpSpace! [NMat,Banach] M :OpSystem! [NMat,OUS]
Evolving to the larger scope of the theory of topological vector spaces is far from being an
unnecessary level of abstraction. Order-unit spaces were first introduced by Kadison [80] and
their use in quantum foundations arises from the desire to unify quantum theory and relativity
theory in a mathematical framework which is broader than the theory of operator algebras.
Order-unit spaces have been used to study various aspects of quantum foundations, e.g. convexity
[8] and order [61]. Interestingly, the category OUS of order-unit spaces and unit-preserving
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positive maps between them was proven in [73] to be equivalent to the category EMod of effect
modules and homomorphisms of effect modules.
Additionally, Barr’s consideration of topological vector spaces led him to the axiomatization of
*-autonomy [13], a pivotal notion in the study of linear logic (see e.g. [17]). Taking Hopf algebras,
which are relevant structures in quantum computing (see e.g. [28]) and control theory (see [19]),
in a suitable category of topological vector spaces led to the notion of topological Hopf algebras.
Such topological Hopf algebras involve both algebraic and topological features which are useful
in the study of quantum groups [20].
Last but not least, considering topological vector spaces (as a whole) in quantum foundations
opens the door to the study of unbounded maps. For example, Gadella & Gomez offered a path to
the unification of various mathematical frameworks of Dirac’s formulation of quantum mechanics
[56].
The impact of Theorem 4.3.2 can also be found in the rigorous categorical setting that it
offers. Indeed, Theorem 4.3.2 allows the “lifting” of representation results and mathematical
constructions on Banach spaces and order-unit spaces to operator spaces and operator systems
respectively.
For example, operator spaces can be endowed with a computable structure defined componen-
twise on Pour-El & Richard’s computable Banach spaces, which are Banach spaces endowed with
a computable structure [107]. In this setting, a (closed) linear map between computable Banach
spaces preserves computability if and only if it is bounded, meaning that “bounded operators
preserve computability, and unbounded operators do not” [107, Ch. 3]. Following the computable
structure that we suggest, a (closed) linear map between operator spaces preserves computability
if and only if its corresponding natural family of (closed) linear operators between computable
Banach spaces (by the first full and faithful functor of Theorem 4.3.2) is a natural family of
bounded maps.
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MATRIX ALGEBRAS ARE DENSE IN W*-ALGEBRAS
In the foundations of quantum mechanics and quantum computing, there is often a split be-tween research using infinite dimensional structures and research using finite dimensionalstructures. On the one hand, in axiomatic quantum foundations there is often a focus on
finite dimensional spaces and matrix mechanics (e.g. [1, 10, 23, 27, 29, 30, 37, 62, 88, 136, 137]),
and the same is true for circuit based quantum computing (e.g. [48, 98]). On the other hand,
infinite dimensional spaces arise naturally in subjects such as quantum field theory [141], and
moreover the register space in a scalable quantum computer arguably has an infinite dimensional
aspect (see e.g. [109]), which has led some researchers to use infinite dimensional spaces in the
semantics of quantum programming languages [24, 57, 111, 114].
The ‘spaces’ in quantum theory are really non-commutative, so we understand them as
W*-algebras, by analogy to Gelfand duality [31, 1.4]. Recall that Gelfand duality is a duality
between compact Hausdorff spaces and commutative C*-algebras1. A similar relationship exists
for W*-algebras, since every commutative W*-algebra is isomorphic to the continuous functions
on a (hyperstonean) compact Hausdorff space. Therefore, it can be taken as a basis for the
viewpoint that non-commutative W*-algebras are (formally) dual to the mathematical entities
developed within Connes’ non-commutative geometry [31], which considers non-commutative
W*-algebras as non-commutative measure spaces.
A natural question, then, is whether foundational research frameworks that focus on finite
dimensional structures can approximate their infinite-dimensional counterparts. In brief, the
answer to this question is positive when one deals with W*-algebras. In detail, when we focus on
completely positive maps, as is usual in quantum foundations and quantum computation, one
can show that every infinite dimensional W*-algebra is a canonical colimit of matrix algebras.
1We refer the interested reader to [55] for a comprehensive categorical account of Gelfand duality.
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This characteristic is expressed in the following theorem, which constitutes our main result in
this chapter. Note that it is about colimits in the opposite category of W*-algebras and normal
completely positive maps, and therefore about limits in the category of W*-algebras and normal
completely positive maps.
Theorem. LetW§AlgNCP be the category of W*-algebras together with normal completely positive
maps. Let NCP be the category whose objects are natural numbers, with n considered as the algebra
of n£n complex matrices, and completely positive maps between them. Let Set be the category of
sets and functions.
The hom-set functorW§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set] is full and faithful.
Recall that the category of presheaves [NCP,Set] is a free colimit completion of NopCP (e.g. [86,
III.7]). Recall too that a full-and-faithful functor is the same thing as a full subcategory, up to
categorical equivalence. Thus we can say that every W*-algebra is a canonical colimit of matrix
algebras. A category theorist would say that the matrix algebras are dense in the W*-algebras
(following [83, Ch. 5]), making an analogy with topology (e.g. the rational numbers are dense
among the reals). We phrase the result in terms of the dual category W§AlgopNCP instead of
W§AlgNCP with the idea thatW§Alg
op
NCP is a category of non-commutative spaces.
What follows is a detailed proof that matrix algebras are dense in W*-algebras. This proof
previously appeared in a joint work with Sam Staton and Robert Furber [115], presented at
QPL 2016. This line of work is essentially a sequel of our work on representations of quantum
computations initiated in [114], which has been detailed in Section 4.2.
But first, let us recall what we mean by density in category theory. We refer the interested
reader to [83, Chap. 5] for a more complete account of the notion of density. Here, we focus on the
core notions which play a fundamental role in our study.
For every functor K :A!C between two categories, one can define the nerve functor K˜ :C!
[Aop,Set] by K˜C =C(K°,C) for every object C in the category C.
Definition 5.0.1. A functor K :A!C is dense if and only if its nerve functor K˜ :C! [Aop,Set]
is full and faithful, or equivalently, if and only if every object in the category C is a canonical
colimit of a diagram of objects in the category A.
When the functor K is the inclusion functor, that is when it fully embeds the objects of the
category A in the category C, one says that the category A is dense in the category C.
By abuse of language, one also says that the objects of the category A are dense in the objects
of the category C.
Therefore, our goal here is to prove that matrix algebras are dense in W*-algebras, i.e. to
prove that every W*-algebra is a colimit of matrix algebras and completely positive maps, i.e.
that the functorW§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set] is full and faithful.
Now, we can proceed to detail the numerous steps of this proof.
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In Section 5.1, we provide a representation of W*-algebras by their cones of normal positive
linear functionals, which are the normal positive (but not necessarily unital) maps onto C. The
functor NPLF :W§AlgopNP!Cone which takes every W*-algebra A to its cone of normal positive
linear functionalsW§AlgNP(A,C) can be seen as the non-unital counterpart of the normal state
functor NS :W§AlgopNPU!Conv, discussed in Section 4.2.3. Theorem 5.1.1 establishes the full
and faithfulness of the NPLF functor.
In Section 5.2, we show that the functorW§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set] is full and
faithful. In essence, our proof requires to first establish that the hom-cone functor
W§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Cone]
is full and faithful, and then observe that a family of functions
¡n :W§AlgNP(B,Mn)!W§AlgNP(A,Mn)
between hom-sets is natural in n 2NCP then each ¡n is necessarily a cone homomorphism.
Finally, we close this chapter with the first steps towards a definition of a new tensor for W*-
algebras, as an application of our density theorem, and a discussion of related work (Section 5.3).
5.1 Cones of normal positive linear functionals
Our first result is based on the representation of W*-algebras by their cones of normal positive
linear functionals. We say that an (abstract) cone is a module for the semiring of non-negative
reals. Thus it is a set X that is equipped with both the structure of a commutative monoid (X ,+,0)
and a function (° ·°) :R∏0£X ! X such that rs · x= r · (s · x), 1 · x= x.
Most examples of cones arise as subsets of a larger vector space that are not subspaces per
se but merely closed under addition and multiplication by positive scalars. For example, the set
ofnon-negative reals itself forms a cone. The positive elements of a C*-algebra also form a cone,
as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
For any W*-algebras A and B, the set of normal positive maps A!B forms a cone: it is closed
under addition, zero, and multiplication by positive scalars. (Formally, we can say thatW§AlgNCP
is enriched in the category Cone (see Definition 4.2.2), equipped with the usual symmetric
monoidal structure: composition is a cone-homomorphism in each argument. This also plays a
role in [100].) In particular we have a functorW§AlgNP(°,C) :W§AlgopNP!Cone.
Theorem 5.1.1. The normal positive linear functional functor NPLF :W§AlgopNP!Cone is full
and faithful.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 5.1.1. Consider the functor NPLF :W§AlgopNP!Cone that
assigns to each W§-algebra its cone of normal (equivalently ultraweakly continuous) positive
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linear functionals, essentially defined such that NPLF=W§AlgNP(-,C). We want to show it is
full, using the fact that the closedness of the positive cone implies that every positive linear map
A§ !C is bounded [123, Th. V.5.5(ii)].
To make the proof smoother, we start from the observation that if we have a partially
ordered vector space E, it has a positive cone E+, and positive (equivalently monotone) maps
of partially ordered vector spaces f : E! F restrict to cone maps E+! F+, defining a functor
-+ :PoVect!Cone, where PoVect is the category of partially ordered vector spaces that are
generated by their positive cone (also known as directed partially ordered vector spaces because
directedness in the usual sense is equivalent to this property), and positive maps between them.
Proposition 5.1.2. The functor -+ :PoVect!Cone is full and faithful.
Proof. Faithfulness Let f , g : E! F and f+ = g+, i.e. for all x 2 E+, we have f (x) = g(x).
Then since E is that span of E+, we have that each element x of E is expressible as x+° x° for
x+,x° 2E+. Then
f (x)= f (x+° x°)= f (x+)° f (x°)= g(x+)° g(x°)= g(x).
Fullness Suppose g : E+ ! F+ is a cone map, i.e. a monoid homomorphism preserving
multiplication by non-negative real numbers. We extend it to a linear map f :E! F as follows.
Let E 3 x= x+° x° as in the previous part. Define f (x)= g(x+)° g(x°). We first show that this is
well defined, so let y+, y° be elements of E+ such that x= y+° y°. Then
y+° y° = x+° x° =) y++ x° = x++ y°
=) g(y++ x°)= g(x++ y°) =) g(y+)° g(y°)= g(x+)° g(x°),
which shows that f (x) is independent of the decomposition into positive parts that has been
chosen.
Since each positive element x can be expressed as x°0, we have that f (x)= g(x) on positive
elements, and in particular that f preserves the positive cone and f+ = g. We therefore only need
to show that f is in fact linear.
So now let x= x+° x° and y= y+° y°. Then
f (x+ y)= f ((x++ y+)° (x°+ y°))
= g(x++ y+)° g(x°+ y°)
= g(x+)+ g(y+)° g(x°)° g(y°)
= (g(x+)° g(x°))+ (g(y+)° g(y°))
= f (x)+ f (y).
It remains to show that f preserves multiplication by a scalar Æ 2R. There are three cases, Æ= 0,
Æ> 0 and Æ< 0. The case that Æ= 0 is trivial because 0 2E+ and g is a cone map, so preserves 0.
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In the case that Æ> 0, Æ(x++ x°)=Æx+°Æx° is still a decomposition into positive elements, so
f (Æx)= g(Æx+)° g(Æx°)
=Æ(g(x+)° g(x°))
=Æ f (x).
In the case that Æ< 0, then (°Æx°)° (°Æ)x+ = x is a decomposition into positive elements, so
f (Æx)= g(°Æx°)° g(°Æx+)
=°Æg(x°)° (°Æ)g(x+)
=Æ(g(x+)° g(x°))
=Æ f (x).
⌅
The predual A§ of a W§-algebra A can be identified with the ultraweakly continuous linear
functionals [40, I.3.3 Theorem 1 (iii)], and the positive elements with the normal positive linear
functionals [40, I.4.2 Theorem 1]. In particular, the map ≥A : A! (A§)§ defined by ≥A(a)(¡)=¡(a)
is an isomorphism.
Hermitian linear functionals are those functionals ¡ such that ¡(a§)=¡(a) for all a 2 A [39,
1.1.10], and they are the R-span of the positive ones [39, Theorem 12.3.3]. Every complex normal
linear functional can be decomposed into real and imaginary parts, which are Hermitian, so
the C-span of the positive normal functionals is the set of ultraweakly continuous functionals.
The Hermitian elements of the predual form a base-norm space, i.e. an ordered vector space
whose positive cone has a base which defines a norm [5, Corollary 2.96]. So for each W§-algebra
we define Herm(A) to be this base-norm space. If we take BBNSP to be the category of Banach
base-norm spaces with positive linear maps, and we define a functor Herm :W§AlgopNP!BBNSP ,
for f : A!B a positive map of W§-algebras as Herm( f )(¡)=¡± f , for ¡ 2Herm(B).
We have that NPLF= -+ ±Herm, so we reduce our proof to showing that the functor Herm :
W§AlgopNP!PoVect is full and faithful.
Theorem 5.1.3. The functor Herm :W§AlgopNP!PoVect is full and faithful.
Proof. We first prove it is faithful as follows. Let f , g : A!B be positive ultraweakly continuous
(or normal) maps between W§-algebras, such that Herm( f )=Herm(g). If f 6= g, there is an a 2 A
such that f (a) 6= g(a). Since B is separated by normal states, there is a ¡ 2Herm(B) such that
¡( f (a)) 6= ¡(g(a)), and therefore Herm( f )(¡) 6=Herm(g)(¡), contradicting the assumption that
Herm( f )=Herm(g). Therefore Herm is faithful.
We now prove the fullness. Let g : Herm(B)!Herm(A) be a positive map. Let a : Herm(A)!R
be a positive linear map. By Theorem [123, Th. V.5.5(ii)] it is bounded, and so ≥°1A (a) exists, an
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element of A, which is necessarily positive. Since a±g : Herm(B)!R is also positive, and therefore
defines a positive element of B under ≥B, we have a function mapping positive elements of A to
positive elements of B, defined as ≥°1B ± (-± g)±≥A. We show that it is a cone map, and therefore
extends to a positive linear map A!B as follows.
Preservation of zero Since each linear functional maps 0 to 0, ≥A(0) is the constant zero
map. Precomposing with g produces another constant zero map Herm(B)!R, so -± g maps zero
to zero.
Additivity Addition in A and B corresponds to pointwise addition. Let a,b : Herm(A)!R
be positive linear maps. Then for each ¡ 2Herm(B), we have
((a+b)± g)(¡)= (a+b)(g(¡))
= a(g(¡))+b(g(¡))
= (a± g)(¡)+ (b ± g)(¡)
= (a± g+b ± g)(¡).
Preservation of positive multiplications Let a : Herm(A)!R be a positive linear map,
Æ 2R∏0 and ¡ 2Herm(B). Then
((Æa)± g)(¡)= (Æa)(g(¡))
=Æa(g(¡))
=Æ(a± g)(¡)
= (Æ(a± g))(¡).
We therefore have a positive linear map f : A!B, but have not yet shown that it is normal or
that Herm( f )= g.
We first show that -± f = g on all ¡ 2B§. This will imply that f is ultraweakly continuous and
so that Herm( f )= g. So let ¡ 2B§ and a 2 A. Then
(-± f )(¡)(a)=¡( f (a))
= ≥B( f (a))(¡) (definition of ≥)
= ≥B(≥°1B ((-± g)(≥A(a))))(¡) (definition of f )
= (≥A(a)± g)(¡)
= ≥A(a)(g(¡))
= g(¡)(a).
By [123, IV.2.2] this implies that f is weak-* continuous, and the definition of Herm implies
Herm( f )= g. ⌅
Considering that the composite of two full and faithful functors is full and faithful, one obtains
Theorem 5.1.1 by combining Proposition 5.1.2 and Theorem 5.1.3.
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5.2 A density theorem for W*-algebras
Let us now show our main result. We define a category NCP as a full subcategory ofW§AlgNCP
whose objects are W*-algebras of the form Mn. We consider the functorW§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set]
which takes a W*-algebra A to the functor Mn 7!W§AlgNCP(A,Mn).
Theorem 5.2.1. The hom functorW§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set] is full and faithful.
As discussed in the introduction, this theorem means that a W*-algebra can be understood as
the canonical colimit of a diagram of matrix algebras and completely positive maps. At this point,
it is important to stress that our result is about colimits in the opposite categoryW§AlgopNCP of
W*-algebras and normal completely positive maps, and therefore about limits in the category
W§AlgNCP of W*-algebras and normal completely positive maps. What follows is the proof of the
theorem.
Proof. By combining Theorem 5.1.1 with Theorem 4.1.1, we have that the composite
W§AlgNCP(°≠=,C) :W§AlgopNCP! [N
op
Mat,W
§AlgopNP]! [N
op
Mat,Cone]
is full and faithful. Our first step is to show that the hom-cone functor
W§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Cone]
is full and faithful. Indeed, by elementary category theory, for any functor
H :W§AlgopNCP£D!Cone
if there is an identity-on-objects functor F :NopMat!D and and a family of isomorphisms
(5.1) W§AlgNCP(Mn(A),C)ª=H(A,F(n)) natural in n 2NopMat and A 2W§AlgNCP
then the transpose of H
W§AlgopNCP! [D,Cone]
is full and faithful.
In particular, let H be the restricted hom-functor H : W§AlgopNCP £NCP ! Cone. For F :
N
op
Mat!NCP, we first note that for any matrix V :m! n in NMat we have a completely positive
map V§(°)V , with reference to Choi’s theorem [26]. To turn this into a contravariant functor
F : NopMat ! NCP, we note that NMat is self-dual with the isomorphism N
op
Mat ! NMat taking a
matrix V to its transpose V>. We let F(V )= (V>)§(°)V>. The natural isomorphism (5.1) is now
the standard bijection between states Mn(A)! C and completely positive maps A!Mn (see
e.g. [133]). Thus we can conclude that the hom-cone functorW§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Cone] is full and
faithful.
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It remains to show that the hom-set functor
W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set]
is full and faithful. We must show that if a family of functions
¡n :W§AlgNP(B,Mn)!W§AlgNP(A,Mn)
between hom-sets is natural in n 2NCP, then each ¡n is a cone homomorphism, i.e.
¡n(∏. f )=∏.¡n( f ) and ¡n( f + g)=¡n( f )+¡n(g)
The first fact, ¡n(∏. f )=∏.¡n( f ), comes immediately from naturality with respect to the CP-map
Mn ! Mn given by scalar multiplication with the scalar ∏. For the second fact, ¡n( f + g) =
¡n( f )+¡n(g), we use a characterization of pairs of maps A! Mn. Let j : M2n ! M2n be the
idempotent completely positive map j(a bc d )= (a 00 d ). We have a bijection
(5.2) W§AlgNCP(A,Mn)£W§AlgNCP(A,Mn) ª= {h 2W§AlgNCP(A,M2n) | h= j ±h}.
This bijection takes a pair of maps f , g : A!Mn to the map h : A!M2n with h(a)= ( f (a) 00 g(a) ).
Under the bijection (5.2), we can understand addition in the coneW§AlgNCP(A,Mn) as composi-
tion with the CP map t :M2n!Mn given by t(a bc d )= a+d, and so, since ¡ is natural with respect
to t, the addition structure of the cone is preserved by each ¡n. ⌅
Here is a higher level account of the previous paragraph. Let FdC§AlgCP be the category
of all finite dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive maps between them. We have an
equivalence of categories [NCP,Set]' [FdC§AlgCP,Set], in other words, the Karoubi envelope of
NCP contains FdC§AlgCP (e.g. [65, 127]). Now FdC§AlgCP has a full subcategory FdCC§AlgCP,
the commutative finite dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive maps between them. In
fact, from the fact that the category FdCC§AlgCP of commutative C*-algebras is equivalent to
the Lawvere theory for abstract cones, one can deduce that the category Cone of cones is a full
subcategory of the functor category [FdCC§AlgCP,Set]. So natural maps in [NCP,Set] are, in
particular, cone homomorphisms.
Consider the categories KlN(D1) and KlN(M ), which are respectively the restrictions to
natural numbers of the Kleisli categories of the distribution and multiset monads, defined and
discussed in Section 6.2. The proof that the category FdCC§AlgCP is equivalent to the Lawvere
theory of abstract cones, i.e. that KlN(M )ª=FdCC§AlgopCP, can be adapted straightforwardly from
the proof in [55, Prop. 4.3] that the category FdCC§AlgCPU is equivalent to the Lawvere theory
of abstract convex sets, i.e. that KlN(D1) ª= FdCC§AlgopCPU, by forgetting about unitality and
replacing the distribution monad D1 by the multiset monadM . In fact, the latter equivalence is
actually a more fundamental result than the former. Indeed, Kleisli maps f : X !M (Y ) such
that the property 8x.Py f (x)(y)= 1 holds, i.e. the causal maps of KlN(M ) [25], are precisely the
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Kleisli maps X !D1(Y ). Then, the latter equivalence restricts to the former, when we restrict
ourselves to causal maps.
Additionally, when one focuses on positive maps and normal states, one can show that the
elements of a W*-algebra A can be seen as bounded sequences of normal states on A.
Proposition 5.2.2. For every W*-algebra A, there is a (canonical) positive map fA which embeds
A in `1(NS(A)).
Proof. Consider a W*-algebra A. Then NS(A) is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra of the infinitary
distribution monad D1 because it is a closed (not compact) convex subset of the Banach space
A§ [122, Theorem 1.13.2].
In particular, we map formal infinite convex combinations to their actual values (limits of the
corresponding sequences of finite subconvex combinations). That is to say, NS(A) is the object of
the D1-algebra
(NS(A),ÆA :D1(NS(A))!NS(A))
defined by
ÆA(©)(a)=
X
¡2NS(A)
©(¡) ·¡(a).
Now, for every W*-algebra A, from the fact that D1(X )=NS(`1(X )), one can deduce that
ÆA :NS(`1(NS(A))!NS(A)
is in one-to-one correspondence with the map
fA =NS°1A,`1(NS(A))(ÆA) : A! `1(NS(A))
since the normal state functor is full and faithful. ⌅
5.3 Towards a presheaf-theoretic tensor for W*-algebras
In light of Theorem 5.2.1, we attempt in this section to define a symmetric monoidal closed
structure on the categoryW§AlgopNCP, using the Day convolution introduced in Section 2.2.1.
Indeed, when equipped with the Day convolution, the category [C,Set] becomes closed
monoidal and the Yoneda embedding y : (C,≠, I)! ([C,Set],≠Day, y(I)) is a full and faithful,
strong monoidal functor (see Theorem 2.2.2).
In the particular case of the Yoneda embedding y : (NCP,≠,1)! ([NCP,Set],≠Day,NCP(1,°)),
this means that we have the following equivalence for every pair (n,m) of natural numbers:
W§AlgNCP(C,Mn)≠DayW§AlgNCP(C,Mm)ª=W§AlgNCP(C,Mnm)
Let us write FX for the functorW§AlgNCP(X ,M(°)), for every W*-algebra X .
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An interesting future line of work is to find a characterization of the functors J :NCP!Set
which naturally arise fromW*-algebras, i.e. functors J :NCP!Setwhich are naturally equivalent
to functors FX :NCP!Set for some W*-algebra X . For example, every such functor J :NCP!Set
satisfies J≠Day FC ª= J. An interesting open problem would be to determine a set of conditions
which, when valid, entails that a functor in [NCP,Set] arises from a W*-algebra. In essence, the
intent is to restrict the full and faithful functor
W§AlgNCP(°,=) :W§AlgopNCP! [NCP,Set]
of Theorem 5.2.1 to an equivalence, allowing us to use the Day convolution (or a variant of it) to
define a new tensor for W*-algebras.
This questioning is especially valid when one considers that the Karoubi envelope of NCP
contains the category of finite-dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive maps, as dis-
cussed in [65, 127]. Pagani, Selinger and Valiron [100] used a free biproduct completion of NCP to
model higher-order quantum computation. It remains to be seen whether every object of their
category can be thought of as a W*-algebra, and whether their type constructions correspond to
known constructions of W*-algebras. Finally, Malherbe, Scott and Selinger [92] proposed to study
quantum computation using presheaf categories [Qop,Set], where Q is a category related to NCP.
Thus our result links their proposal for higher-order quantum computation with work based on
operator algebra.
On a final note, it is important to make it clear that the theme of the results of this chapter is
related to various research directions, outside of the scope of the research on the semantics of
higher-order quantum computation.
Firstly, there is a long tradition of studying limits and colimits of *-homomorphisms, rather
than completely positive maps. Notably, AF C*-algebras are limits of directed diagrams of
finite-dimensional C*-algebras and *-homomorphisms [22]. In a dual direction, C*-algebras and
*-homomorphisms form a locally presentable category [104] and so there exists a small dense
set of C*-algebras with respect to *-homomorphisms. This dense set of C*-algebras has not been
characterized explicitly, to our knowledge, but it is likely to already contain infinite dimensional
C*-algebras. Moreover, operator spaces and operator systems are generalizations of C*-algebras
that still permit matrix constructions. These are also related to the presheaf construction, as
explained in Section 4.3.
Secondly, density theorems occur throughout category theory. Perhaps the most famous
situation is simplicial sets, which are functors [¢op,Set], where ¢ is a category whose objects
are natural numbers, with n considered as the n-simplex. There is a restricted hom-functor
Top! [¢op,Set]; it is full and faithful up-to homotopy when one restricts Top to CW-complexes.
Finally in programming language theory, aside from quantum computation, the idea of
defining computational constructs on dense subcategories is increasingly common (e.g. [94]).
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Density also appears in quantum contextuality. For example, boolean algebras are dense in effect
algebras [132], and compact Hausdorff spaces are dense in piecewise C*-algebras [51, Thm. 4.5].
This is a compelling way to study contextuality: the base category offers a classical perspective
on the quantum situation. However, it is unclear how to study tensor products of C*/W*-algebras
in this way.
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CONVEXITY AND ORDER IN PROBABILISTIC COMPUTING
The interplay between convexity and order in the semantics of probabilistic programs hasbeen a highly-coveted field of research since the first research programs [76, 77] on thesemantics of probabilistic computing, a programming language paradigm which allows
probabilistic branching of programs and also updating of distributions.
Starting from an intuitive and minimalistic programming language perspective on Keimel &
Plotkin’s approach to probabilistic computations [82], this chapter provides a new take on the
mathematical characterization of probabilistic programs and brings an important building block
to the study of the interactions between the concepts of convexity and order within the theory
of probabilistic computing, namely by defining Kegelspitzen as mathematical structures which
combine convex sets with dcpos.
We introduce Kegelspitzen as pointed dcpos with a compatible convex structure which carries
a clear probabilistic interpretation (see Section 6.1). We pursue in Section 6.2 with a categorical
study of Kegelspitzen, which was absent from Keimel & Plotkin’s original work [82].
Now, recall that we introduced (sub)convex sets in Section 4.2.3 as sets equipped with a
(sub)convex structure. After defining the Lawvere theory L of convex sets and the Lawvere
theory L∑1 of subconvex sets, and establishing that those categories have all finite products (see
Lemma 6.2.2), we show the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2.3 (paraphrased). The category of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-continuous maps,
i.e. Scott-continuous maps which preserve the convex structures, is equivalent to the order-enriched
category of models (i.e. finite product-preserving order-enriched functors) of the Lawvere theory of
subconvex sets into the category of pointed dcpos and strict Scott-continuous maps.
In a second step, we show that the category of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-continuous maps
is monoidal closed (see Proposition 6.2.4), when equipped with the smash product (defined in
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Section 2.3). Moreover, we show that the category of Kegelspitzen and Scott-continuous maps is
cartesian closed (see Proposition 6.2.5).
Then in Section 6.3, we use the cartesian closed structure of the category of Kegelspitzen and
Scott-continuous maps to interpret a probabilistic extension called Probabilistic PCF (or shortly,
pPCF) of the language PCF introduced in Section 2.3.1. In short, we extend PCF with terms
coin(∑) (where ∑ 2 [0,1]\Q is a probability) which reduce to the numeral 0 with probability ∑
and the numeral 1 with probability 1°∑. Therefore, pPCF’s transition system is probabilistic:
reductions are weighted by probabilities, and deterministic reductions are weighted by the
probability 1.
We proceed to interpret types as Kegelspitzen and terms as Scott-continuous maps. In
particular, the type nat is denoted by the Kegelspitze of sub-distributions on the natural numbers:
D1∑1(N)
def=
(
' :N! [0,1]
ØØØØØ Xn2N'(n)∑ 1
)
We obtain the following soundness property.
Proposition 6.3.4 (paraphrased). The denotation under a context ° of a term M (which isn’t a
value) is the sum of the denotations under the context ° of the terms that M reduces to.
This mathematical observation leads us to the following adequacy result.
Theorem 6.4.4 (paraphrased). The denotation of a closed term M of type nat maps every natural
number n to the probability that M reduces to the number n in pPCF’s leftmost outermost strategy.
We conclude this chapter with a proof that the category of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-
continuous maps is algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors (see Corollary 6.5.5).
It is worth mentioning that previous work proved that probabilistic coherence spaces con-
stitute a fully abstract model of pPCF (see e.g. [11, 34, 44, 46, 47, 124]). Moreover, probabilistic
coherence spaces give an interpretation of recursive types based on the relational model1 of linear
logic, i.e. based on the category Rel of sets and relations (see e.g. [46]).
Kegelspitzen offer an interesting categorical semantics within the scope of this thesis, espe-
cially as a step towards the study of the semantics for a higher-order quantum programming
language with recursive types (see Chapter 8) but also as a subset of the probabilistic fragment
of a categorical model of a language for quantum circuits based on C*-algebras (see Chapter 7).
Indeed, as mentioned in Section 5.2, the category FdCC§AlgCPU of finite-dimensional commuta-
tive C*-algebras and completely positive unital maps between them is equivalent to the Lawvere
theory of convex sets [55, Prop. 4.3].
1Recall that in the relational model of linear logic, all linear logic connectives are Scott continuous functions on
the class of sets ordered by inclusion.
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6.1 An introduction to the theory of Kegelspitzen
In this section, we give a concise introduction to Kegelspitzen, introduced by Keimel & Plotkin
[82] as pointed dcpos with a compatible convex structure which carries a clear probabilistic
interpretation. The word Kegelspitze (plural Kegelspitzen) is the german term for “cone tip”.
A convex dcpo is a convex set (see Definition 4.2.15) equipped with a dcpo structure such
that the functions that constitute its convex structure are Scott-continuous. A simple example
of a convex dcpo is the unit interval [0,1] of the reals. We will consider the category dConv of
convex dcpos and affine Scott-continuous maps, i.e. Scott-continuous functions which preserve
the algebraic structure. For two convex dcpos D1 and D2, the homset dConv(D1,D2) can be seen
as a dcpo in the pointwise order (and is considered as such in this chapter) or as a convex set.
A pointed convex dcpo (or subconvex dcpo) is a convex set and a dcpo with a least element that
is the zero element for the convex structure. We will consider the category dConv∑1 of pointed
convex dcpos and affine strict Scott-continuous maps.
A Kegelspitze is a pointed convex dcpo X with a convex structure such that the scalar multi-
plication · : [0,1]£X ! X , defined by ∏ · x= x ©∏ ?, is Scott-continuous in both arguments. When
the unit interval [0,1] carries the Scott topology, the requirement is that the scalar multiplication
is continuous in the product topology of its domain. We will refer to this assumption as the
“Kegelspitzen condition”. The interested reader can consult [82] for more details.
Alternatively, one can define a Kegelspitze as a pointed convex dcpo X with the following
properties:
• the function f : [0,1]£X2! X defined by f (∏, (x, y))= x©∏ y, where [0,1] is endowed with
the usual Hausdorff topology, is continuous in both arguments;
• for every natural number n, the function µn,X : Sn£Xn! X defined by ((∏i)i∑n, (xi)i∑n) 7!P
i∏i · xi (where Sn =D1∑1(n)ª= {(q1, · · · ,qn) 2 [0,1]n |
Pn
i=1 qi ∑ 1} carries the Scott topology)
is continuous in both arguments
A homomorphism of Kegelspitzen is an affine strict Scott-continuous map of Kegelspitzen.
Such homomorphisms are called affine Scott-continuous maps. Then, the category KS is the
category of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-continuous maps between them. For an historical
account of the different notions of Kegelspitzen, see [82, Remark 2.28].
In the context of this thesis, the unit interval of the reals and the normal substate spaces
of W*-algebras are among the most obvious examples of Kegelspitzen. Indeed, for every W*-
algebra A, the normal substate space NS∑1(A)=W§AlgNPSU(A,C) is both a subconvex set (see
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Theorem 4.2.19) and a pointed dcpo (see Theorem 3.2.8), in such a way that the least element of
NS∑1(A) is its zero element.
Since we intend to use Kegelspitzen as a categorical model for higher-order probabilistic
computation, it seems natural to check whether it is a monoidal closed category suitable for
the interpretation of recursive types. A step towards this goal requires a categorical account of
Kegelspitzen, as models of the Lawvere theory of subconvex sets in the category of pointed dcpos
and strict Scott-continuous maps.
6.2 A categorical account of convexity and order
In this section, we will formally justify the definition of Kegelspitzen by proving that they are
models of the order-enriched Lawvere theory of subconvex sets in the category Dcpo?! of pointed
dcpos and strict Scott-continuous maps. As explained in Section 6.5.2, this result is essential to
establish algebraic compactness, a crucial notion in the definition of the denotational semantics
of recursive types. But first, let us recall the preliminary notions involved in our categorical
construction of Kegelspitzen.
Definition 6.2.1 ([72]). The monad D1 (resp. the monad D1∑1) is the infinitary (sub)probabilistic
discrete distribution monad on the category Set. It is defined as follows on sets:
D1(X )=
Ω
' : X ! [0,1]
ØØØØ X
x
'(x)= 1
æ
D1∑1(X )=
Ω
' : X ! [0,1]
ØØØØ X
x
'(x)∑ 1
æ
Each ' 2 D1(∑1) has countable support (see, e.g. [129]). In particular, when X is a finite set of
cardinality n 2N, identified with the n-element set noted n:
D1(n)=
(
(xk)1∑k∑n 2 [0,1]n
ØØØØØ Xk xk = 1
)
D1∑1(n)=
(
(xk)1∑k∑n 2 [0,1]n
ØØØØØ Xk xk ∑ 1
)
For every function f : X !Y , the function D1(∑1)( f ) :D1(∑1)(X )!D1(∑1)(Y ) is defined by:
' 7!
√
y 7! X
x2 f °1(y)
'(x)=X©'(x) 2 [0,1] ØØ f (x)= y™!
The unit ¥ : IdX )D1(∑1) and the multiplication µ :D1(∑1)D1(∑1))D1(∑1) are given for every set X by
the following:
¥X : X !D1(∑1)X µX :D1(∑1)D1(∑1)X !D1(∑1)X
x 7! ±x © 7!
0@x 7! X
'2D1(∑1)X
©(') ·'(x)
1A
where ±x is the Dirac notation for x 2 X , i.e. for every y 2 X , ±x(y) = 1 if x = y and ±x(y) = 0 if
x 6= y.
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Recall that a Lawvere theory is a small category T with (finite) products such that every
object is identified with a natural number n 2N and that a model of a Lawvere theory T is a
product-preserving functor T!Set [87]. More generally, a model of a Lawvere theory T into a
monoidal category V is a tensor-preserving functor T!V.
In what follows, we want to construct the categories L and L∑1 to be the Lawvere theories
of the equational theories of convex sets and subconvex sets respectively. We define L (resp.
L∑1) as the opposite category of free D1-algebras (resp. free D1∑1-algebras) on finitely many
generators. In the language of monads, this means that L (resp. L∑1) is the category KlN(D1)op
(resp. KlN(D1∑1)
op), i.e. the opposite category of the Kleisli category of the monad D1 (resp. D1∑1)
with objects restricted to natural numbers n seen as finite sets of cardinality n. To be precise,
the category L (resp. L∑1) is the category with natural numbers as objects together with arrows
n!m seen as probabilistic transition matrices m!D1(n) (resp. sub-probabilistic transition
matrices m!D1∑1(n)), i.e. as stochastic matrices of size m£n, i.e. m£n matrices with positive
entries such that each column sums up to 1 (resp. sums up to a value below or equal to 1).
This view of distribution monads via Lawvere theories has been explored by various authors
(see e.g. [18, 53, 55, 68]). We prove that L and L∑1 have all finite coproducts, adopting the view of
Kleisli maps as stochastic matrices, where the Kleisli composition corresponds in this context to
matrix multiplication. This approach is also present in [53].
Lemma 6.2.2. The categories L and L∑1 have all finite products.
Proof. We show that the Lawvere theories L and L∑1 have all finite products (with addition as
product) by showing that the Kleisli categories KlN(D1) and KlN(D1∑1) have all finite coproducts
(with addition as coproduct).
For every natural number n 2 N, there is exactly one stochastic matrix of size n£0 and
therefore 0 is an initial object for KlN(D1(∑1)).
Identity maps are defined to be ¥n : n!D1(∑1)(n). We call the corresponding n£n stochastic
matrix 1n and consider the inclusion maps ∑1 : n1! n1+n2 and ∑2 : n2! n1+n2 as the stochastic
matrices K1 =
≥1n1
0n2
¥
and K2 =
≥0n1
1n2
¥
.
Now, consider a pair of stochastic matrices A1 and A2, with corresponding maps f1 : n1! p
and f2 : n2! p (with n1,n2, p 2N).
Recall that to satisfy the universal property of the coproduct, we must construct an unique
map f : n1+n2! p such that the equation f i = f ±∑i holds for i 2 {1,2}. Then, we observe that the
stochastic matrix A = ( A1 A2 ) is the unique stochastic matrix whose multiplication by Ki gives
Ai (for i 2 {1,2}) and therefore, we define f to be the Kleisli map corresponding to the stochastic
matrix A.
⌅
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Then, the coproduct f1+ f2 : n1+n2! p1+ p2 of two Kleisli maps f1 : n1! p1 and f2 : n2! p2
is defined as the diagonal A1+A2 def=
≥
A1 0
0 A2
¥
of their corresponding stochastic maps A1 and A2.
It follows that L and L∑1 are Lawvere theories, since they are strict monoidal categories when
one considers + : L(∑1)£L(∑1)! L(∑1) as tensor product, with the natural number 0 as unit.
Recall that the categoryDcpo?! of pointed dcpos and strict Scott-continuous maps is monoidal
closed when equipped with the smash product (see Section 2.3). Now, observe that the Lawvere
theory L∑1 is a small Dcpo?!-category: for every pair (n,m) of natural numbers, the homset
L∑1(n,m)
def= D1∑1(n)m
is a dcpo as a finite product of dcpos. Indeed, the set D1∑1(X ) is known to be a dcpo when equipped
with the pointwise order [64]:
'∑√ () 8x.'(x)∑√(x)
In fact, one can observe that the coproduct functor + : L(∑1)£L(∑1)! L(∑1) is a Dcpo?!-enriched
functor, turning the category L∑1 into a small symmetric monoidal Dcpo?!-enriched category
(L∑1,+,0).
It turns out that Kegelspitzen are models of this Lawvere theory L∑1, as explained in the follow-
ing theorem. In essence, this theorem represents Kegelspitzen as domain-theoretic stochastic
matrices.
Theorem 6.2.3. The categoryKS of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-continuous maps is equivalent to
the category [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£ of models of theDcpo?!-enriched Lawvere theory L∑1 of subconvex sets,
i.e. the category of finite product-preserving locally strict Scott-continuous functors L∑1!Dcpo?!
and natural transformations between them.
Proof. Recall that Kegelspitzen can be equivalently defined as dcpos X with Scott-continuous
maps Xn! X and a product (xi)1∑i∑n 2 Xn as the convex sum Pi r i · xi 2 X for r 2 L∑1(n,1)), one
can define a functor © :KS! [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£ which acts as follows on objects:
©(X )(n)= Xn (n 2N)
©(X )(r : n! 1)((xi)i)=
X
i
r i · xi
Indeed, any Kegelspitze X can be identified with a (finite) product-preserving functor ©(X ) :
L∑1!Dcpo?!, i.e. a model of the Lawvere theory L in the category Dcpo?!, defined as follows.
For n 2N, ©(X )(n)= Xn 2Dcpo?!.
A function r : n! 1 is a n-ary operation definable in the Lawvere theory L∑1 of subconvex
sets. and as such it induces a function fr : Xn! X , defined by
fr(x1, . . . ,xn)=
X
i
r i · xi
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which is Scott-continuous in each argument since X is taken to be a Kegelspitze. Consequently,
the function fr : Xn! X is taken to be ©(X )(r) :©(X )(n)!©(X )(1).
Then the mapping © can be turned into a functor © : KS! [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£ which acts as
follows on maps: an affine Scott-continuous map f : X ! Y is associated to a natural family
of strict Scott-continuous maps ©( f ) :©(X ))©(Y ), where ©( f )n : Xn! Y n is the strict Scott-
continuous map
f n : (xi)1∑i∑n 7! ( f (xi))1∑i∑n
for every n 2N.
The faithfulness of the functor © is entailed by its construction:
8 f , g 2KS(X ,Y ).(©( f )=©(g) =) f =©( f )1 =©(g)1 = g)
Additionally, we are required to prove that the functor© is full. Consider a natural transformation
Æ :©(X ))©(Y ) for some Kegelspitzen X and Y . In what follows we show that there is an affine
strict Scott-continuous map f such that Æ=©( f ).
By construction, the strict Scott-continuous map f def= Æ1 : X !Y induces the whole natural
transformation Æ, i.e. Æn = f n for every n 2N. Indeed, from the commuting square
n
±i
✏✏
Xn
Æn //
©(X )(±i)
✏✏
Y n
©(Y )(±i)
✏✏
1 X f
// Y
where 1∑ i ∑ n and ±i is the Dirac notation introduced in Definition 6.2.1, we deduce that for
every 1∑ i ∑ n and for x= (x1, . . . ,xn) 2 Xn,
f (xi)= f (©(X )(±i)(x))=©(Y )(±i)(Æn(x))= (Æn(x))i
Moreover, the strict Scott-continuous map Æ1 : X !Y is affine, i.e. is a morphism in KS: this is
entailed by the commuting square
n
r
✏✏
Xn
Æn //
©(X )(r)
✏✏
Yn
©(Y )(r)
✏✏
1 X
Æ1 // Y
where r 2 L∑1(n,1)), which means that
8x= (x1, . . . ,xn) 2 Xn.Æ1(
X
i
r i · xi)=
X
i
r i · (Æn(x))i
i.e.
8x= (x1, . . . ,xn) 2 Xn.Æ1(
X
i
r i · xi)=
X
i
r i ·Æ1(xi)
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This concludes our proof that the functor © is full, since Æn = f n =©( f )(n) for every n 2N,
and therefore Æ=©( f ). The full and faithful functor © turns out to be essentially surjective, and
therefore an equivalence: a model F : L∑1!Dcpo?! is equivalent to the model ©(X ), where X
is the Kegelspitze formed by the dcpo F(1) together with the Scott-continuous convex structure
F(L(n,1)).
⌅
It is worth noting that using a similar reasoning, one can show that the category Conv of
convex sets and affine maps is equivalent to the category [L,Set]£ of models of the Lawvere
theory L of convex sets, and that the category dConv of convex dcpos and Scott-continuous affine
maps is equivalent to the category [L,Dcpo]£ of models of the Lawvere theory L of convex sets in
the category Dcpo of dcpos and Scott-continuous maps. Those observations along with Theorem
6.2.3 can be seen as instances of the standard result (see e.g. [72]) that the Eilenberg Moore
category EM (T) of a monad T is equivalent to the category [KlN(T)op,Set]£, since we have the
following chain of equivalences
Conv∑1 ª= EM (D1∑1)ª= [KlN(D1∑1)op,Set]£ ª= [L,Set]£
Cones also have their order-theoretic counterpart. An ordered cone C is a cone equipped with
a partial order ∑ such that addition and scalar multiplication are monotone. That is, a∑ b implies
that a+ c ∑ b+ c and r ·a ∑ r · b, for every a,b, c 2 C and every r 2 R+. An ordered cone A is a
d-cone (resp. a b-cone) when its order is directed-complete (resp. bounded directed-complete), and
its addition + : A£A! A and its scalar multiplication · : [0,1]£A! A are Scott-continuous maps.
We refer the interested reader to [82] for a thorough study of those domain-theoretic structures.
These definitions give rise to the categories dCone and bCone of d-cones and b-cones
respectively, with Scott-continuous maps. In this setting, the Lawvere theory of cones LCone is
defined with the multiset monadM on the semiring R+ which acts as follows on objects
M (X )= © ' : X !R+ ØØ supp(') finite ™ where supp(')= © x 2 X ØØ '(x) 6= 0 ™
In other words, the Lawvere theory of cones LCone is the category of natural numbers together
with functions n!m seen as Kleisli mapsm!M (n), i.e. LCone is the opposite category KlN(M )op
of the restricted Kleisli category of the multiset monadM . Replaying every step of our reason-
ing with the multiset monad instead of the distribution monad leaves us with the following
equivalences:
dConeª= [LCone,Dcpo]£ bConeª= [LCone,BDcpo]£
In other words, d-cones are models of the Lawvere theory of cones in the category of dcpos and
Scott-continuous maps, while b-cones are models of the Lawvere theory of cones in the category
of bdcpos and Scott-continuous maps.
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We can now justify our discussion of the semantics of probabilistic computing, in particular
of Kegelspitzen, in a thesis which is dedicated to the study of quantum foundations. In the
next two chapters of this thesis, we discuss categorical models of a language, EWire, which
embeds a language for circuits into a given host language. Our focus will be on quantum circuits.
However, if we consider a language for probabilistic circuits, the categorical model for the circuit
language is the Lawvere theory of convex sets since the category FdCC§AlgopCPSU, which is the
opposite category of the category of finite-dimensional commutative C*-algebras and (completely)
positive unital maps between them, is the Lawvere theory of subconvex sets [55]. As explained in
Section 8.4, the characterization of Kegelspitzen given by Theorem 6.2.3 means that when the
categorical model of the host language is the category Dcpo?!, then the category KS forms a full
subcategory of our canonical categorical model for probabilistic circuits.
Last but not least: the isomorphism between the categoriesKS and [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£ establishes
a formal relation between the category KS and the category Dcpo?!, which is known to be
symmetric monoidal closed when equipped with the smash product ≠?, with its internal hom
functor as exponential (see e.g. [78, Section 1.3]).
Proposition 6.2.4. The category KS is monoidal closed with respect to the smash product ≠?
(introduced in Section 2.3) and the internal hom functor KS(°,°)
Proof. As the smash product of two pointed (convex) dcpos, the smash product of two Kegel-
spitzen is a pointed convex dcpo whose convex structure is defined as follows: a convex sum in the
set X ≠?Y is given by Pi∑n, j∑m∏i∞ j(xi, yj) def= (Pi∑n∏i xi,P j∑m∞ j yj) with vectors ~∏= (∏1, . . . ,∏n)
and~∞= (∞1, . . . ,∞m) of non-negative real numbers such that P1∑i∑n∏i = 1 and P1∑ j∑n∞ j = 1, and
therefore
P
i, j∏i∞ j = 1.
Now, we observe that for every pair (X ,Y ) of Kegelspitzen, the set KS(X ,Y ) is convex when
equipped with a convex structure defined pointwise on the convex structure of the Kegelspitze Y .
The least upper bound
W
i f i of a directed set { f i}i2I of strict Scott-continuous functions between
Kegelspitzen is also strict Scott-continuous. It remains to show that when every f i (i 2 I) is
affine, so does
W
i f i since Y is a Kegelspitzen and therefore µn,Y : Sn£Y ! Y is affine in both
coordinates:
(
_
i
f i)(
X
1∑ j∑n
r j · xj)=
_
i
( f i(
X
j
r j · xj))
=_
i
(
X
r j · f i(xj)))
=_
i
(µn,Y ((r j) j∑n, ( f i(xj)) j∑n)
= (µn,X ((r j) j∑n, (
_
i
( f i(xj))) j∑n)
=X
j
r j · (
_
i
f i)(xj)
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for every convex sum
P
1∑ j∑n r j · xj in the Kegelspitze X .
Therefore, KS(X ,Y ) is a pointed convex dcpo, which satisfies the Kegelspitzen condition since
Y does:
8∏ 2 [0,1].8x 2 X . (∏ · (_
i
f i))(x)=∏ · ((
_
i
f i)(x))=∏ · (
_
i
f i(x))
=_
i
∏ · f i(x)=
_
i
(∏ · f i)(x)
= (_
i
(∏ · f i))(x)
Moreover, the strict Scott-continuous evaluation map evX ,Y :KS(X ,Y )≠? X ! Y , given by
the monoidal closed structure of Dcpo?! [78, Section 1.3], is affine:
evX ,Y
√ X
i∑n, j∑m
∏i∞ j · ( f i,xj)
!
= evX ,Y
√X
i
∏i · f i,
X
j
∞ j · xj
!
=X
i
∏i · f i(
X
j
∞ j · xj)
=X
i, j
∏i∞ j · ( f i(xj))
=X
i, j
∏i∞ j · (evX ,Y ( f i,xj))
for every convex sum
P
i∑n, j∑m∏i∞ j( f i,xj) in the Kegelspitzen KS(X ,Y )≠? X .
Finally, the curryfied form §( f ) : X !KS(Y ,Z) : x 7! f (x,°) of an affine strict Scott-continuous
map f : X≠?Y ! Z is also strict Scott-continuous [78, Section 1.3] and affine, since one can verify
that for every convex sum
P
i r i · xi 2 X and every y 2Y ,
§( f )(
X
i
r i · xi)(y)=
X
i
r i ·§( f )(xi)(y)
This concludes our proof that we have, for every triplet (X ,Y ,Z) of Kegelspitzen, the following
bijective correspondence in KS:
f : X ≠?Y ! Z==========================
§( f ) : X !KS(Y ,Z)
for which the equation evX ,Y ± (§( f )≠? idX )= f holds. ⌅
We now have a monoidal closed structure on the category KS of Kegelspitzen and affine Scott-
continuous maps. From the observation that every full subcategory of the cartesian closed category
Dcpo which contains the singleton dcpo, is closed under cartesian product £ and exponentiation
(def= Dcpo(°,°) is itself cartesian closed [78], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2.5. The category KSScott of Kegelspitzen and Scott-continuous maps is cartesian
closed.
Note that in the category KSScott, maps between Kegelspitzen are not necessarily affine, and
in particular do not necessarily preserve least elements.
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6.3 Interpreting pPCF
In this section, we consider a probabilistic extension of PCF (introduced in Section 2.3.1), named
pPCF2, whose types and terms are defined as follows:
Types: t,u, . . . ::= nat | t( u
Terms: M,N, . . . ::= n | x | succ(M) | if(M,P, z ·Q) |∏xt.M | (M)N | coin(∑) | fix(M)
where n 2N, x, y, . . . are symbols for variables and ∑ 2 [0,1]\Q is a probability. We associate those
grammars to the following typing rules.
°,x : t` x : t
°,x : t`M : u
°`∏xt.M : t( u
°`M : t( u °`N : t
°` (M)N : u
°`M : t( t
°` fix(M) : t
°` n : nat
°`M : nat
°` succ(M) : nat
∑ 2 [0,1]\Q
°` coin(∑) : nat
°`M : nat °` P : t °, z : nat`Q : t
°` if(M,P, z ·Q) : t
The associated reduction transition is probabilistic: terms coin(∑) reduce to 0 with probability
∑ and to 1 with probability 1°∑. This construction is associated to the following reduction rules.
coin(∑) ∑°! 0 coin(∑) 1°∑°°°! 1
M ∑°!N
(M)P ∑°! (N)P
M ∑°!N
succ(M) ∑°! succ(N)
We write !d for deterministic reductions, i.e. probabilistic reductions ∑°! with ∑ = 1. The
deterministic reduction!d allows us to reuse standard reduction rules, that is:
M!d N
M 1°!N (∏x
t.M)N!d M[x 7!N] fix(M)!d (M)fix(M) succ(n)!d n+1
Let us focus on the probabilistic extension considered in this language. We amend the
traditional if-then-else instruction if(M,P,Q) in order to prevent the loss of the value n obtained
from the evaluation of the term M: when M reduces to 0, one can evaluate P knowing that n= 0
but when M reduces to n+1 (n 2N), it is necessary to associate a variable z= n in order for the
term Q to reuse the value of n. This leads to conditional constructions if(M,P, z ·Q) associated
to the following reduction rules which adopt a call-by-value strategy on the ground type nat, in
the sense that the term M : nat is evaluated first, and the resulting value is used for conditional
branching.
if(0,P, z ·Q)!d P if(n+1,P, z ·Q)!d Q[z 7! n]
M ∑°!N
if(M,P, z ·Q) ∑°! if(N,P, z ·Q)
By construction, for every judgement ° ` M : t, the judgement ° ` M0 : t holds whenever
M ∑°!M0 holds.
2The presentation of this language essentially follows the work of Ehrhard et al., see e.g. [45]
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Lemma 6.3.1 (Substitution Lemma).
Suppose that °,x : u`M : t and °` P : u.
If M!d M0 then M[x 7! P]!d M0[x 7! P].
Proof. This lemma can be proven by induction on terms. Terms which apply a term to another
are the non-trivial cases of this proof.
Consider a term M = (N)L, when N isn’t an abstraction and reduces to another term N 0.
Then, the reduction N!d N 0 implies that there is a reduction
M = (N)L!d (N 0)L
and since M!d M0 by hypothesis, we have that M0 = (N 0)L.
First, let us observe that N cannot be a variable since N!d N 0. Now, assuming that °` P : u,
one can deduce that N[x 7! P] is not an abstraction since N isn’t, and finally by induction
hypothesis, N[x 7! P]!d N 0[x 7! P] and therefore:
((N)L)[x 7! P]= (N[x 7! P])L[x 7! P]!d (N 0[x 7! P])L[x 7! P]= ((N 0)L)[x 7! P]
⌅
This extension of PCF allows to define the predecessor of a term M by:
pred(M) def= ∏xnat. if(x,0, z · z)
Moreover, probabilistic combinations of terms M : t and N : t under the probability ∑ are given by
the term:
M©∑N def= if(coin(∑),M,N)
The language allows a manipulation of (first-order) probabilistic data (of type nat) through a let
construction which corresponds to a probabilistic programming perspective to sampling:
letx=M inN def= if(M,N[x 7! 0], z ·N[x 7! succ(z)])
It is possible to give an interpretation to this language in the cartesian closed category KSScott
of Kegelspitzen and Scott-continuous maps. In short, types t can be interpreted as Kegelspitzen
[[t]], contexts ° = (x1 : t1, . . . ,xn : tn) as Kegelspitzen [[t1]]£ · · ·£ [[tn]], and terms ° ` M : t as
Scott-continuous maps [[°`M : t]] : [[°]]! [[t]], with the following denotations:
[[nat]]=D∑1(N) and [[t( u]]= [[t]]( [[u]] def= Dcpo([[t]], [[u]])
In what follows, functions ' :N! [0,1] inD1∑1(N) are written as sequences ('(n))n2N. In particular,
since closed terms `M : nat are interpreted by functions [[`M : nat]] :N! [0,1] in D1∑1(N), we
write [[M : nat]]n for [[`M : nat]](n).
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[[°` xi : ti]]=ºi : Ω 7! Ω i [[°` 0 : nat]](Ω)= (1,0, · · · )
[[°` coin(∑) : nat]](Ω)= ∑ · [[°` 0]](Ω)+ (1°∑) · [[°` 1]](Ω)
[[°` succ(M) : nat]](Ω)= (0,u0,u1, · · · ) where u= [[°`M : nat]](Ω)
[[°` if(M,P, z ·Q) : t]](Ω)= v0u+ (
X
i∏1
vi)u0
where v= [[°`M :nat]](Ω), u= [[°` P : t]](Ω), and u0 = [[°, z : nat`Q : t]](Ω,v)
[[°` fix(M) : t]](Ω)=fix([[°`M : t( t]](Ω)) where fix( f )=_
n
f n(?)
[[°` (M)N : t]](Ω)= f (x) where f = [[°`M : u( t]](Ω), x= [[°`N : u]](Ω)
[[°`∏xu.M : u( t]](Ω)(x)= [[°,x : u`M : t]](Ω,x)
One of the interesting properties of this denotational semantics is that the interpretation of a
term can be expressed as a sum of the interpretations of the terms it reduces to.
Lemma 6.3.2 (Invariance of the interpretation).
Suppose that the judgement ° ` M : t holds, for some term M which isn’t a value. Then, the
following equality holds
[[°`M : t]]= X
M
∑°!M0
∑ · [[°`M0 : t]]
Proof. We first consider the case of judgements °`M : t such that the term M reduce through
the deterministic reduction rules: if M!d M0, then the interpretations of the terms that we have
just defined ensures that [[°`M]]= [[°`M0]]. For example, for the judgement °` (∏xt.M)N : u
(with x : t and N : t) such that (∏xt.M)N!d M[x 7!N], we have
[[°` (∏xt.M)N : u]](Ω)= [[°,x : t`M : u]](Ω, [[°`N : t]](Ω))= [[°`M[x 7!N]]](Ω)
It remains to show that the terms which reduce through probabilistic reduction rules (with
∑< 1) satisfy the invariance property. By the construction of our reduction system, such terms
are of the form coin(∑), (M)P or succ(M). We now show that the invariance property is satisfied
in those three cases.
First, let us observe that the interpretation of coin(∑) : nat under any context ° can be
re-written as follows:
[[°` coin(∑) : nat]](Ω)= X
M
∑°!n
∑ · [[°` n :nat]]
For the remaining two cases, we proceed by induction on judgements. Consider terms succ(M) :
nat (where M 6= n for some n 2N) and (N)P : t (with P : u) such that the judgements °`M : nat
and °` N : u( t satisfy the invariance property. From our operational semantics, we deduce
that if succ(M) ∑°!Q, then Q is of the form succ(M0) for some term M0 : nat such that M ∑°!M0.
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Similarly, if (N)P ∑°!Q then Q is of the form (N 0)P for some term N 0 : u( t such that N ∑°! N 0.
And since by induction hypothesis, we have
[[°`M]]= X
M
∑°!M0
[[°`M0 : nat]] and [[°`N]]= X
N
∑°!N 0
[[°`N 0 : u( t]]
then we have by the construction of our denotational semantics the following equalities:
[[°` succ(M)]]= X
succ(M)
∑°!succ(M0)
[[°` succ(M0) : nat]]= X
succ(M)
∑°!Q
[[°`Q : nat]]
[[°` (N)P : t]]= X
(N)P
∑°!(N 0)P
[[°` (N 0)P : t]]= X
(N)P
∑°!Q
[[°`Q : t]]
⌅
In line with similar approaches [34, 47], the probabilities of the transitions of pPCF terms
can be organised as follows (see [45, Sec. 1.2]).
Definition 6.3.3 ([45], Section 1.2). In what follows, we write § for the set of all pPCF terms
and we say that a term M is weak-normal when there is no probabilistic reduction M ∑°!M0. The
matrix of pPCF terms is the stochastic matrix Prob 2 [0,1]§£§ defined by
ProbM,M0 =
8>>><>>>:
∑ if M ∑°!M0
1 if M =M0 is weak-normal
0 otherwise
Using Definition 6.3.3, we formulate the following soundness property which is a restatement
of Lemma 6.3.2, which established the invariance of interpretation. In this context,
Proposition 6.3.4 (Soundness). Suppose that the judgement °`M : t holds, for some term M
which isn’t a value. Then, the following equality holds
[[°`M : t]]= X
M0 term
ProbM,M0 · [[°`M0 : t]]
By applying repeatedly this lemma and considering the specific case of normal forms, one
obtains the following corollary.
Corollary 6.3.5. Consider a closed type ` t.
For °`M : t and k 2N, the following equality holds
[[°`M : t]]= X
M0 term
ProbkM,M0[[°`M0 : t]].
where ProbkM,M0 is the probability that the term M reduces to the term M
0 in at most k steps.
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Then for every closed term `M : nat, we have the inequality
[[M : nat]]n ∏Prob1M,n where Prob1M,n
def= sup
k
(ProbkM,n)
where Prob1M,n is the least upper bound of the probabilities that M reduced to n in finitely many
steps.
Proof. Applying Proposition 6.3.4, we have:
[[M : nat]]n =
X
M0:nat
ProbM,M0 · [[M0 : nat]]n ∏Prob1M,n · [[n]]n =Prob1M,n ·1=Prob1M,n
⌅
6.4 Computational adequacy
In this section, we provide a computational adequacy result (for the type nat), that is we prove
the converse of the inequality expressed in Corollary 6.3.5, which is:
8`M : nat, [[M]]n ∑Prob1M,n
The key to the proof of this inequality is to define a logical relation, taken from [34] but
inspired by the original article on the semantics of PCF [106].
Definition 6.4.1. For every type t, consider the relation /t µ [[t]]£§t between the denotation
[[t]] and the set §t of all closed terms of type t, written with an infix notation and defined by
induction as follows:
x= (xn)n2N/natM ¥8n.xn ∑Prob1M,n f /u(t M ¥8x.8` P : u.(x/u P =) f (x)/t (M)P)
Note that once again, we follow the convention of presenting elements of D1∑1(N) as sequences
(xn)n2N.
This logical relation has the following closure properties.
Lemma 6.4.2 (Closure properties of the logical relation). Consider `M : t
1. If `M : t and M!d M0, then x/t M holds if and only if x/t M0 holds;
2. 0/t M holds;
3. supn xn/t M holds for every increasing sequence (xn)n in [[t]] such that xn/t M for n 2N;
4. x0 · y+ (Pi xi+1) · z/nat if(M,P, z ·Q) holds for x, y, z 2 [[nat]] and `M : nat,` P : nat,`Q : nat
such that x/nat M, y/nat P, z/natQ.
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Proof. The closure property (2) follows from the fact that probabilities are positive numbers,
while the closure property (3) follows from the fact that Scott-continuous functions are ordered
pointwise.
As for the closure property (4), we first observe that if the term if(M,P, z ·Q) reduces to n for
some n 2N, then either M reduces to 0 and P reduces to n, or M reduces to n+1 (for some n 2N)
and Q reduces to n. Then, the closure property (4) is induced by the following equation which is
valid for every n 2N (see [34, Lemma 38]):
Prob1if(M,P,z·Q),n =Prob1M,0 ·Prob1P,n+
X
k∏0
Prob1M,k+1 ·Prob1Q,n
Now, we proceed by induction to obtain a proof of the closure property (1). When t= nat, the
property is straightforward from the observation that ProbkM0,n =Probk+1M,n. Let us now consider
the case in which t= u( v.
Assume that f /t M. When M isn’t an abstraction, (M)P!d (M0)P for every closed term P of
type u, and we can apply the definition of the logical relation:
8` P : u,x 2 [[u]],x/u P
f/tM===) f (x)/v (M)P
induction hypothesis==============) f (x)/v (M0)P
When M is an abstraction ∏xu.N : v with x : u`N : v, there is a term N 0 such that N!d N 0. Then
by the Substitution Lemma,
(M)P!d N[x 7! P]!d N 0[x 7! P]
and therefore we obtain f (x)/v N 0[x 7! P] by applying the induction hypothesis twice. Hence,
since (M0)P!d N 0[x 7! P], we have f (x)/v M0(P) by induction, which concludes our proof that
f /t M0.
Conversely, assume f /t M0. We focus on the case in which M is an abstraction ∏xu.N : v with
x : u`N : v (since the case in which M isn’t an abstraction is again trivial). Then for every closed
term ` P : u and every x 2 [[u]], we have f /t ∏xu.N and therefore
f (x)/v (∏x.N 0)P!d N 0[x 7! P]
therefore f (x)/v N 0[x 7! P] (again by the substitution lemma and the induction hypothesis). Then,
we have f (x)/v N[x 7! P] and by induction f (x)/v (M)P = (∏xu.N)P since (∏xu.N)P!d N[x 7! P].
⌅
Using the closure properties of the logical relation, we prove the following lemma by induction.
Lemma 6.4.3. Consider a judgment °`M : u where °¥ (x1 : t1, · · · ,xn : tn).
[[°`M : u]](Ω)/u M[P/x] , every family P = {Pi}1∑i∑n of closed terms of type {ti}1∑i∑n (i.e. ` Pi : ti)
and every family x= {xi}1∑i∑n of variables of type t= {ti}1∑i∑n such that [[°` xi : ti]](Ω)/ti Pi.
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Proof. We will reason by induction on terms.
Case M = xi: [[°` xi : ti]](Ω)/ti Pi = xi[P/x]
Case M = l: there is only one transition path l! l of probability 1 and length 0.
Case M = succ(N): straightforward induction.
Case M = if(N,L,R): follows from the closure property of the logical relation for if.
Case M = coin(∑): There is exactly one transition path to 0 with probability ∑, and one
transition path to 1 with probability 1°∑. It follows that
Prob1coin(∑),0 = ∑ and Prob1coin(∑),1 = 1°∑
We write:
[[°` coin(∑) : nat]](Ω)=Prob1coin(∑),0 · [[°` 0 : nat]](Ω)+Prob1coin(∑),1 · [[°` 1 : nat]](Ω)
and therefore
[[°` coin(∑) : nat]](Ω)(n)=Prob1coin(∑),n
for every n 2N, i.e.
[[°` coin(∑) : nat]](Ω)/coin(∑)= coin(∑)[x 7! P]
Case M = (N)L: straightforward induction, based on the definition of the logical relation /t(u
on the type t( u.
Case M =∏yt.N : t( u: Given any element y 2 [[t]] and any closed term Q of type t such that
y/t Q, we have that
[[°`∏y.N]](Ω)= [[°,x : t`N]](Ω,x)/u N[P/x,Q/y]
by induction hypothesis. Then
[[°`∏x.N]](Ω)(y)/u (∏yt.N[P/x])Q
by the closure property of the logical relation for the deterministic reduction
(∏yt.N[P/x])Q!d N[P/x,Q/y]
Case M =fix(N) with °`N : u( u: the function
f def= [[°`N]](Ω) : [[u]]! [[u]]
is a Scott-continuous function such that
[[°`M]](Ω)=_
k
f k(?)
Then, by the closure property of the logical relation for fixpoints, it suffices to prove by induction
on k that
f k(?)/ufix(N[P/x])
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for every k 2N, knowing that the property already holds for k= 0.
Suppose that f k(?)/ufix(N 0), where N 0 =N[P/x], for some k 2N. By our induction hypothesis
(on terms),
f /u(u N 0 =N[P/x] and thus f k+1(?)/u N 0fix(N 0)
Finally, one can conclude that f k+1(?)/u N 0 by observing that fix(N 0)!d N 0fix(N 0) and
applying the closure property of the logical relation for deterministic transitions. ⌅
This lemma provides us an adequacy theorem.
Theorem 6.4.4 (Computational adequacy). For every closed term M of type nat,
[[`M : nat]]n =Prob1M,n
Proof. For every closed term `M : nat, we have proven previously that
[[M]]n ∏Prob1M,n and thus [[M]]n =Prob1M,n
since by the adequacy lemma, [[M]]/natM, i.e. [[M]]n ∑Prob1M,n for every n 2N. ⌅
We just provided a computationally adequate model for pPCF, alternative to probabilistic
coherence spaces (see e.g. [47]). Although the type nat has the same denotation in the two
semantics, the denotation as a probabilistic coherent space (PCS) of the type t( u is a subset of
the homset Dcpo([0,1][[t]], [0,1][[u]]), which only contains linear maps. Therefore, the resemblance
between the two semantical models is lost at higher types. Although our adequacy theorem is
formulated in a similar fashion as in [47], it is unclear to us whether there exists an interesting
categorical relation between Kegelspitzen and probabilistic coherence spaces.
6.5 Interpreting recursive types
In this section, we discuss the interpretation of recursive types, taking as a basis their formaliza-
tion in the language FPC (see Section 2.4.1). But first, let us pause for a moment and recall some
categorical notions which are essential in the interpretation of languages such as FPC, which
cater for recursive types.
6.5.1 Involutory category theory
As a preliminary to the description of the denotation of recursive types with Kegelspitzen, we
recall briefly here the “Doubling Trick” [49, Section 6.3] (also mentioned in [93, Section 4.2.3]),
an universal categorical construction which turns mixed-variance functors Cop£C!D into
covariant functors Cop £C ! Dop £D. This property is required because the denotation of
recursive types requires fixpoints, not only for covariant (endo)functors but also for mixed-
variance functors. Indeed, the arrow functor ·( · :KSop£KS!KS is a mixed variance functor.
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In what follows, the category |C| is short for Cop£C. Additionally, in categories with binary
products ≠, we write
f1
def= º1 ± f : X !Y1 and f2 def= º2 ± f : X !Y2
for the composite of the morphism f 2C(X ,Y1≠Y2).
Definition 6.5.1 ([50], Definition 4.6). An involutory category is the pair (C, InvC) of a locally
small category C together with an involution functor InvC :C!Cop, i.e. a functor InvC :C!Cop
such that (InvC)op ± InvC = IdC, the identify functor on the category C.
We write InvCat for the large cartesian category of involutory categories and homomorphisms
F : (C, InvC)! (D, InvD)
defined as functors F :C!D such that
Fop ± InvC = InvD ±F
A canonical example is the pair (|C|,SwapC) where SwapC def= h¶2,¶1i (with ¶1, ¶2 projections
given by the cartesian structure).
Definition 6.5.2. A functor F : |C|! |D| is symmetric if F : (|C|,SwapC)! (|D|,SwapD) is a
morphism in InvCat, i.e.
F1( f , g)= F2(g, f ) for maps f in the category Cop and g in the category C
It turns out that mixed-variance functors induce symmetric functors, and every symmetric
functor arises in that way, following a result due to Fiore in [50, Section 4.4], re-proven by
McCusker in [93, Section 4.2.3].
Proposition 6.5.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence
F : |C|!D
============
|F| : |C|! |D|
between mixed variance functors F : |C|!D and symmetric functors |F| : |C|! |D| defined by
|F|(A,B) def= (F(B,A),F(A,B)) |F|( f , g) def= (F(g, f ),F( f , g))
In particular, for every Bénabou cosmos V, the functor |F| is V-enriched whenever the categories
|C| and D, and the functor F are V-enriched.
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6.5.2 Algebraic compactness of the category of Kegelspitzen
One of the issues with the inclusion of recursive types in a probabilistic language such as pPCF
is that the cardinality of [[t( u]] might be strictly larger than that of [[t]] in some cases, which
might prevent [[t! (t( u)]] from having a fixpoint. Exploiting the presentation of the category
KS as a category of models of the Lawvere theory of subconvex sets, we re-use the notion of
algebraic compactness (introduced in Chapter 3), which guarantees the existence of such fixpoints.
Recall that a category C is algebraically compact for a class L of endofunctors on C if every
endofunctor F in the class L has a canonical fixpoint µF, which is the initial F-algebra and at
the same time the inverse of the final F-coalgebra.
Additionally, recall that an endofunctor F on a Dcpo?!-enriched category C is locally continu-
ous (resp. locally monotone) if
FX ,Y :C(X ,Y )!C(FX ,FY )
is Scott-continuous (resp. monotone).
To obtain the algebraic compactness of KS for locally continuous endofunctors, we rely on the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.5.4. For every smallDcpo?!-categoryC, theDcpo?!-enriched category of locally strict
continuous functors C!Dcpo?! and natural transformations between them (ordered pointwise)
is algebraically compact for the class of locally continuous endofunctors.
Proof. First we need to show that [C,Dcpo?!] has all colimits of !-chains of embeddings, much
like in Chapter 3.
Consider an endomorphism ™ on the category [C,Dcpo?!]. Consider an !-chain ¢= (Fk,Æk :
Fk) Fk+1)k2N in [C,Dcpo?!], where F0 is the zero functor of [C,Dcpo?!] and Æ0 is the unique
natural transformation from F0 to ™F0, and Fk+1 =™Fk, Æk+1 =™Æk for k 2 N. Then ¢ is a
family of !-chains ¢X = (Fk(X ),Æk[X ] : Fk(X )! Fk+1(X ))k2N in Dcpo?! indexed by the objects of
the small category C.
For each X 2C, the corresponding !-chain ¢X in Dcpo?! has a colimit, since Dcpo?! has all
colimits of !-chains of embeddings. For each X 2C, we write µ[X ] :¢X ! F(X ) for the cocone (of
arrows µk[X ] : Fk(X )! F(X )) which is the colimit of the !-chain ¢X .
We turn the mapping F : X 7! F(X ) into a functor F :C!Dcpo?! by taking
F( f )=µ0[X 0]±F0( f )±µP0 [X ]
for f 2 C(X ,X 0). The definition of F( f ) for each f 2 C(X ,X 0) is such that for every k 2 N, the
following diagram commutes:
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Fk(X )
Fk( f )
✏✏
µk[X ] // F(X )
µP0 [X ] //
F( f )
✏✏
F0(X )
F0( f )
✏✏
Fk(X 0)
µk[X 0] // F(X 0)
µP0 [X
0]
// F0(X 0)
so that the equality F( f )=µk[X 0]±Fk( f )±µPk [X ]) holds for every k 2N.
Consider the family of cocones ¢X ! F(X ) (whose arrows are the embeddings µk[X ] : Fk(X )!
F(X ), k 2 N) indexed by the objects of the category C. It is a cocone ¢! F whose arrows are
embeddings µk : Fk) F, which are well-defined natural transformation by construction of F. It
follows that ¢! F is the colimit of ¢ because for each X 2C, ¢X ! F(X ) is the colimit of ¢X .
Consider the category !-CPO of !-cpos, i.e. posets in which every countable chain has a sup
(which is the case for dcpos), and Scott-continuous maps between them. A category which is
Dcpo?!-enriched is also !-CPO-enriched and a functor which preserves directed sups preserves
in particular countable directed sups. We know from [12, Theorem 5.4] that every !-CPO-
enriched category which has colimits of !-chains is algebraically compact for the class of locally
continuous endofunctors, and therefore so does [C,Dcpo?!]. ⌅
Recall that the Lawvere theory L∑1 is a smallDcpo?!-category. Then, the fact that the functor
category [L∑1,Dcpo?!] is algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors leads us to
the following corollary.
Corollary 6.5.5. The category KS, as a category equivalent to the category [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£, is
algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors.
Proof. First, let us observe that every locally continuous endofunctor F on [L∑1,Dcpo?!]£
extends to a locally continuous endofunctor G on [L∑1,Dcpo?!] defined by G(X ) = F(X ) when
X : L∑1!Dcpo?! is product-preserving, and G(X )= X otherwise.
Now, consider a chain of embeddings (Dn,Æn : Dn ) Dn+1)n formed of product-preserving
functors L∑1!Dcpo?! and natural families of strict Scott-continuous maps, where
D0
def= 1 : L∑1!Dcpo?! and Dn+1 def= G(Dn)= F(Dn) for n 2N
By Theorem 6.5.4, we know that the functor G has a fixpoint D : L∑1!Dcpo?! given on objects
by
D(k)= {(xn)n 2¶nDn(k) |8n∏ 0,ÆPn (k)(xn+1)= xn}
where every ÆPn : Dn+1 ) Dn is part of an embedding projection pair
≠
ÆEn ,ÆPn
Æ
, with ÆEn
def= Æn.
Since every functor Dn : L∑1!Dcpo?! is product-preserving, so is D: for natural numbers k and
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l, we have
D(k+ l)= {(xn)n 2¶nDn(k+ l) |8n∏ 0,ÆPn (k+ l)(xn+1)= xn}
ª= {((yn)n, (zn)n) 2¶nDn(k)≠¶nDn(l) |8n∏ 0,(ÆPn (k)(yn+1)= yn^ÆPn (l)(zn+1)= zn)}
ª=D(k)≠D(l)
It follows that F(D) is equal to G(D), which is itself equivalent to D. ⌅
The denotational semantics of types introduced in Section 6.5.3 essentially relies on the
category |KS| def= KSop£KS. The algebraic compactness of |KS| can be obtained through standard
results of the literature [4, 12, 52], gathered in [50]:
• Algebraic compactness is a self-dual property: if the category C is algebraically compact for
locally continuous endofunctors, then so does its opposite category Cop.
• If the categories C and D are algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors,
then so does their product category C£D.
Corollary 6.5.6. The category |KS| is algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors.
6.5.3 Kegelspitzen as a model of recursive types
As an algebraically compact category, the category KS is a domain-theoretic model of recursive
types. We recall here the foundations of the semantics of recursive types, and refer the interested
reader to Fiore’s thesis [49] for a complete account of the axiomatization of computationally
adequate models of FPC.
Type judgements £` t and judgements £ |°`M : t (introduced in Section 2.4.1) are respec-
tively denoted by symmetric locally Scott-continuous n-ary functors
[[£` t]] : |KS|n! |KS|
and by natural transformations
[[£ |°`M : t]] : [[£`°]]) [[£` t]]
i.e. natural families of morphisms©
[[£ |°`M : t]]X : [[£`°]](X )! [[£` t]](X ) | X 2 |KS|n
™
in the category |KS|.
The denotation [[£`£i]] of the type judgement £`£i (with £ typing context of length n) is
the i-th projection functor ¶|KS|
n
i : |KS|n! |KS|. Moreover, the denotation [[£`µX .t]] of a typing
judgement £`µX .t involving a recursive type µX .t to be µ[[£,X ` t]], the fixpoint of the functor
[[£,X ` t]] : |KS|n+1! |KS| by algebraic compactness.
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Now, recall that for functors F,G : |C|! |D|, we have functors ¶|C|2 F,¶|C|2 G : |C|!D, and
therefore a (mixed-variance) functor ¶|C|2 F≠¶|C|2 G : |C|!D, itself in one-to-one correspondence
with a symmetric functor |¶|C|2 F≠¶|C|2 G| : |C|! |D| by Proposition 6.5.3. Then, the denotations of
other type contexts are given as follows.
[[£` t1£ t2]] def= |¶|KS|2 [[£` t1]]≠?¶|KS|2 [[£` t2]]|
[[£` t1+ t2]] def= |¶|KS|2 [[£` t1]]©¶|KS|2 [[£` t2]]|
[[£` t1( t2]] def= |KS(¶|KS|1 [[£` t1]],¶|KS|2 [[£` t2]])|
where ¶|KS|1 : |KS|!KSop and ¶|KS|2 : |KS|!KS are the projections of the cartesian product
|KS|, ≠? :KS£KS!KS is the smash product functor, KS(°,°) :KSop£KS!KS is the homset
functor (which acts as exponential in the monoidal closed structure (KS,≠?,KS(°,°)) of Propo-
sition 6.2.4). The functor © :KS£KS!KS is the functor induced by the coproduct of convex
sets, discussed in a categorical setting in [74] and adapted for (pointed) convex dcpos in [114,
Section 3.1.2].
In detail, recall that the sum A+B of two convex sets, A and B, can be described as the set
A]B] (A£B£ (0,1)), where (0,1) is the open unit interval. Its elements either come directly
from A, or from B, or are a non-trivial formal convex combination of elements from A and B.
With a slightly informal notation, we write (a,°,0) instead of a, and (°,b,1) instead of b. Then
define the convex structure as followsX
i
r i.(ai,bi,∏i)
def= (X
i
r i(1°∏i)
1°Pi r i∏i .ai,Xi r i∏iPi r i∏i .bi, (Pi r i∏i))
taking the obvious convention where (
P
i r i∏i) is 0 or 1. This has the universal property of the
coproduct in the category of convex sets. Therefore, if A and B are (sub)convex dcpos then we
define their skew sum A©B as the coproduct A+B of A and B as convex sets, equipped with the
partial order (a,b,∏)∑ (a0,b0,µ) if a∑ a0 and b∑ b0 and ∏∑µ. In which case, A©B is a Kegelspitze
when A and B are Kegelspitzen.
It is worth noting that this has a universal property similar to the universal property of a
coproduct, with the exception that there is an additional requirement that a∑ b for a 2 A, b 2B.
For example, we can freely add a bottom element to a convex dcpo A by taking the skew sum
(1©A).
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CLASSICAL CONTROL AND QUANTUM CIRCUITS
One of the subtle points about quantum computation is the interaction between classicalcontrol flow and quantum operations. One can measure a qubit, destroying the qubitbut producing a classical bit; this classical bit can then be used to decide whether to
apply quantum operations to other qubits. This kind of classical control can be neatly described
in quantum circuits, for example when one uses the measurement outcome of a qubit a to
conditionally apply a gate X to a qubit b:
(7.1) b X
a •
This can be understood semantically in terms of mixed states, density matrices, and completely
positive maps. However, high level languages have more elaborate data structures than bits:
they have higher order functions and mixed variance recursive types, and associated with these
are elaborate control structures such as higher order recursive functions. These are important,
paradigmatic ways of structuring programs in a concise and intelligible way.
How should these high level features be integrated with quantum computation? One option
is to build a semantic domain that accommodates both quantum computation and higher order
features. This is an aim of some categorical semantics of the quantum lambda calculus [92, 100]
and of some of our prior work [111, 114]. However, the general connection between physics
and higher-order quantum functions is yet unclear. Although some recent progress has been
made [84], it is still unclear whether higher-order quantum functions of this kind are useful for
quantum algorithms.
Another approach is to understand a high level quantum programming language as an
ordinary higher-order functional language with extra features for building and running quantum
circuits. In this setting, quantum circuits form a first-order embedded domain specific language
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within a conventional higher order language. This fits the current state-of-the-art in interfaces to
quantum hardware, and is the basis of the languages Quipper [59] and LiQUi|i [139]. This is the
approach that we study in this chapter, based on a joint MFPS paper with Sam Staton [113].
Embedded languages and enriched categories
Our work revolves around a new calculus that we call ‘EWire’ (§7.1). It is a minor generalization
of the QWire language [103]. QWire idealizes some aspects of the architecture of Quipper and
LiQUi|i. The idea is that we deal with a host language separated from an embedded circuit
language.
• The circuit language is a first order typed language. The types, called ‘wire types’, include a
type for qubits. The wire type system is linear to accommodate the fact that qubits cannot
be duplicated.
• The host language is a higher order language. The types of the host language do not include
the wire types, there is not a type of qubits, and the type system is non-linear. However,
there is a special host type Circ(W1,W2) associated to any pair of wire types W1 and W2,
whose inhabitants are the circuits with inputs of typeW1 and outputs of typeW2.
Let us describe the circuit language in a nutshell: the very simple circuit (7.1) corresponds to the
instruction below (7.2) in the circuit language. Given two qubits a and b, it measures the qubit a,
stores the result in a bit x which is later used in the application of the classical-controlled-X gate
and discards the bit x, then outputs the resulting qubit y.
°;a,b : qubit ` C def= x√ gate meas a; (x, y)√ gate (bit-control X ) (x,b);
()√ gate discard x;output y : qubit(7.2)
The interface between the host language and the circuit language is set up in terms of boxing
and unboxing. For example, the instruction
(7.3) t def= box (a,b))C(a,b) (where C is as in (7.2))
creates a closed term of type Circ(qubit≠qubit,qubit) in the host language. We recover the
instruction C in the circuit language (7.2) from the boxed expression t in the host language (7.3)
by using the instruction unbox tw for some fresh wire w of type qubit≠qubit.
Also, it is possible to write a program that composes two circuits C1 and C2 with the right
input/output types, for example:
C1 C2
w1 w2 w3
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This is a program
comp def= ∏(C1,C2). box w1)
°
w2√unbox C1w1;w3√unbox C2w2;output w3
¢
in the host language, associated with the type
(7.4) comp : Circ(W1,W2)£Circ(W2,W3)!Circ(W1,W3)
whereWi is the type of the wire wi for i 2 {1,2,3}.
Now, recall the idea of an enriched category, which is informally a category such that the
morphisms from A to B form an object of another category. In Section 7.2, once we conceptualize
types as objects and terms as morphisms, we show that the embedding of the circuit language
in the host language is an instance of enriched category theory: the circuits (morphisms)
between wire types (objects) form a type (object) of the host language. The host composition term
in (7.4) is precisely composition in the sense of enriched categories. This enriched categorical
framework is then incorporated in the definition of categorical models of EWire (Definition 7.2.1),
which is associated to the following soundness theorem.
Theorem 7.2.2 (paraphrased). Every denotational semantics induced by a categorical model of
EWire is sound.
For a simple version of the model, wire types are interpreted as finite-dimensional C*-algebras,
and circuits are completely positive unital maps – the accepted model of quantum computation
which is our main focus in Chapters 3 to 5. Host types are interpreted as sets, and the type of all
circuits is interpreted simply as the set of all circuits. The category of sets supports higher order
functions, which shows that it is consistent for the host language to have higher order functions.
Proposition 7.2.3 (paraphrased). Taking finite-dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive
unital maps as a categorical model of the circuit language yields a categorical model of QWire in
which the types qubit and bit are respectively interpreted by the C*-algebras M2 and C©C.
As with any higher order language which involves recursion, the set-theoretic model is not
sufficient to model recursive functions. Chapter 8 aims to tackle this problem by developing
a quantum domain theory, that is a theory of the domains which are relevant to the study of
higher-order quantum programs.
We envisage that other semantic models (e.g. based on game semantics or realizability) will
also fit the same framework of enriched categories, so that our categorical framework provides
a sound description of the basic program equivalences that should hold in all models. These
equivalences play the same role that the Ø and ¥ equivalences play in the pure lambda calculus.
In other words, we are developing a basic type theory for quantum computation.
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Linear/non-linear models
Quantum resources cannot be duplicated, whereas classical resources can. This suggests a
connection to linear logic [58], as many others have observed [33, 63, 90, 92, 100, 116, 117]. In
fact, enriched category theory is closely related to linear logic through the following observation
(see also [43, 95, 96]).
Lemma 7.3.2 (paraphrased). The following data are equivalent:
• A symmetric monoidal closed category enriched in a cartesian closed category, with copowers.
• A ‘linear/non-linear’ (LNL) model in the sense of Benton [14]: a symmetric monoidal
adjunction between a cartesian closed category and a symmetric monoidal closed category.
Thus, from the semantic perspective, enriched category theory is a way to study fragments
and variations of linear logic. We show that every LNL model, with some minor extra structure,
induces an EWire model (see Proposition 7.3.4). We call these structures LNL-EWire models.
So LNL-EWire extends EWire with some additional connectives. However, although these
additional connectives have an established type theoretic syntax, their meaning from the per-
spective of quantum physics is less clear at present. For example, LNL assumes a first class
linear function space, but categories of completely positive unital maps are typically not monoidal
closed. Nonetheless, there is a semantic way to understand their relevance, through the following
theorem, which is proved using a variation on Day’s construction [35], following other recent
work [92, 99, 116].
Theorem 7.3.5 (paraphrased). Every EWire model (with a locally presentable base) embeds in
an LNL-EWire model.
7.1 Functional programming and quantum circuits
We introduce a new calculus called EWire as a basis for analysing the basic ideas of embedding
a circuit language inside a host functional programming language. EWire (for ‘embedded wire
language’) is based on QWire [103] (‘quantum wire language’). We make the connection precise in
Section 7.1.3. One may add other features, as discussed in Chapter 8.
We assume two classes of basic wire types.
• Classical wire types, ranged over by a,b, . . . . The wire types exist in both the circuit
language and the host language. For example, the type of classical bits, or Booleans.
• Circuit-only wire types, ranged over by Æ,Ø, . . . . These wire types only exist in the circuit
language. For example, the type of qubits.
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From these basic types we build all wire types:
W ,W 0 ::= I |W ≠W 0 | a | b | Æ | Ø . . .
We isolate the classical wire types, which are the types not using any circuit-only basic types:
V ,V 0 ::= I | V ≠V 0 | a | b . . .
We also assume a collection G of basic gates, each assigned an input and an output wire type. We
write G (Win,Wout) for the collection of gates of input typeWin and output typeWout.
In addition to the embedded circuit language, we consider a host language. This is like Moggi’s
monadic metalanguage [97] but with special types for the classical wire types a, b and a type
Circ(W ,W 0) of circuits for any wire typesW andW 0. So the host types are
A,B ::= A£B | 1 | A!B | T(A) | Circ(W ,W 0) | a | b
The monad T is primarily to allow probabilistic computations, although one might also add other
side effects to the host language. Notice that every classical wire type V can be understood as a
first order host type |V |, according to the simple translation, called lifting:ØØV ≠V 0ØØ def= |V |£ ØØV 0ØØ |I| def= 1 |a| def= a
7.1.1 Circuit typing and host typing
A well-formed circuit judgement °;≠`C :W describes a circuit with input context
≠= (w1 :W1 · · ·wn :Wn) (for n 2N)
and output wire typeW under the context of host language variables
°= (x1 : A1 · · ·xm : Am) (for m 2N)
Wires are organised in patterns given by the grammar
p ::=w | () | (p, p)
associated to the following set of rules:
°
· =) () : 1
°
w :W =) w :W
≠1 =) p1 :W1 ≠2 =) p2 :W2
≠1,≠2 =) (p1, p2) :W1≠W2
We call concrete every circuit whose input wires are either bits or qubits or empty (host)
contexts, rather than tuples, i.e. a concrete circuit is a circuit associated to a well-formed circuit
judgement ·;¢`C :W for which the input context is taken in the grammar
¢ ::= · |¢,w : bit |¢,w : qubit
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Linear type theory for circuits The term formation rules below are fairly standard for a
linear type theory. These are the constructions for sequencing circuits, one after another, and
ending by outputting the wires, and for splitting a tensor-product type into its constituents. The
fifth rule includes the basic gates in the circuit language.
°;≠1 `C1 :W1 ≠ =) p :W1 °;≠,≠2 `C2 :W2
°;≠1,≠2 ` p√C1;C2 :W2
≠ =) p :W
°;≠` output p :W
≠ =) p : 1 °;≠0 `C :W
°;≠,≠0 ` ()√ p;C :W
≠ =) p :W1≠W2 °;w1 :W1,w2 :W2,≠0 `C :W
°;≠,≠0 ` (w1,w2)√ p;C :W
≠1 =) p1 :W1 ≠2 =) p2 :W2 °;≠2,≠`C :W
g 2G (W1,W2)
°;≠1,≠` p2√ gate g p1;C :W
For example, coin flipping is given by the following circuit:
flip def= a√ gate init0 ();a0 √ gate H a;b√ gate meas a0;output b
assuming that there is a type qubit for qubits, and gates init0 2G (1,qubit) (qubit initialization),
H 2G (qubit,qubit) (Hadamard gate), and meas 2G (qubit,bit) (measurement).
Interaction between the circuits and the host A well-formed host judgement ° ` t : A
describes a host-language program of type A in the context of host language variables °. The
next set of typing rules describes the interaction between the host language and the circuit
language. The host can run a circuit and get the result. Since this may have side effects, for
example probabilistic behaviour, it returns a monadic type.
°; ·`C :W
W classical
°` run C :T(|W |)
The next two rules concern boxing a circuit as data in the host language, and then unboxing
the data to form a circuit fragment in the circuit language. Notice that unboxing requires a pure
program of type Circ(W1,W2), rather than effectful program of type T(Circ(W1,W2)). For example,
you cannot unbox a probabilistic combination of circuits. The monadic notation clarifies this
point.
≠ =) p :W1 °;≠`C :W2
°`box (p :W1))C : Circ(W1,W2)
°` t : Circ(W1,W2) ≠ =) p :W1
°;≠`unbox t p :W2
Finally we consider dynamic lifting, which, informally, allows us to send classical data to and
from the host program while the quantum circuit is running.
°` t : |W |
W classical
°;°` init t :W
≠ =) p :W °,x : |W | ;≠0 `C :W 0
W classical
°;≠,≠0 ` x( lift p;C :W 0
These rules are in addition to the standard typing rules for the host language, following
Moggi [97].
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Additional typing rules for the host language Recall that the types of the host language
are
A,B ::= A£B | 1 | A!B | T(A) | Circ(W ,W 0) | a | b
The standard typing rules of the monadic metalanguage are the rules of the simply-typed
∏-calculus
(x : A) 2°
°` x : A
°,x : A ` t :B
°` (∏xA.t) : A!B
°` t : A!B °` u : A
°` t(u) :B
Terms of product types are formed following four typing rules
°
°` unit : 1
°` t : A °` u :B
°` (t,u) : A£B
°` t : A£B
°`º1(t) : A
°` t : A£B
°`º2(t) :B
to which we need to add the typing rules for the monad [97], associated respectively to the unit
and the strong Kleisli composition:
°` t :B
°` return(t) : T(B)
°` t :T(B) °,x :B` u :T(C)
°` letx= t inu :T(C)
This is in addition to the typing rules for the interaction between the host language and the
circuit language.
It should be noted that since a pair of probabilistic terms °` tA : T(A) and °` tB : T(B) isn’t
usually the same thing as a term °` t :T(A£B) (when T is a probability monad), it is interesting
from a programming language point of view to be able to reference variables of computation type.
This makes the linearity of our type system particularly relevant in the study of probabilistic
programming.
7.1.2 Operational semantics of EWire
Let us introduce a reduction relation on circuits, based on [103], which reduces a circuit with
no free host variables to a normal circuit. The reduction works by rearranging patterns and
resolving unboxed boxes. But first, let us start with the (partial) destruction of patterns.
p√ output p0;C =) C[p 7! p0] unbox (box w)C) p =) C[w 7! p]
()√ ();C =) C (w1,w2)√ (p1, p2);C =) C[w1 7!p1w2 7!p2 ]
The reduction system ! on terms is defined in two parts: the host reduction rule !H is the
operational semantics of the host language, while the reduction rule !b is the operational
semantics of boxed circuits (we refer to [103, Sec. 4] for its description), in such a way that
! def= !H [!b
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The host reduction rules!H must contain the following additional reduction rules, which are
simply the standard reduction rules of the monadic metalanguage that we’re adding to the host
language.
t!H t0
∏x.t!H ∏x.t0 (∏x.t)t
0 !H t[x 7! t0]
º1(t1, t2)!H t1 º2(t1, t2)!H t2
t!H t0
return(t)!H return(t0)
letx= t inu!H u[x 7! t]
letx= (let y= t inu)inv!H let y= t inletx= u inv
with the grammar of values v given by
v ::= x | unit | (v1,v2) |∏xA.v | return(v)
We can now define the following reduction rules for boxing and unboxing instructions.
C =) C0
box (w :W))C!b box (w :W))C0
t! t0
unbox t p)unbox t0 p
Then, we add the structural reduction rule
C =) C0
E[C] =) E[C0]
with
E ::=w√⇤;C |w√ gate g p;⇤ | ()√ p;⇤ | (w1,w2)√ p;⇤(7.5)
Therefore, normal circuits are given by the following grammar:
N ::= output p |w√ gate g p;N | x( lift p;N | ()√w;N | (w1,w2)√w;N
Finally, commuting conversion rules allows to reduce even more instructions to normal forms.
w√ (p2√ gate g p1;N);C =) p2√ gate g p1;w√N;C
w√ (x( lift p;C0);C =) x( lift p;w√C0;C
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w√ (()√w0;N);C =) ()√w0;w√N;C
w√ ((w1,w2)√w0;N);C =) (w1,w2)√w0;w√N;C
We refer the interested reader to [103, Appendix A] for a discussion of type safety and existence
of normal forms in QWire.
7.1.3 QWire
The language QWire of Paykin, Rand and Zdancewic [103] is an instance of EWire where:
• there is one classical wire type, bit, and one circuit-only wire type, qubit.
• there are basic gates meas 2G (qubit,bit) and new 2G (bit,qubit).
A subtle difference between EWire and QWire is that in QWire one can directly run a circuit of
type qubit, and it will produce a bit, automatically measuring the qubit that results from the
circuit. To run a circuit of type qubit in EWire, one must append an explicit measurement at
the end of the circuit. These explicit measurements can be appended automatically, to give a
translation from QWire proper to this instantiation of EWire. We now summarize how this is
done. We first define a translation (°) from all wire types to classical wire types:
W ≠W 0 def= W ≠W 0 I def= I bit def= bit qubit def= bit
Then, from an arbitrary wire typeW , we can extract a host type
ØØØWØØØ.
From the basic gates meas and new we can define circuits measW : Circ(W ,W) and newW :
Circ(W ,W) for all wiresW . These are defined by induction onW . For example,
measI
def= id measbit def= id
measqubit
def= box p) p0 √ gate meas p;output p0
measW≠W 0
def= box (w,w0)) x√unbox measW w; x0 √unbox measW 0w0;
output (x,x0)
and newW is defined using new 2 G (bit,qubit) similarly. Then we define the following derived
syntax, so that run and lift can be used at all wire types, not just the classical ones:
qwire-run(C) def= run(x√C;unboxmeas x)
(x(qwire-lift p ; C) def= y( lift p ; x√unbox new y ; C
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7.2 Categorical models of EWire
We introduce the categorical semantics of EWire. Our semantic models are based around en-
riched category theory [83]. The relevance of Set-enriched copowers to quantum algorithms
has previously been suggested by Jacobs [69]. Copowers and enrichment play a key role in the
non-quantum enriched effect calculus [43, 96] and other areas [89, 95, 108, 130]. Nonetheless,
our connection with the EWire syntax appears to be novel.
7.2.1 Preliminaries
Computational effects. Embedding the circuit language requires the use of some computational
effects in the host language. When the circuit language involves quantum measurement, then
the closed host term ` run°flip¢ : T(bit) is a coin toss, and so the semantics of the host language
must accommodate probabilistic features.
Following Moggi, we model this by considering a monoidal closed categoryH with an enriched
monad on it. Recall that an enriched monad is given by an endofunctor T on H together with a
unit morphism ¥ : X !T(X ) for each X in H, and a bind morphism
H(X ,T(Y ))!H(T(X ),T(Y ))
in the environment category for objects X and Y , subject to the monad laws [97].
The idea is that deterministic, pure programs in the host language are interpreted as mor-
phisms in H. Probabilistic, effectful programs in the host language are interpreted as Kleisli
morphisms, i.e. morphisms X ! T(Y ).
Relative monads. In a truly first order language, there is no wire type T(A) of all quantum
computations. To resolve this mismatch, authors have proposed alternatives such as relative
monads [6] and monads with arities [15].
A relative adjunction is given by three functors J :B!D, L :B!C and R :C!D such that
there is a natural isomorphism
C(L(b), c)ª=D(J(b),R(c))
We write L JaR and call relative monad the functor RL :B!D.
Enriched relative adjunctions and enriched relative monads are defined in the obvious way,
by requiring J, L and R to be enriched functors and the adjunction to be an enriched adjunction.
In an enriched relative monad T =RL, the bind operation is a morphism of type
D(J(X ),T(Y ))!D(T(X ),T(Y ))
Copowers and weighted limits. In enriched category theory it is appropriate to consider weighted
colimits and limits, which are a generalization of the ordinary notions. As a first step, we consider
copowers. A copower is a generalization of an n-fold coproduct. Let n be a natural number, and let
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A be an object of a category C with sums, the copower nØA is the n fold coproduct A+·· ·+A. This
has the universal property that to give a morphism nØA!B is to give a family of n morphisms
A!B. In general, if C is a category enriched in a category H, and A is an object of C and h an
object of H, then the copower is an object hØA together with a family of isomorphisms
C(hØA,B)ª=H(h,C(A,B))
natural in B.
Weighted colimits combine the notions of copowers and of ordinary conical colimits. If J is
a H-enriched category, then we may try to take a colimit of a diagram D :J!C weighted by a
functorW :Jop!H. Here C is an H-enriched category and D andW are H-functors. A cylinder
for (W ,D) is given by an object X and a H-natural family of morphismsW( j)!C(D( j),X ); the
weighted limit, colimWj D j if it exists, is the universal cylinder.
7.2.2 EWire models
Let us define a sufficient set of properties which ensure that a pair of categories corresponds
to a categorical model in which one can interpret EWire, in order to reason about circuits and
identify their denotational meaning. We assume that the circuit language is parametrized by a
fixed collection of gates, denoted G .
Definition 7.2.1. A categorical model of EWire (C,H,H0,T) is given by the following data:
1. A cartesian closed category H with a strong monad T on H. This is needed to interpret the
host language.
2. A small full subcategory ∂ :H0 µH. The idea is that the objects of H0 interpret the first
order host types, equivalently, the classical wire types: the types that exist in both the host
language and the circuit language.
3. An H-enriched symmetric monoidal category (C,≠, I). This allows us to interpret the circuit
language, and the H-enrichment allows us to understand the host types Circ(W ,W 0).
4. The category C has copowers by the objects ofH0. The copower induces a functor J :H0!C
defined by J(h)= hØ I. Then, we have a natural isomorphism
C(J(h),C)=C(hØ I,C)ª=H(∂(h),C(I,C))
and therefore a ∂-relative adjunction J ∂aC(I,°) between circuits and (host) terms. This
functor J :H0!C interprets the translation between first order host types and classical
wire types.
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5. For each object A of C, the functor A≠° :C!C preserves copowers. This makes the functor
J symmetric monoidal, and makes the relative adjunction an enriched relative adjunction.
6. There is an enriched relative monad morphism
runh :C(I,J(h))! T(∂(h))
where the enriched relative monad C(I,J(°)) :H0!H is induced by the enriched ∂-relative
adjunction J ∂aC(I,°). This is the interpretation of running a quantum circuit, producing
some classical probabilistic outcome.
If the category C has a given object [[Æ]] for each basic quantum wire type Æ, and H0 has a
given object [[a]] for each basic classical wire type a, then we can interpret all wire typesW as
objects of C:
[[1]] def= I [[a]] def= J([[a]]) [[W ≠W 0]] def= [[W]]≠ [[W 0]].
If the category C also has a given morphism [[g]] : [[W1]]! [[W2]] for every gate g 2 G (W1,W2),
then we can interpret the circuit language inside C.
In light of those axioms, we associate the following denotational semantics to every categorical
model of EWire.
First, we define as promised the denotation of the host type Circ(W ,W 0) by
[[Circ(W ,W 0)]] def= C([[W]], [[W 0]]) 2Obj(H)
The semantics of the other host types is given as follows:
[[1]] def= 1 [[A£A0]] def= [[A]]£ [[A0]] [[A! A0]] def= ([[A]]! [[A0]]) [[T(A)]] def= T([[A]]).
Ordered contexts of wires ≠ have the following semantics:
[[h·i]] def= I [[w :W]] def= [[W]] [[≠,≠0]] def= [[≠]]≠ [[≠0]]
A circuit judgement °;≠` t :W is denoted by
[[°;≠` t :W]] 2H([[°]],C([[≠]], [[W]]))
relying on the assumption that the category H is a model of the host language.
In this setting, denotations of boxing and unboxing instructions are trivial.
[[°`box (p :W1))C : Circ(W1,W2)]]= [[°;≠`C :W2]]
[[°;≠`unbox t p :W2]]= [[°` t : Circ(W1,W2)]]
The denotation of output p :W is the identity when the type of the pattern p is not a sum type,
and is the i-th projection when p is of the form ini p0. Moreover, instructions °;≠,≠0 ` ()√ p;C :W
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and °;≠0 ` C :W (resp. °;≠,≠0 ` (w1,w2)√ p;C :W and °;w1 :W1,w2 :W2,≠0 ` C :W) have
isomorphic denotations whenever ≠ =) p : 1 holds (resp. ≠ =) p :W1≠W2 holds).
The lift construction is interpreted by the copower. In detail, for every object h ofH, and every
object h0 of H0, we consider the isomorphism
lifth :H(h£h0,C(X ,Y ))ª=H(h,H(h0,C(X ,Y )))ª=H(h,C(h0 ØX ,Y ))
so that
[[°;≠,≠0 ` x( lift p;C :W 0]](h)= lifth([[°,x : |W | ;≠0 `C :W 0]])
Since we’re enforcing explicit measurement here, the denotation of the operation run for a
circuit C whose output wire type is the typeW is given by Def. 7.2.1(6).
The denotations of the remaining instructions are given as follows.
[[°;≠1,≠` p2√ gate g p1;C :W]](h)= [[°;≠2,≠`C :W]](h)± ([[g]]≠ id[[≠]])
[[°;≠1,≠2 ` p√C;C0 :W 0]](h)= [[°;≠,≠2 `C0 :W 0]](h)± ([[≠1 `C :W]]≠ id[[≠2]])
Consider the operational semantics given in Section 7.1.2. Assuming that H is a sound and
strongly normalizing categorical model of the host language, one obtains the following theorem
by straightforward induction on typing judgements.
Theorem 7.2.2 (Soundness). Assume that the reduction system! of the host language is strongly
normalizing. For every denotational semantics induced by a categorical model of EWire, if the
circuit judgement ·;≠`C :W holds and the concrete circuit C reduces to a (concrete) circuit C0,
then
[[·;≠`C :W]]= [[·;≠`C0 :W]]
Proof. In what follows, we exploit the observation that, by construction, the denotational
semantics of concrete circuits does not depend on the content of patterns [103, Lemma 10], i.e.
for every concrete circuit
[[·;≠`C[w 7! p] :W]]= [[·;≠`C :W]]
when ·;≠`C :W and ≠ =) p :W hold and w :W is an input wire.
Therefore, when C reduces to C0 by one of the commuting conversion rules presented in
Section 7.1.2, which only affect patterns, the concrete circuit C0 can be seen as a reorganization
of the patterns of the circuit C, and thus [[C0]]= [[C]].
For the other reduction rules, we proceed by induction on typing judgements.
Consider the judgement ·;≠ ` p√ output p0;C :W 0, for which ≠ =) p :W holds and the
circuit p√ output p0;C reduces in one step to C[p 7! p0]. We have by construction
[[·;≠` p√ output p0;C]]= [[·;≠` output p0]]± ([[·;≠`C :W 0]]≠ id)= [[·;≠`C[p 7! p0]]].
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The judgements ·;≠` ()√ ();C :W and ·;≠, ·`C :W have the same denotation, i.e.
[[·;≠` ()√ ();C :W]]= [[·;≠, ·`C :W]]
The judgements ·;≠` (w1,w2)√ (p1, p2);C :W and ·;≠,w1 :W1,w2 :W2 `C :W have the same
denotation, i.e.
[[·;≠` (w1,w2)√ (p1, p2);C :W]]= [[·;≠,w1 :W1,w2 :W2 `C[w1 7!p1w2 7!p2 ] :W]]
Consider the judgement ·;≠ ` unbox t p :W2 such that · ` t : Circ(W1,W2) and ≠ =) p :W1
hold, where the host term t reduces in finitely many steps to a host term t0. Since the host
reduction system is assumed to be normalizing, the host terms t and t0 both reduce in finitely
many steps to a normal form box p0 )N, and therefore C and C0 reduce in finitely many steps
to the circuit unbox (box p0 ) N) p (associated to the input context ≠0 such that the relation
≠0 =) p0 holds), which itself reduces to the circuit N[p0 7! p]. Therefore, the following equality
holds:
[[·;≠`unbox t p :W2]]= [[·;≠0 `N :W2]]= [[·;≠`unbox t0 p :W2]]
Consider a circuit judgement ·;≠ ` C :W such that C reduces to a circuit C0. Then, every
circuit of the form E[C] (described in the grammar 7.5) reduces in finitely many steps to a circuit
of the form E[C0] through the structural reduction rule.
By the induction hypothesis, from the fact that C reduces to C0, we have the equality [[·;≠`
C]]= [[·;≠`C0]]. As a pair of circuits in the grammar 7.5, the pair hE[C],E[C0]i is of one of the
four following forms:
hw√C;C00,w√C0;C00i hw√ gate g p;C,w√ gate g p;C0i
h()√ p;C, ()√ p;C0i h(w1,w2)√ p;C, (w1,w2)√ p;C0i
For all four different types of pairs hE[C],E[C0]i, the following implications establish that [[·;≠`
E[C]]]= [[·;≠`E[C0]]], from the equality [[·;≠`C]]= [[·;≠`C0]]:
[[·;≠1,≠2 `C00]]± ([[·;≠`C]]≠ id)= [[·;≠1,≠2 `C00]]± ([[·;≠`C0]]≠ id)
[[·;≠`C]]± ([[g]]≠ id)= [[·;≠`C0]]± ([[g]]≠ id)
[[°;≠0,≠` ()√ p;C]]= [[·;≠`C]]= [[·;≠`C0]]= [[°;≠0,≠` ()√ p;C0]]
[[°;≠0,≠` (w1,w2)√ p;C]]= [[·;≠`C]]= [[·;≠`C0]]= [[°;≠0,≠` (w1,w2)√ p;C0]]
⌅
Our approach to the semantics of quantum computing is influenced by the theory of C*-
algebras. The positive elements of C*-algebras correspond to observables in quantum theory, and
we understand quantum computations as linear maps that preserve positive elements, in other
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words, ‘observable transformers’. Circuits (·; (x :W) ` C :W 0) will be interpreted as completely
positive unital maps [[W 0]]! [[W]]. The reverse direction is in common with predicate transformer
semantics for conventional programming.
There are two crucial constructions of C*-algebras: matrix algebras and direct sums.Matrix
algebras provide a crucial example of C*-algebras. For example, the algebra M2 of 2£2 complex
matrices represents the type of qubits. The direct sum of two C*-algebras, A©B, is the set of
pairs with componentwise algebra structure. For instance, C©C represents the type of classical
bits. Every finite-dimensional C*-algebra is a direct sum of matrix algebras.
The tensor product ≠ of finite dimensional C*-algebras is uniquely determined by two proper-
ties: (i) that Mk≠Ml ª=Mk£l , and (ii) that A≠ (°) and (°)≠B preserve direct sums. In particular
Mk≠A is isomorphic to the algebra of (k£k)-matrices valued in A.
We do not focus here on linear maps that preserve all of the C*-algebra structure, but
rather on completely positive maps. An element x 2 A is positive if it can be written in the form
x= y§y for y 2 A. These elements correspond to quantum observables. A map f : A!B, linear
between the underlying vector spaces, is positive if it preserves positive elements. A linear map
is unital if it preserves the multiplicative unit. A linear map f is completely positive if the map
(Mk ≠ f ) :Mk ≠ A!Mk ≠B is positive for every k. This enables us to define a functor C≠ (°)
for every finite dimensional C*-algebra C. Thus finite dimensional C*-algebras and completely
positive unital linear maps form a symmetric monoidal category. There are completely positive
unital maps corresponding to initializing quantum data, performing unitary rotations, and
measurement, and in fact all completely positive unital maps arise in this way (e.g. [125, 131]).
Proposition 7.2.3. The quadruplet (FdC§AlgopCPU,Set,N,D
1) is a model of EWire, formed by the
opposite category of the category FdC§AlgCPU of finite-dimensional C*-algebras and completely
positive unital maps, the cartesian closed category Set of sets and functions, the skeleton N of
the category of finite sets and functions (which considers natural numbers as its objects), and the
probability distribution monad D1 over Set. In fact it is a model of QWire, with [[qubit]] def= M2
and [[bit]]
def= C©C.
Proof. The category Set of sets and functions is the canonical example of cartesian closed
category, and the distribution monad D1 :Set!Set is a strong monad.
The category FdC§AlgopCPU of the opposite category of finite-dimensional C*-algebras and
completely positive unital maps has a monoidal structure given by the tensor product of C*-
algebras, finite sums given by direct sums and the C*-algebra C of complex numbers is the unit
I.
The copower nØ A of a natural number n 2N and a C*-algebra A is the C*-algebra nØ A,
defined as the n-fold direct sum A© · · ·©A like in [69].
We observe that the copower distributes over the coproduct (nØ (A©B)= nØA©nØB) and
that composition is multiplication (nØ (mØA)= nmØB).
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The copower nØC is the C*-algebra Cn. Copowers are preserved by endofunctors A≠°.
A≠ (nØB)= A≠B© · · ·©A≠B= nØ (A≠B)
We still need to verify that we have a relative adjunction. Observing that
FdC§AlgCPU(A,Cn)ª=FdC§AlgCPU(A,C)£ · · ·£FdC§AlgCPU(A,C)
one deduces that
FdC§AlgCPU(A,Cn)ª=Set(n,FdC§AlgCPU(A,C))
and therefore
FdC§AlgopCPU(C
n,A)ª=Set(n,FdC§AlgopCPU(C,A))
Then, the symmetric monoidal functor J :N!FdC§AlgopCPU associates every natural number
n 2N to the C*-algebra Cn. The morphisms runn are given by the isomorphism
FdC§AlgopCPU(C,C
n) :=FdC§AlgCPU(Cn,C)ª=D1(n)
between states on Cn and the n-simplex D1(n) := {x 2 [0,1]n |Pi xi = 1} [55, Lemma 4.1].
The semantics of types and gates is rather standard. Probabilities are complex numbers C
and a (classical) bit is therefore an element of the C*-algebra C©C. Moreover, n-qubit systems
are modelled in the C*-algebra M2n . In other words,
1=C bit=C©C qubit=M2 u= u†°u (for every unitary u 2U )
meas :C©C!M2 : (a,b) 7!
°a 0
0 b
¢
new :M2!C©C :
°a b
c d
¢ 7! (a,d)
and so on. ⌅
Completeness One key element to a proof of completeness is to organize terms in equivalence
classes. The syntactic category (or category of contexts) of the type theory of EWire is the cate-
gory whose objects are contexts ° and morphisms æ : °!¢ are substitutions (of variables). A
categorical model is said to be complete for a type theory if every morphism f : [[°]]! [[¢]] of the
categorical model is the denotation [[æ]] of a substitution æ in the syntactic category.
From our reduction rules, we extract the following equivalences:
(w1,w2)√ (p1, p2);C ¥w1√ output p1;w2√ output p2;C
()√ ();C ¥C
unbox (box p)C)p0 ¥ p√ output p0;C
This observation opens the door to a brand new problem, recently discussed in the literature
[103, 131] but which goes beyond the scope of this chapter and this thesis: finding an equational
theory for quantum circuits.
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7.2.3 Steps towards subsets and variations on quantum computation
Completely positive maps between C*-algebras allow an interpretation for all quantum operations,
but sometimes one would like to focus on a variation of quantum computation, or a restricted set
of gates, such as the stabiliser gates.
Definition 7.2.4. A category of quantum computation is a subcategory Q of the category
C§AlgCPU of C*-algebras together with completely positive unital maps.
For the sake of coherence, we also require:
1. Initiality: the C*-algebra C of complex numbers is in Q.
2. Closure under matrix algebras: if A is in Q then so is Mn≠A (n 2N).
3. Closure under matrices of morphisms: for every pair (A,B) of C*-algebras in Q, if the map
f is in Q(A,B) then the map (Mn≠ f ) is in Q(Mn≠A,Mn≠B).
Different choices for the category Q give different classes of states and unitaries for our
language, making Q the ‘categorical signature’ of the subset of quantum mechanics associated
with the collection G of gates which parametrize QWire.
For example, we define a category of quantum computation which only contains matrix
algebras and the completely positive unital maps generated by the stabilizer states of the
Clifford group [114, Sec. 1.3]. We call this category Clifford; it corresponds to stabilizer quantum
mechanics [9], which can be efficiently simulated by classical computers.
Then, considering that the single-qubit Clifford group together with the gate T =
≥
1 0
0 e
iº
4
¥
can
approximate any single-qubit unitary up to an arbitrary accuracy [21], adding the completely
positive unital map T§ °T generated by the gate T to the maps of the category Clifford forms
a category CliffordT that is arguably the smallest category which corresponds to a reasonably
complete subset of quantum theory.
7.3 Relation to linear-non-linear models
Recent work by Selinger and collaborators [92, 116, 117] has suggested that a good setting for
quantum programming might be the linear/non-linear (LNL) models of linear logic in the style of
Benton [14]. This is, at first glance, a different approach to the QWire/EWire approach, for the
following reason. In QWire/EWire the type of circuits Circ(W ,W 0) is a type in the host language,
and is not itself a wire type. By contrast, with LNL models, the linear function space (W(W 0) is
itself an object of the category containing the linear types.
Rios and Selinger [116] gave a particular construction of an LNL model for quantum pro-
gramming. Lindenhovius et al. [90] have also been working on some related constructions. In
this section we propose a variation on that construction that works for a broad class of EWire
models. In this way we bring the two lines of research closer together.
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Definition 7.3.1 ([14]). A linear/non-linear (LNL) model is given by the following data:
1. a symmetric monoidal closed category L
2. a cartesian closed category H
3. a symmetric monoidal adjunction F aG formed from symmetric monoidal functors F :H!
L and G :L!H.
There is an equivalent formulation of LNL models using enriched category theory. This plays
a central role in work on the enriched effect calculus [43].
Lemma 7.3.2. Let H be a cartesian closed category and L be a symmetric monoidal category. The
following data are equivalent:
1. structure making L an H-enriched symmetric monoidal closed category with copowers;
2. a symmetric monoidal adjunction between H and L (i.e. a LNL model).
Proof. From (1) to (2), let the adjunction be the copower/hom adjunction
(°)Ø I aL(I,°) : (L,≠)! (H,£).
which is always a symmetric monoidal adjunction.
Since L is symmetric monoidal closed, each °≠Z :L!L has a right adjoint and so preserves
weighted colimits, in particular copowers:
((X ØW)≠Z)ª= X Ø (W ≠Z)
In particular,
F(X £Y )= (X £Y )Ø I = X Ø (Y Ø I)= X Ø (I≠ (Y Ø I))
= (X Ø I)≠ (Y Ø I)= F(X )≠F(Y ).
as required.
From (2) to (1), let the enrichment be given by
L(X ,Y ) def= G(X(Y ).
Then L has copowers given by hØX def= F(h)≠X . For
H(h0 £h,G(C(D))ª=C(F(h0 £h),C(D)ª=C(F(h0)≠F(h),C(D)
ª=C(F(h0), (F(h)≠C)(D))ª=H(h0,G(F(h)≠C)(D)
One must show that the symmetric monoidal closed structure is enriched. For example, we
must give a map
G(C(C0)£G(D(D0)!G(C≠C0(D≠D0)
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To give such a map is to give a map
FG(C(C0)≠FG(D(D0)! (C≠C0)( (D≠D0)
and we use the one that arises from the counit of the adjunction.
Finally we show that passing from (1) to (2) and back to (1) gives the same enriched structure
up to isomorphism. But this is trivial, because
L(I,X(Y )ª=L(X ,Y )
And we must show that passing from (2) to (1) and back to (2) gives the same adjunction, but this
is also fairly trivial because F, being a monoidal left adjoint, must preserve copowers and the
monoidal structure:
F(X )ª= F(X £1)ª= X ØF(1)ª= X Ø I.
⌅
Definition 7.3.3. An LNL-EWire model (L,H,L0,H0,F,G) is given by a linear-non-linear model
(L,H,F,G) together with a small symmetric monoidal full subcategory L0 µL and a small full
subcategory H0 µH such that F restricts to a functor H0!L0.
Proposition 7.3.4. Every LNL-EWire model (L,H,L0,H0,F,G) induces an EWire model, when
we put
• C=L0;
• The enrichment of C is given by C(X ,Y )=G(L(X ,Y ));
• T =GF.
Proof. Let us verify that the axioms of Definition 7.2.1 are satisfied by the quadruplet
(L0,H0,H,GF)
Axiom (3) follows from Lemma 7.3.2. For Axiom (4) we need to show that L0 has copowers by
objects of H0. Lemma 7.3.2 already gives us that L has copowers, and so we must show that a
copower hØX is in L0 when h 2H0 and X 2L0.
LNL-EWire models are defined to be such that F restricts to a functor H0!L0, and since
F ª= ((°)Ø I), this requirement amounts to requiring that (hØ I) 2L0 when h 2H0.
Now a LNL-EWire model also assumes that L0 is a symmetric monoidal subcategory, and
(°)≠X preserves copowers since it has a right adjoint in L, so we have the following isomorphism
in L0:
(hØX )ª= (hØ (I≠X ))ª= (hØ I)≠X
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For Axiom (5), we must show that A≠° preserves copowers. This again follows from A≠°
having a right adjoint, the closed structure, and hence preserving colimits.
For Axiom (6) we must give an enriched relative monad morphism, but by Lemma 7.3.2 this
can be the identity morphism. ⌅
Theorem 7.3.5. For every EWire model (C,H,H0,T) there is an LNL-EWire model
(L,H,L0,H0,F,G)
with a L0 =C and a relative monad morphism GF∂! T.
The proof of this theorem is postponed until after the following lemma, which is kind-of
contained in [83] and is likely well known in some circles.
Lemma 7.3.6. Let C be a category enriched in a cartesian closed category H, and suppose that H
is also locally presentable as an enriched category. Let F be a class of weighted colimits in C. Let
C¯def= [C,H]F be the H-category of F -limit preserving H-functors.
1. The restriction of the Yoneda embedding C! C¯ preserves F -colimits, and exhibits the free
H-colimit cocompletion of C as a category with F -colimits.
2. If F -colimits distribute over the monoidal structure, in that the canonical maps
colimWj2J(Cj≠D) °! (colimWj2JC j)≠D
are isomorphisms, then C¯ admits a symmetric monoidal closed structure, and the Yoneda
embedding C! C¯ strongly preserves the symmetric monoidal structure.
Proof. For (1), we first recall that it is straightforward to show that the Yoneda embedding
factors through C! C¯, this follows from the definition of limit. Moreover, it is routine to check
that this restricted Yoneda embedding preserves F -colimits: this follows from the Yoneda lemma.
Less trivial is the fact that the category C¯ of F -limit preserving functors is a reflective
subcategory of the category of all functors Cˆ, i.e. that the embedding C¯! Cˆ has a left adjoint.
This can be proved using a general method of orthogonality subcategories (e.g. [83, Ch. 6]), since
a functor is in C¯ if it is orthogonal to the canonical morphism
colimWi C(°,di)!C(°,colimWi di)
for each diagram in the class F . From this reflection property we conclude that C¯ has all colimits.
Now we consider an F -colimit preserving functor F :C!D where D is cocomplete. We show
that F extends uniquely to a functor F! : C¯!D that preserves all colimits.
C
F
&&
C(=,°)
// C¯
F!
✏✏
D
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First recall that F already extends essentially uniquely to a functor F! : Cˆ!D, which has a right
adjoint, the functor D(F(=),°) :D! Cˆ. Moreover D(F(=),°) factors through C¯µ Cˆ: this follows
from the assumption that F preserves F -colimits.
So the adjunction
F! aD(F(=),°) :D! Cˆ
restricts to an adjunction
F! aD(F(=),°) :D! C¯
and so F! : C¯!D preserves colimits, and is the required extension of F.
As for (2), recall that the presheaf category Cˆ is symmetric monoidal closed such and the
Yoneda embedding C! Cˆ is strongly monoidal. This structure is due to Day [35], and, for F,G 2 Cˆ,
we have
(F≠DayG)(Z)=
RX ,Y C(X ≠Y ,Z)£F(X )£G(Y )
(F(G)(X )= Cˆ(F,G(X ≠°))
If G preserves F -limits, then, because each (X ≠°) : C! C preserves F -limits too, (F( G)
preserves F -limits. In other words, if G 2 C¯ then (F(G) 2 C¯. This condition is sufficient for
extending ( ) to a symmetric monoidal closed structure on C¯µ Cˆ, such that the reflection Cˆ! C¯
is strongly monoidal [36]. (Note that this does not mean that the embedding C¯! Cˆ is strongly
monoidal.) ⌅
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 7.3.5.) LetF be the class of copowers by objects ofH0 . Let L
def= [C,H]F
be the category of H0-copower preserving H-functors. By Lemma 7.3.6, the category L has a
symmetric monoidal closed structure, and the Yoneda embedding C!L preserves it. Let L0 def= C.
By Lemma 7.3.2, this structure gives rise to an LNL model.
Finally, we must give a relative monad morphism GF∂! T. Recall that we assume that
in an LNL-EWire model, F restricts to a functor H0! L0 =C. By Lemma 7.3.2, F = ((°)Ø I),
and this restriction property means that L0 is closed under copowers by objects of H0. So
GF∂=L(I, ∂(°)Ø I)ª=C(I, ∂(°)Ø I), and the relative monad morphism is the (run) structure of the
EWire model. ⌅
From Theorem 7.3.5, we deduce that every EWire model (C,H,H0,T) induces an exponential
construction ! def= J ±L(I,°) :L!L where L def= [C,H]F .
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Within the semantic model presented in Chapter 7, based on enriched categories, we canfreely accommodate various additional features in the host language, while keeping thecircuit language the same. For example, we could add recursion to the host language, to
model the idea of repeatedly trying quantum experiments, or recursive types, to model arbitrary
data types. This can be shown to be consistent by modifying the simple model so that host types
are interpreted as directed complete partial orders (dcpo’s).
The categorical essence of recursive data types is algebraic compactness. In short, one says
that a category C is algebraically compact (for a specific class of endofunctors) when every
endofunctor F : C! C has a canonical fixpoint, which is the initial F-algebra and the final
F-coalgebra [12].
In Chapter 3, we have shown that the category of W*-algebras and normal positive sub-unital
maps is algebraically compact and enriched in dcpo’s, and so its compositional restriction to
normal completely positive sub-unital maps [24, 111], is a natural candidate for a semantics of
the language. In brief: circuit types are interpreted as W*-algebras, and circuits are interpreted
as normal completely positive sub-unital maps; host types are interpreted as pointed dcpo’s; in
particular the collection of circuits Circ(W ,W 0) is interpreted as the dcpo of normal completely
positive sub-unital maps, with the Löwner order.
Proposition 8.1.1 (paraphrased). Taking W*-algebras and normal completely positive sub-unital
maps as model of the circuit language yields a model of QWire in which the host language is
modelled by the category of pointed dcpos and Scott-continuous maps.
In this way, we provide another model in addition to the one introduced in Chapter 7, this
time based on W*-algebras rather than C*-algebras. This W*-algebraic model is a basic model for
a quantum type theory with recursive types.
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Many quantum algorithms are actually parameterized in the number of qubits that they
operate on. For example, the Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) has a uniform definition for
any number of qubits, where H is the Hadamard gate 1p
2
°1 1
1 °1
¢
and Rn is the Z rotation gate≥
1 0
0 e2ºi/2n
¥
.
|x1i • · · · • • H |yni
|x2i
QFT
· · · R2 |yn°1i
|x3i · · · R3 |yn°2i
...
...
|xni Rn · · · |y1i| {z }
rotations
We formalize this in Section 8.2 by extending the circuit language with a wire type QList of
qubit-lists for which the following equivalence of types holds:
QList ª= (qubit≠QList)©1
so that we can define a function
fourier : Circ(QList,QList)
We depart from the canonical intuition of circuits by considering them as first-order and
linear (in the linear logic sense of the term) instructions. In practice, it will be useful for a circuit
layout engine to know the number of qubits in the lists, suggesting a dependent type such as
fourier : (n : Nat)!Circ(QList(n),QList(n))
but we leave these kinds of elaboration of the type system to future work.
In Section 8.3, we define models of quantum recursive types such as QList to be order-enriched
functors from a category of quantum computation (see Section 7.2.3) onto a category of dcpos,
and call such functors quantum domains.
We conclude this chapter with what is, to our knowledge, the first categorical semantics of
a language that can accommodate an implementation of QFT involving recursive types. To be
specific, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8.4.1 (paraphrased). Taking quantum domains as model of the circuit language
extended with sums and recursive types yields a model of QWire in which the host language is
modelled by the category of pointed dcpos and Scott-continuous maps.
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8.1 A step towards quantum domain theory
Recall from Section 3.1 that a W*-algebra is a C*-algebra A whose unit interval is a dcpo, with
sufficiently many normal states, i.e. normal completely positive unital maps A! C. We write
W§AlgNCPSU for the category of W*-algebras and normal completely positive subunital maps,
which is known to be Dcpo?-enriched (see Section 3.3, or [24] for a full proof of this statement
for normal completely positive subunital maps), where Dcpo? is the category of pointed dcpos
and Scott-continuous maps.
In fact, its opposite category is part of a categorical model of QWire, when one considers the
restricted version of the monad of subvaluations
V def= dcGEMod([0,1](°), [0,1])
on Dcpo? (see e.g. [70, Section 5.6]), where the category dcGEMod is the category of directed-
complete generalized effect modules and Scott-continuous effect module homomorphisms, also
introduced as a category of quantum predicates in [112, 114]. In this setting, the directed-complete
generalized effect module [0,1]X (for X pointed dcpo) of Scott-continuous functions X ! [0,1]
is defined pointwise on the directed-complete generalized effect module structure of the unit
interval [0,1].
Proposition 8.1.1. (W§AlgopNCPSU,Dcpo?,N,V ) is a categorical model of QWire.
Proof. First, it has been established that the category W§AlgopNCPSU is symmetric monoidal
when equipped with the spatial tensor product [85] and it is a well-known fact that the category
Dcpo? of pointed dcpos and Scott-continuous maps is cartesian closed [3]. The objects of the
category N, i.e. natural numbers, are pointed dcpos when equipped with the flat order described
in Section 2.3.
Much like in [70, Section 5.6], we introduce the restricted version of the monad of subvalua-
tions V =dcGEMod([0,1](°), [0,1]) on Dcpo?, where the category dcGEMod is the category of
directed-complete generalized effect modules and Scott-continuous effect module homomorphisms,
also introduced as a category of quantum predicates in [112, 114].
Recall that a strong monad over a monoidal closed category K is the same thing as a K-
enriched monad. The monad V is enriched over Dcpo? and therefore a strong monad since the
category Dcpo? is cartesian (monoidal) closed.
Since there is a full and faithful functor which takes every W*-algebra A to its directed-
complete generalized effect module [0,1]A of predicates [114], there is an equivalence
V (n)=dcGEMod([0,1]n, [0,1])ª=W§AlgNCPSU(Cn,C) for every n 2N
and therefore an equivalence V (n)ª=W§AlgopNCPSU(C,Cn) for every n 2N.
Building on the constructions of Prop 7.2.3, we deduce that (W§AlgopNCPSU,Dcpo?,N,V ) is a
categorical model of QWire. ⌅
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The following section is devoted to an investigation of the extra syntax supported by the
categoryW§AlgopNCPSU.
8.2 Extensions of EWire
Let us depart from the traditional notion of circuits in order to deal with inputs and outputs
of sum types and recursive types: in what follows, circuits are first-order linear instructions.
Therefore, the structures that our circuit language manipulates are not per se circuits but
generalised circuits.
Conditional branching To extend EWire with conditional branching, one needs to introduce
sum types (that is, W ::= ·· · |W ©W 0 and A ::= ·· · | A+ A0), and gates in1 2 G (W1,W1©W2) and
in2 2G (W2,W1©W2) for every pair of typesW1 andW2.
Additionally, we introduce case expressions
case p of (in1w1!C1 | in2w2!C2) :W
(where p :W1©W2, C1 : Circ(W1,W) and C2 : Circ(W2,W)) and extend the grammar of patterns:
p ::= ·· · | in1 p | in2 p
Then, bit is 1©1. A wire typeW ©W 0 is classical ifW andW 0 are classical, and then:
ØØW ©W 0ØØ def= |W |+ ØØW 0ØØ
Patterns of sums are eliminated using
≠ =) p :Wi
i 2 {1,2}
≠ =) ini p :W1©W2
and the typing rule for branching is the following:
≠ =) p :W1©W2 °;w1 :W1,≠0 `C1 :W °;w2 :W2,≠0 `C2 :W
°;≠,≠0 ` case p of (in1w1!C1 | in2w2!C2) :W
Recursive types Let us complete the grammars of wire types and host types:
W ::= ·· · | X |µX .W A ::= ·· · | X |µX .A
A wire type µX .W is classical ifW is, and
ØØµX .WØØ def= µX . |W |.
We assume that G contains gates
foldµX .W 2G (W[X 7!µX .W],µX .W) unfoldµX .W 2G (µX .W ,W[X 7!µX .W])
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which corresponds to the folding/unfolding of a recursive type µX .W. For example, for the type
QList of quantum lists defined by qlist=µX .qubit≠X ©1, we have
fold 2G (qubit≠qlist©1,qlist) unfold 2G (qlist,qubit≠qlist©1)
As another example, qnat def= µX .X ©1 is a wire type of natural numbers and nat= µX .X +1 is
the host type of natural numbers. The type qnat is classical and |qnat| def= nat.
In line with [50], we introduce the recursive typing rules as type judgements £` ø, which
entail that the type ø is well-formed with respect to the context of distinct type variables £. We
introduce the following set of rules for typing judgements:
£` 1 £,X ,£0 ` X
£`W1 £`W2 ~ 2 {≠,©}
£`W1~W2
£,X `W
£`µX .W
The typing judgement £`° holds whenever ° is a context of language variables such that £` ø
holds for every variable (x : ø) 2°.
At this point, one might question the interest for recursive types in a circuit-based language.
In the traditional conceptualization of circuits, lists and other infinite data types must be
instantiated at a specific length to be used as the input type of a circuit and therefore (iso)recursive
types cannot appear in the wire types of a circuit.
Let us illustrate our interest in patterns of recursive types by focusing on the pattern p : QList.
We want to implement the Quantum Fourier Transform in an extension of QWire with sums
and recursive types. Taking inspiration from [103, Sec. 6.2] and [59], we assume a host language
constant
CR : nat!Circ(qubit≠qubit,qubit≠qubit)
so that (CRn) corresponds to the controlled rotation by 2º2m around the z-axis. Then the instruction
(fourier) corresponds to the QFT, as illustrated in the circuit in the introduction.
length :
Circ(QList ,QNat≠QList) =
box qs =>
case qs of [] => output
(0,[])
| (q:qs’) =>
(n,qs’) <- unbox length
qs’;
output (S n,q:qs’)
rotations :
Nat -> Circ(qubit≠QList ,qubit≠QList) =
lambda m. box (c,qs) =>
case qs of [] => output (c,[])
| (q:qs’) =>
(n,qs’) <- unbox length qs’ ;
n <= lift n ;
(c,qs’) <- unbox (rotations m) (c,qs’)
;
(c,q) <- unbox (CR(1+m-n)) (c,q) ;
output (c,(q:qs’))
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fourier : Circ(QList , QList) =
box qs =>
case qs of [] => []
| (q:qs’) =>
qs’ <- unbox fourier qs’ ;
(n,qs’) <- unbox length qs’ ;
n <= lift n ;
(q,qs’) <- unbox (rotations n) (q,qs’)
q <- gate H q ; output (q,qs’)
Here we are using some standard syntactic sugar for recursive types and lists. For example,
length is more verbosely written
Y (lambda l. box qs =>
qs <- unfold qs ;
case qs of
in2() => qs <- gate in1 () ; qs <- gate fold qs ;
z <- gate in1 () ; z <- gate fold z ;
output (z,qs)
| in1(q,qs) =>
(n,qs) <- unbox l qs ;
qqs <- gate in1 (q,qs) ; qqs <- gate fold qqs ;
n’ <- gate in2 n ; n’ <- gate fold n ;
output (n’,qqs) )
where Y is a fixed point combinator, defined using recursive types.
It is important to note that this standard QFT algorithm leaves the list in reverse order, and
so for many purposes this program must be composed with a standard list reversal program,
omitted here.
In this setting, we consider recursive types because they are a quick way of introducing
operations over lists, and these quickly fit into our categorical formalism. The drawback is that
in quantum programming, it is useful to make the lengths of lists more explicit. For example,
the type system does not tell us that (unbox fourier qs) has the same length as qs. This is a
familiar problem in a functional language such as Haskell, but it is particularly inconvenient
for a quantum circuit layout engine, especially if one wants to ensure that the terms which
correspond to circuits are terminating.
A good way to deal with it would be through some kind of dependent types [103, Sec. 6.2], for
instance allowing a type QArray(n) of arrays of qubits of size n and
fourier : (n : Nat)!Circ(QArray(n),QArray(n))
In practice, introducing those dependent types indexed by natural numbers in EWire requires
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the existence of rules such as
{} :¶(n:N)QArray(0)
q : qubit l :¶(n:N)QArray(n)
fold(q, l) :¶(n2N)QArray(n+1)
One can see ¶(n:N)QArray(n) as the family of types formed by the types for the arrays of qubits of
size n.
However, this chapter discusses categorical models of QWire in which one can denote recursive
types, exploiting a presheaf-theoretic semantics which we intend to use as a foundation for
a theory of quantum domains. Therefore, integrating dependent types to EWire/QWire and
associating such types to an appropriate categorical semantics is left for future work. Ideally, one
would want to use dependent types indexed by natural numbers in order to ensure that circuits
terminates, i.e. that every circuit reduces to a normal form.
8.3 What is a quantum domain?
As we have seen before in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, the notion of algebraic compactness provides
a way to interpret recursive types. Recall that a Dcpo?!-enriched category C is algebraically
compact [12] for locally continuous endofunctors if every locally continuous endofunctor F on C
(i.e. F is such that all FX ,Y :C(X ,Y )!C(FX ,FY ) are Scott-continuous) has a canonical fixpoint
written µF, which is the initial F-algebra (where Dcpo?! is the category of pointed dcpos and
strict Scott-continuous maps).
The algebraic compactness of the category of W*-algebras together with normal (completely)
positive sub-unital maps has already been established in Chapter 3. This algebraic compactness
result establishes W*-algebras and normal completely positive unital maps as a categorical
model of higher-order quantum computing. For example, the type QList is denoted by the fixpoint
©k∏0M2k of the endofunctor F : X 7! X ≠M2©1.
Ultimately, we are interested in quantum domains, that is in finding models and convenient
programming languages that mix quantum features and classical features more generally. En-
riched category theory offers a compelling way to elevate ourselves from the theory of W*-algebras,
as we’ve seen for example in our categorical study of linear type systems in Section 7.3.
Whenever a category C is enriched over a category H, one can form a category of H-enriched
presheaves [Cop,H], which inherits some of the structure of H and C. In particular, when
a category C is enriched over the category Dcpo (resp. Dcpo?!), order-enriched presheaves
Cop!Dcpo (resp. Cop!Dcpo?!) are the objects of the free colimit completion of the category
C as a Dcpo-enriched category (resp. as a Dcpo?!-enriched category). We recall that Malherbe
et al. [92] also used presheaves in their steps towards a model of a higher-order quantum
programming language.
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Definition 8.3.1. For every category C of quantum computation enriched over the category
Dcpo (resp. Dcpo?!), a quantum predomain (resp. quantum domain) is an order-enriched con-
travariant presheaf F :Cop!Dcpo (resp. F :Cop!Dcpo?!). Assuming by convention that we’re
considering a fixed category of quantum computation C, we write QPredom and QDom! for the
presheaf categories [Cop,Dcpo] and [Cop,Dcpo?!].
In an earlier work [114], it was suggested to define a quantum domain as a quantum predo-
main whose root F(C) is a pointed dcpo, i.e. a dcpo which has a least element. To benefit from the
notions of Day convolution (see Section 2.2.1) and algebraic compactness, we adopt here a more
restrictive notion of quantum domains as presheaves enriched over pointed dcpos.
It is worth mentioning that the literature is rich of examples of dcpo structures over quantum
systems, upon which quantum (pre)domains can be built. Normal states NS(A) and predicates
[0,1]A of a C*-algebra A form dcpos whenever A is a W*-algebra [112]. Projections Proj(A) on a
finite-dimensional C*-algebra A, which are elements p of A which are self-adjoint (i.e., p= p§)
and idempotent (i.e., p = p2), are complete lattices (see e.g. [16, I.5.1.3]) and therefore dcpos.
Furthermore, one can consider the dcpo C (A) of commutative C*-subalgebras of a C*-algebra A
(seen as classical views of a quantum system) ordered by inclusion [66].
8.4 A denotational semantics for QWire with recursive types
We justify the adoption of a functorial approach in our quantum domain theory by the fact that
category-theoretic tools easily allow us to define new quantum domains from existing ones. In
particular, we can define sums and copowers for quantum (pre)domains, following a construction
already introduced in a joint work with Professor Sam Staton [114].
As it is common in enriched presheaf categories, the coproduct of quantum predomains (resp.
quantum domains) is defined pointwise on the coproduct of Dcpo (resp. Dcpo?!), and therefore
it has the universal property of the coproduct.
Moreover, for every Dcpo?!-enriched category of quantum computation Q with copowers in a
category H0, we can build the copower of quantum domains in H0 as a functor
Ø :H0£QDom!!QDom!
(h,F) 7! hØF def= F(hØ°) :Qop!Dcpo?!
This has the universal property of ‘copower by representables’ (see e.g. [75]). The construction
takes inspiration from the fact that the equivalence Mn(A)ª=Mn≠A holds for every C*-algebra
A and every natural number n 2N. In that context: for every n 2N, nØF is the quantum domain
defined as the mapping A 7! F(Mn(A)) on objects and f 7! F(Mn( f )) on maps.
As for the monoidal product of quantum (pre)domains, it is important to recall that the Day
convolution provides a monoidal structure to any presheaf category of a small category enriched
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over a complete and cocomplete closed symmetric monoidal category, such as the categories Set,
Dcpo [3, Theorem 3.3.3] and Dcpo?! [3, Theorem 3.3.4].
The following proposition will not come as a surprise to the reader familiar with enriched
categories.
Proposition 8.4.1. Consider a categorical model of QWire (Cop,Dcpo?,T) where C is a small
category. We write QDom!
def= [Cop,Dcpo?!] for the category of quantum domains over the category
C, whose coproducts are defined pointwise.
Then, the quadruplet (QDom!,Dcpo?,N,T) is a categorical model of QWire, with QDom!
algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors.
Proof. As discussed at the beginning of this section, the coproduct of quantum domains F,G :
Cop ! Dcpo?! is defined pointwise on the disjoint sum of pointed dcpos, with the quantum
domain which acts as q 7! 1 on objects (where 1 = {?} is the singleton dcpo). And the copower
Ø :H0£QDom!!QDom! of quantum domains is built upon the copower of the category C.
Since the category C is a small category of quantum computation (with unit C), the Day convo-
lution [35] provides us with a symmetric monoidal closed structure (QDom!,≠Day,y(C), [°,°]Day)
for quantum domains, and algebraic compactness for locally continuous endofunctors on QDom!
is given by Theorem 6.5.4, which states that the Dcpo?!-enriched category of Dcpo?!-enriched
functorsW!Dcpo?! is algebraically compact for locally continuous endofunctors for every small
Dcpo?!-enriched categoryW.
Then, every endofunctor F≠° on the category QDom! has a right adjoint in the monoidal
closed structure and therefore preserves colimits, and in particular copowers.
Finally, observe that we have
J(n)= nØy(C)= y(C)(nØ°) : X 7!C(nØX ,C)
and in particular J(n)(C)=C(Cn,C). Since we assumed that C is a category of quantum compu-
tation, part of a categorical model of QWire whose circuit category is Cop, we have an enriched
relative monad morphism
run’n :C(Cn,C)=Cop(C,Cn)!T(n)
for every n 2N. This leads us to the definition of an enriched relative monad morphism
runn :QDom!(y(C),J(n))!T(n)
defined by runn(Æ)= run’n(ÆC(idC)). ⌅
Consequently, the triplet ([FdC§AlgopCPSU,Dcpo?!],Dcpo?,N,V ) is a categorical model of
QWire, which will be investigated in future work. It is worth noting that while Section 7.3
considered over a cartesian closed category, we’re providing here another construction in terms
of enriched functors but this time over the monoidal closed category Dcpo?!, in order to obtain
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algebraic compactness. This suggests that the construction in terms of enriched functors provided
by Theorem 7.3.5 isn’t unique.
On another matter, it is important to note that probabilistic computations are captured by
commutative C*-algebras, offering us a model for probabilistic circuits given by the triplet
([FdCC§AlgopCPSU,Dcpo?!],Dcpo?!,N,V )
where FdCC§AlgCPSU is the category of finite-dimensional commutative C*-algebras together
with completely positive sub-unital maps between them). This is particularly interesting since
the Lawvere theory L∑1 of subconvex sets is equivalent to FdCC§AlgopCPSU [55], the opposite
category of the category of finite-dimensional commutative C*-algebras and completely positive
sub-unital maps. We expect that this semantic connection between probabilistic and quantum
programming might be the point of start of a better understanding of the interaction between
those two paradigms.
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SUMMARY
The organizing framework of this thesis is category theory, which allows for compositionalthinking in terms of mathematical objects and structure-preserving arrows between them.This thesis has been organised around two themes. The first theme is the use of operator
algebras in the categorical study of quantum foundations. The second theme focuses on functional
(quantum) programming languages and their categorical models, with the development of a
quantum domain theory as common ground.
First, we establish a connection between operator theory and domain theory, which are
respectively milestones in the study of quantum mechanics and the study of the semantics of
programming languages. We define the meaning of quantum programs as morphisms between
operators algebras (i.e. algebras of physical observables).
Representation theorems classify the models of mathematical structures in terms of more
concrete models, allowing the study of the general through the study of the particular. We
present several representation theorems for completely positive maps, by first representing
them as families of positive maps, i.e. families of morphisms which preserve observable entities
of quantum systems. We discuss similar results on topological vector spaces, seen here as a
generalization of operator algebras.
We close the first half of this thesis with a proof that matrix algebras are dense in W*-algebras.
Informally, this means that the structures that we use to interpret finite-dimensional quantum
systems offer some approximation of the structures that we use to interpret infinite-dimensional
structures.
The second part of this thesis explores the development of a quantum domain theory, as a
basis for the study of quantum computing.
We show that Kegelspitzen model stochastic matrices onto a category of domains. Conse-
quently, Kegelspitzen form a denotational model of pPCF, an abstract functional programming
language for probabilistic computing.
Building on the perspective from the first half of this thesis, we study the semantics of
a concrete quantum programming language. We have chosen the embedded language QWire
(pronounced ‘choir’) for quantum circuits because it has a clear semantics in the language of
enriched category theory. In short, the embedding of the circuit language in the host language is
an instance of enriched category theory: the circuits (morphisms) between wire types (objects)
form a type (object) of the host language. In this context, the host composition term is precisely
composition in the sense of enriched categories.
Then, we proceed to outline the first steps towards a quantum domain theory, that is the
quantum counterpart of domain theory, which therefore focuses on the study of infinitesimality
in quantum computing. We define a notion of quantum domains and give a mathematical
representation of the Quantum Fourier Transform.
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SAMENVATTING
Het onderliggende raamwerk van deze scriptie is de categorietheorie, een compositorischebenadering toestaat in de zin van mathematische objecten en de structuurbehoudendepijlen tussen de objecten.
Ten eerste stellen we een verband vast tussen de operatortheorie en de domeintheorie, die
respectievelijke mijlstenen vormen in de studies van kwantummechanica en semantiek van
programmeertalen. We hanteren een definitie van kwantum programma’s als morfismen tussen
algebra’s van fysische observabelen.
Een representatiestelling classificeert de modellen van wiskundige structuren in termen van
meer concrete modellen. We presenteren verschillende representaties stellingen voor volledig
positieve morfismen, door deze eerst als families van positieve morfismen te presenteren, oftewel
families van morfismen die de waarneembare eigenschappen van kwantumsystemen behouden.
Verder, bespreken we soortgelijke resultaten in studies over topologische vectorruimten.
We sluiten de eerste helft van de thesis af met een bewijs dat matrix algebras dicht zijn in
W*-algebras. Informeel betekent dit dat de structuren die wij hanteren om de finiet-dimensionale
kwantumsystemen te interpreteren een bepaalde mate van approximatie bieden van de struc-
turen die wij hanteren voor het interpreteren van infiniete-dimensionale structuren.
De tweede helft van deze scriptie verkent de ontwikkeling van een kwantumdomeintheorie,
als een basis voor de studie van kwantumcomputer.
We tonen aan dat Kegelspitzen model stochastische matrices op een categorie van de
domeinen. Als een gevolg hiervan vormen Kegelspitzen een denotationele model van pPCF,
een abstracte functionele programmeertaal voor probabilistische computing.
Vervolgens passen we het perspectief uit de eerste helft van de thesis toe in de studie van
concrete kwantum programmeertaal. Hierbij hebben we de ingebedde taal QWire (fonetisch
‘kwaaier’) voor kwantumcircuits, vanwege de duidelijke semantische kwaliteit in de de taal van
verrijkte categorietheorie. Kortom, de inbedding van de circuit taal in de gasttaal is een voorbeeld
van verrijkte categorietheorie: De circuits (morfismen) tussen de draadtypen (objecten) vormen
een type (object) in de gasttaal.
Tenslotte sluiten we af met het uiteenzetten van de eerste stappen in de richting van een
kwantum domeintheorie, dat wil zeggen de kwantum tegenhanger van de domein theorie. Hierbij
definiëren we een concept van kwantum domeinen en geven een mathematische representatie
van de kwantumfouriertransformatie.
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